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tinu th d m nstr tions and dis us-

ns f an 1 th t comp II the III U III, to 

c II ener I strike 'and to build the n w 

leadership in the Labour Party 
Text 'Of a leaflet disributed by the Party on January 12th: 

MAKE THE DEMONSTRATIONS AND STRIKES ON JANUARY 12th THE BASIS FOR AN INDEFINITE GENERAL STRIKE TO REPLACE 

THE TORY GOVERNMENT WITH A LABOUR GOVERNMENT ON A SOCIALIST PROGRAMME. 

o' .•.• With. t4einterv~ntion of the working <;Iass vanguardJ on Jannary 12th, 
and 'the meetings' caned to disCllSiS opposition to the anti..l.tradle union bilI, 
the centralisation of the class aroundJ the Labour Party and tOO roc is! elev
ated and the transformation of these organisms into being the instruments 
to take power is accelerated. The roc persists in refnSling to call an emerg
ency Conference until JW;arch-just hefore the biII is about to be passed in 
Parliament-for' fear thati! will lose contml of the extra parliamentary op
position. ThuS! Feather condemned tbe December 8th demon@trationS'~ instead 
of leauing Iln them to impel the. ()verthroW .. of c~pitaUscm.N""yert"'eless the. 
vangUard 'has impelled iD effect die. roC·to call a limited general strike aCtion 
on January 12th by forcing it to call factorymeeting81 in working time. 

Although December 8th, the jMidland 
strikes on January 1st, and Janaruy 12th 
have only been limited from the point of 
view of programme, they show a vanguard 
ceaslessly impelling the class to overthrow 
capitalism, using the Labour Party, the 
unions and political strikes to do' this. 
And in this process we applaud the act
ivity of the Communist Par~y, which 
again, although limited from the program
matic pOint of view-apart from coming 
around to support general' strike action
has published aU tbe actions of the class 
throughout the country.·· 

Major events on the international level 
in Poland, Spain and! Chile, are also stim
Ulating the intervention of . the vanguard 
not only in the factories, but in the key 
instrument of the class-the L.P. The 
events in Poland have· accelerated the 
whole pl,'ocess of the political revolu~ion . in 
the Workers States. The workers councils 
and militia in Szczecin, which were form. 
edto pro.tect the· factories, and which ran 
tbe . whole town for a period, are a de
cisive impnlse. to the discussion in tb,e in
ternational communist movement on the 
way· forward to socialism. The bureau
cracy has beaten a retreat, and both the 
leaderships in Poland and the Soviet 
Union have called for fundamental im
provements in the relations of the masses 
~ith their parties, and. Bresnev in his 
speech to the meeting of the "soviet" as
sembly, the parliament of the bureaucracy, 
lipoke of the gains being made for "soci
alist democracy". The reaction of the bu
reaucracy shows that the process of part· 
ial regeneration of the Workers States is 
proceeding very rapiiUy and promotes a 
superior level of discussion throughout the 
international communist and workers mo
vement on the demands for the restor
ation of socialist democracy in the Soviet 
Union. The French and Italian' Commun
ist Parties have also spoken of the n~d 
for an improvement in the relations bet
ween the masses 'and their parties, and 
this position seems to be held by the 
Morning Star. All this process in Poland 
helps to renovate the political aifein the 
L.P., extends the comprehension of the 
vanguard as to the course of the world 
advance to socialism. 

Eventli in Spain are also accelerating 
the process of interior entrism in the L.P. 
The fact tbat the L.iP. and the TUC have 
called for the' restoration of trade union 
and political freedom in Spain shows the 
new atmosphere in the L.P. And on the 

other hand the communist" spirit of the 
Basque revolutionaries has frightened tbe 
wits out of the European baurgeoisie. All 
the world has seen their weakness in this 
matter. The Tory Government of Heath 
was wen to the fore in the ranks of "fear 
and trembling" begging Franco not to 
shoat the revolutiqnaries, as it might pro
voke such reactions in Europe as to hasten 
the downfall of capitalism. So much for 
the' "strong" gOVf;lmment of the Tories. 
Although tbere were no. strikes in Britain 
-as opposed to strike action in France 
and Belgium in relation to the Basque 
prisoners-nevertheless' there was tremend~ 
ous interest throughout the country ex
pressed in demolllitrations, and this in it
self impels the politicisation of the van
guard, and deepens their understanding of 
the world process of the socialist revolut
ion. 

Finally, the events in Chile act as. a 
great· stimulus to the L.P. vanguard, be
cause these can be seen as an electoral 
victory on' a socialist programme, which 
is . now being applied. Various imperialist 
firms have already been taken over. Cop
per, coal and the banks are to be nation
alised or statifted. Some of tbe biggest 
limilOwners have been expropriated. All 
this interests and stimulates the L.P. van
guard and stimulates the process towards 
the liquidation of the right wing in the 
La!Jour Party. Our perspective is to im
pell the L.P. into power on a Socialist 
programme. Wilson & Co cafry less and 
less weight, aud if there is to be another 
General Election, the L.;P. will inevitably 
be impelled leftwards, and can come to 
power in a situation where capitalism 
possesses less and less liocial weight, . and 
in which the working class will not sup
port the L.P. passively, but will force. it. 
by strikes and demolllitrations to take 
some, at least limited, anti-capitalist meas
ures. 

Make .January 12h not only a day for 
a General Strike but a means so that 
the masses can c~mmunicate among them
selv~s to discuss everything in factory' 
committees, workers area committees, and 
mass llSliemblies. We appeaUor a thorough 
discussion of the policy to pursue in the 
Labour Party, what programme, what 
methods to overthrow capitalism. The 
workers are waging an offensive not a 
defensive attack On capitalism. A process 
directed towards t_ taking of power, It 
is necessary to elevate the programmatic 
level of the strUggle. We appeal to the 

revolutionary sectors in fhe Labour Party,' 
to the Communist Party, to the workers 
in the mass assemblies to adopt thefol· 
lowing demands as an integral part of 
the struggle. FOR A WORKERS PLAN 
OF PRODUCTION BASED ON TIlE 
NATIONALISATION UNDER . WORK
ERS CONTROL OF TIm. KEY IN· 
DUSTRIES AND BANKS, ALL WAGES 
TO RISEJVJ:TII~HE COsT OF ~I:IVING, 

A SLIDING SCALE OF WAGES AND 
HOURS OF WORK, NO FACTORIES 
TO BE CLOSED DOWN, NO WORKERS 
TO BE MADE UNEMPLOYED, ALL 
THE PROFITS OF AUTOMATION TO 
mE . WORKERS, FOR A SINGLE 
UNION IN EACH FAcTORY, OUT 
Wlm .RR_TISH TROOPS FROM NOR
THERN IRELAND, FOR THE RELEASE 

CPNTINUB;DQN. 1> ~GE4 .•. 

First Conclusions of the 
Jan 12 Mobilisation 

The spirit and combativity of the 
working class in the Jan 12th demon-

. strationsand strikes, especially in 
Glasgow and the Midlang.s, and on 
Jan 11th in Wolverhampton, working 
class centres, where whole towns came 
auf. show the levelofpreparationf6r 
a ',freneral strike that has 1:>een achiev
ed. The Communist,' Labour and 
trade union vanguard, whilst con
stantly intervening to take a militant 
lead, have .maintained contact with the 
centralised strength of the class in 
its organisations, attracting the class 
to a higher level of action. Most sign
ificant is the level of discussion in 
the class-it is not a defensive trade 
union' discussion, but a political OJ;le 
that centres on the problems of ad. 
vancing towards taking power: the 
transformation of the Labour Party 
and trade unions into adequate in
struments for this, and the construct
ion of a revolutionary leadership. It 
is the pressure of this class activity 
that causes the Communist Party to 
come to the fore and organise against 
the trade union bill, and "Tr;bupe" 
M.P.s to appeal to the T.U.e. to in
crease its mobilisation. 

The van,guard is strongly critical of 
the. limitations of the bureaucratic 
T.U.e. leadership and the right wing 
of the Labour Party. Even at the 
selected delegate rally, in the Albert 
Hall, Feather ~nd Wilson were shout
down (Wilson had to resort to pol
ice protection' to, 'get in), and it was 
only a desperate attempt to maintain a 
remnant of authority that compelled 
them to appear. The only words utter
ed from the platform that got a good 
reception referred to the search for a 
socialist society. The comcious conclu
sion of the vanguard, expressed in their 
election abstention, of the need to 
smash the right wing leadership, has 
become gene:t;alised. We appeal for 
the consolidation of the great steps 
forward being made in the ,demon
stration, where the need for proletar
ian democracy in the workers move
ment and the adoption of a socialist 
programme were under discussion. The 

mass meetings must continue to meet, 
factory and workers district commit. 
tees must be set up to deepen the 
discussion, and organise the struggle 
with the necessary anti-capitalist 
methods, beginning by compelling the 
T.U.C. to call a general strike. The 
more developed use of organisms 
such as the trades councils, shop 
stewards committees, trade union 
branches, L.P. and L.P.Y.S. and C.P. 
branches must continue and increase. 
Thus the revolutionary tendency in
tervening there will emerge organic
ally, and the organisation of a revolut
ionary leadership in the L.P. will ad~ 
vance. ' . 

The e.P., basing itself on the great 
adyance it has made. in the last p_eri
od, must overcome the limitations in 
its activity. Whilst it has always been 
correct in appealing to the T.Ue. to 
call a general strike, and .has organised 
many localised general strikes, the 
c.P. leadership conciliated when it 
failed to make a direct national gen
eral strike call in the absence on one 
from the T.U.C. The class is super
prepared to launch a general strike, 
all that is lacking is a strike call 
from a leadership with the necessary 
wei.ght. There exists a marvellous op
portunity for the C.P. to intervene 
with a socialist programme, with the 
immediate perspective of promoting 
the overthrow of the Tory Govern
ment and bringing the L.P. back to 
power on a socialist programme. And 
the conference of the W. European 
C.P.s-an important event in itself, 
reflecting the desire of the European 
Communist vanguard to unite and 
plan the anti-capitalist struggle
must be used to organise demonstrat
ions of solidarity with the British 
working class in its efforts to defeat 
the bill and advance the conquests of 
the class, the establishment of a Eu
ropean Trade Uuion Centre, the dis
cussion of the conclusions of the anti
bureaucratic, but not anti-Socialist, 
struggle of the Polish workers, the 
organisation of a European General 
Strike for the overthrow of Franco and 
Caetano, etc. . 



2 RED FLAG 
RESOLUUON OF INTERNATIONAL SECRETARIAl' OF THE IV'INTERNATIONAL 

The Burgos trial, the struggle ot the Spanish masses 

The action of the Basque comrades-who are' more socialist thau nation
alist-in the face of the Military Tribnual in BurgoS!, will have an enormous 
echo throughout the SpaniJh people. It amonnts' to inciting au uprising. It is 
pOElSible that they will be shot, but they are bringing the Basque and Spani~h 
peoples into insurrection. It is an example worthy of hnmanity. We do 
not ask of anyone that he gets himSIClf shot, but neither do we tell him to 
shrink from being shot if it is necessary for the progress of humanity. 

Resolutions aud texts must be br~ught out by aD the Sections of the In
ternatlonal with refereuce to the worthy behaviour of the Basque nalionali.b. 
They reflect a· world climate favourable to the revolution. They are an ex
pression not jnst of Spain, but of the world, because it is only that the process 
~s being exp~ at its most vivid in Spaiu. Even though this· is so, there 
lSI also the receut General Strike, which was a success, on which they can 
b~ themselves. This is why they have the conrage to confront fascism, 
nsking the death sentence, or that ther. should just be killed. It shows that 
~ scutiment of triumph against opposition and. repl'CSSion weighs with them, 
onentates and educates them. This is one of the most beautiful acts made 
by humanity. It is a smaIl nucleus, a smaD group, isolated in 'priron, defence
!ess, that is expressing the world development and ascent of the revolution, and 
its deveJopment and ascent in Spain as weD. 

TIlE REBA VIOUR OF HUMANITY IS COMMUNIST 

The Basques are behaving in this way 
because they live polit!cany; they live pre
occupied with the world revolution. Their 
feel:ngs are nOlt subjected to peroccupation 
with their wives,. chU~n. sex, money, food 
or clothes. Their preoccupation is how to 
be useful with fJheir consciousness. This is 
what they are doing. The world revolution 
reaches them, for they live it as well. If 
they did not live it,. they would not feel 
the revolution. If they lived at a d:Stance 
.from it,they wouldn't be doing what they 
are doing. They are not seeking to just. 
ify anything, they are trying to impose 
iusti~ and truth. 

bourgeois members of the movement have 
the spirit to carry them forward with per
sistence, because they are no use any more. 
So concessions have to be made. Young 
people, who are incorporated because they 
are carried along and attral:ted by the 
bourgeois sentiment of the fatherland, 
find that the ideas and organisation of the 
fatherland have Il wider seuse, which is 
socialism.; Now they do not simply have 
a national, regional and local narrowness, 
though they still keep the local and regi. 
onal sentiments----such as of Basque nati. 
onalism-;-but in combination with social
ism. This shows that a political party of 
Basqlie nationalist origin will go on to 
socialism now. 

Of all this the . most beautiful th:ng;and 
what is communlcated to humanity is the 
revolut:onary sentiment-the fact that the 
Basques feel life, feel the stage of hMory. 
It is necessary to be dignified; it is neces
sary for the Basques to replace the mater
ial means that flhey lack with d:gnity. They 

1'he Basque nationalist comrades are 
giving an example to the world, not just 
J;ecausetltey'are;riskingtheir lives; but' 
because they are continUing to be m'Utant 
with the death sentence hanging over them. 
And hOW militant they are being 1 They 
don't feel intimidated, forced back or 
cowardly, qUite the contrary, they feel im
peDed forward. "We are not just going 
to d:e! We are going to die defending 
ideas and defending progress!" 

What is being shown is what we have 
l'requeutly spoken of in our .texts and re
solutions: "Communist behaviour on the 
. part of militants aud movements of a non. 
Communist origin." This means that com
munism is already an immense pole of 
attraction which orders, modulates and 
organises the behaviour of revolutionari ;s. 
Even though politically and programmat. 
caDy they have not got the same program
me, their behaviour is communist, their 
revolutionary will is communist. They are 
uniting immediate national sentiments, as 
exist in Basque nationalism, with a soci
alist solution. And they have made the 
uuification at once! 

. have not got the material means to over· 
throw the Franco dktatorsh:p. Their dign
ity replaces these ma,terial means, for 
their shouts and songs are appeals for re
bellion, appeals for the overthrow of 
Franco. Their singing of anti·Franco song> 
from the <!iva war, is the mater:al means, 
th1! resources of human dignity, of con
sciousness that is seeing material means 
and will find fhem. 

It is neeesslU'y to see that a movement 
of bourgeois origin is being dealt wilh. 
But similarly to the Canad'an Liberation 
Front in Quebec, it can no longer remain 
in the bourgeois sphere. As soon as it 
makes a social judgement, the movement 
sees that bourgeois ideas, programme and 
objectives are of no use. Not even the 

The' Basque nationalists show that their 
individual satisfaction consists in encour
aging the Spani~h people fo ov~r'brow 
fasei,1D. The anti-Franco song they sing frOID 
the time of the c:vil war, is a song of 
rebellion, and will have an immeuse ef· 
fect! 

The world sentiment of the masses pe
netrates into the prison. But it can, penetr
atet because the Basque nationalists are 
in agreement with such a sentiment. If 
CIltis were not so, they would be defending 
themselves each man for himself. Even 
the priests speak of socialism! They don't 
speak of God, the churCh, of the Virg:n, 
they speak of soc:aIism. 

THE STRENGm OF THE WORLD MAS~ES AND THE WORLD 

UNITED FRONI' OF THE REVOLUTION 
Humanity remembers Lenin, because it 

feels Lenin, it feels on a level with his 
morality, decision and will. It hasn't the 
capacity or intelligence of Lenin, but it 
has the w:U, honesty and dignity of Lenin. 
Human:'ty is built with human dignity, the 
mgnty of thinking of others, and being 
ob~ect:ve in history. The repucms:on that 
the Burgos trial has had everywherl/;!, ex
presses Ihe search of the world proletariat 
for a Un :1.ell F;ront •. This influences m'ddle 
leaders, and ev~n the leailerships of mass 
political pal1ies and trade unions to un te 
on a worid scale. Up till now they have 
been insensitive to the struggle of the 
Basque and Spanish p£oples. The Franco 
dictatorship has been responsible for as-· 
sassination and crimes more important 
than th's. Why does this trial create such 
a stir now? Becau!!e of the pressure of the 
struggle; . inftuence and unbeatable reso}-_ 
otion of the world proletariat, the inter
vention of the Workers States and the 

'Commun:st Parties, which have enabled 
tile world masses to find a ceutre, to ma~e 
themselves felt. This is not the initiative 
of the Communist Parties in the capitalist 
countrles, or of the Workers States; it is 
due to the world masses that are influenc

'ing the Commun:st Parties. This action of 
the Burgos tr:als comes after great strik
es, factory occupations, disputing the 
power with capital;sm, the defeat of the 
counter-revolution in Conakry, the recog
nition of Cuba by Chile, the tr:umph of 
the Popular Front in Ch:le, the disaster 
in Pakstan, where the masses have I:on
demned the world capitalist systzm. The 
mas.:>es of the world are condemning cap
italism as being crim;nal and murderous. 
"You k]led the Pakistani masses!" they 
are say;ng. And the triumph of Bhuttois 
a direct reply from the masses that goes 
aga:ust fllIe capitalist system and the Paki
stani government. If the Pakistani masses 
hadn't had the resolution, interest and re-

voIntionary political preoccupation they 
wouldn't have voted, they would be crush· 
ed and shrunk by terrorism. But they are 
resolute. They intervened with all their 
resolution and decision. They are not af
fected by the d:saster, they have not let 
themselves be intimidated by the massacre 
perpetrated by capitalism. It was a mas· 
sacre, which capitalism was responsible for 
by leaving a people deprived of the means 
of defence in tbe face of cyclones. Hence 
the triumph of Bhutta is a combative 
reply from the masses that already felt 
prepared to triumph before. 

If in such a situation as exists in Paid· 
stan, where there have been elections in 
full disaster conditions, where it would be 
'expected that the masses would be in con
sternation, oppressed, intimidated, and 

. Wlaen they throw themselves into voting 
and bring a triumph to the pro-revolution
ary left, this indicates. the sentiment of 
triumph of the working masses, who do 
uot feel intimidated by anything. There is 
no atomic war that will be able to stop 
them or intimidate them. It is a complete 
process. After the triumph of the Chilean 
masses comes the triumph of the Pakistani 
masses. This is an immense success, be
cause there was a dictatorship imposed by 
the Yahia Khan with terrorism. 

It is necessary to make an act of hom
age to the Basque comrades. They are an 
expression of the world United Front of 
the revolution. This is the object:ve In
ternational of humanity. Basque national-

. ists on the point of' being shot, with a 
bourgeois origin, under the pressure of the 

Franco regime saDy forth to defend auto-· 
nomy, but they link it with social;sm. They 
show they don't want to be autonomous, 
in the bourgeois conception, that theY have 
got beyond that phase. They are stiD unit-· 
ed to a bourgeois origin in their concept·· 
ion, but in pract;ce, which is shown by 
their programmatic formulatious, they are 

I separated from it. They still can't reach 
a Marxist understanding, because the 
movement is not sufficiently adV2n"ed for 
it. But they have sentiments, which are 
within reach of the influence of tbe reo, 
volution. They make concessions to this 
inftuence. Hence they speak of the struggle, 
for socialism. 

This is one of the highest aspects of the 
historic front of humanity, of the Historic 
International. That's where it is being ex
pressed. Humanity seeks to be concentr
ated in the most advanced aspects-pro
grammes, objectives, and methods-of tbe 
struggle fOr progress. Thus the ec:ho that 
the trial has had in the, Soviet Union is 
important; it will impel the Political Re
volution. It is not ouly due to the fact 
that the Soviet bureaucracy needs the 
support of tbe proletariat, that news of 
the trial has penetrated there, it is due 
to the world echo, which it has created. 
That is the work of the revolution. This 
compensates for all the ditliculties of th~ 
IV International. That is where the form
ulation of one of the most ditlicult and 
compl:cated aspects of the revolut:on-the 
sentiment of the triumph of bumani'y
occurs. That is' the Historic Interu .... 
aI. 

THE mSToruc INTERNATIONAL 

The Basques unite the bourgeois con· 
ception and consciousness with which 
their programme was orig:nally drawn up, 
w:th I;cality alld socialist infiuen~e. Th~y 
can see that the bourgebisie and Franco 
are one in any case., They have still got 
national sentiments, which they haven't 
succeeded in overcoming, bec,ause they 
haven't found the way yet. But they keep 
the same sentiments in a higher form
the socialist form. They haven't the ex
ample, experience or tradition that would 
enable them to do away wi!h ,the bourge
ois side completely. The USSR eliminated 
nationalities, but when Lenn and the Bol
snev;k Party were aUve putting forward 
the programmatic form and showing that 
it could be done. 

For these comrades there is no differ
ence between their trial and having the 
atomIc bomb hanging over. their heads. 
Nevertheless they are saying to the judges 
and the pol;ce. "You are the clandestine 
ones!" It will have au enormous effect 
on the Span:sh people and also in the 
government. There are people who w!U 
be shocked, and who are going to want 
to pnt a stop to fhe repression. Wh:le 
some wiD want to kiD the nationalists im
m'ed:ately. in· an attempt to contain the 
challenge for a struggle thrown down by 
them, another sector w:n want to weaken. 
The tendency to weaken will be imposed 
gradually for the consequences of repres
sion are becoming apparent. They are 
world consequences that put pressure on 
the stab:lity of Span;sh capitalism. Spain 
realises that it will be dlmcult to get into 
the Common Market, and to establish 
normal relations wHh the rest .of the 
wodd, if things go on as they are. I~ a 
Europe, where the pressure of the Soc:al
ists, Communists and trade unions is in
creas:ng, and the intervention of the mas
ses is I:reating a process of dual powet, 
this is part of the strength, a basis which 
has given strength to these Basque nation
alists, who are more revolutionary than 
nationalist. 

This shows how humanity is going to
wards a synthesis: from Peruvlan mU:tary 
nationalism to Basque nationali3m against 
fascism. It is the synthesis of human:ty. 
The. action of the Basquse could only be 
carried throngh in a world climate that 
was sympathetic and they feel such a 
climate. They don't give a damn about 
the atomic war; for them this is the 
atomic ,war-:/lnd they are throwing it 
back at Franco! ' 

When these· imprisoned comrades have 
the spirit to confront their judges, it is 
because they can 'feel the revolution there. 
The impulse of the world ~omes to them 
and they imp'. (he. world. T.here woulclhe 
no communication between them and the 
world otherwise. And wben the public be-

haves in the same way at the trial, with 
the threat of death sentences, and more· 
over •. under the Franco regime, it's because 
the impulse to overthrow Franco already 
exists in the population. And ,'tbere's'not. 
much left to complete before they do 
bring him down. The action of these im
prisoned comrades will do much. to break 
with a certain emptyness there 'was in the 
leadership; it w:D be an encouragment and 
help. 

This shows the existence of the Historic 
Communist International. That's where 
it can be seen at work. The behaviour of 
humanity shows it. Neither the program. 
me nor the policy of the Basques is Com. 
muilist but their behaviour is communist. 
It was'the same behaviour that we analys
ed in Fidel Castro in 1959. "Fidel Castro 
is communist! He doesn't know it, but he. 
is communIst! He has no notion. of what 
he is doing means, and. what he is 
pos'ng prcgramma:ically and tactically is not 
communist, but his sentiment, every'hinr. 
that leads him forward, his way of seeing 
and conceiving of things, of establishing 
human relations, aD this is communism!" 
It is ,the same with the Basque. comrades. 
They say, "We are Basquenationallsts, but 
We are socialists. Our only solutiou to 
make a Basque uation is socialism." It 
meaDs very great programmatic progress. 
.It has nothing to do with a bourgeois 
conception. The .origilt is bourgeois, tile 
conclusion is revolutionary, socialist. And 
they are saying this in their trial! They 
are mak:og the trial to condemn them to 
death, into a tr:bune; they d'rect th~mselves 
to the Spanish people and the world to 
say. "Rise up and overthrow this dicta~or
sh:p!" They are providing a programmatic 
form for the struggle. They are not afraid 
to do so. What atomic bomb! They are 
throwing it at capitalism! It is. one of the 
mOst beauUul acts. 

It is a moving act, because -it makes it 
possible to see the communist sentiment 
of humanity. They are young people, who 
baven't got problems w~th their wlves, or 
being husbands with ch:ldren, or money. 
And there h 3 married couple amo:ng~t 
them, un:ted in socialism.' This is the 
morality wh'ch dominates humami'y. It is 
the moral'ty, wh'cb enables it to filild the 
resources to confront aU d:mcnties, in 
this case to conl'ront the terrorism of 
Franco, a dread'fnlterrorism. 

The behaviour of our camradesand 
other polit:cal prisoners during their trial 
in Mexico un,der pressure, terrorism and 
threats . was the same. They got between 
12 and 1!! years, amongst them, one of 
Our comrades, Francisco Colmenares, ,,:ho 
got 16 years. In the middle of the, trIal, 
all the prisoners got up and held a mmute's 
silence.> and . afterwards' tliey sang the: In. 



to overthrow Franco and 

ist Revolution 
ternationale. The policemen stood up when 
they sang the Internationale! They obeyed 
the prisoners! This is the communist senti· 
ment of humanity. 

The judges are horr:bl~, and they've got 
horrible faces. They feel imprJsoned them
selves, they are the ones who feel impris
oned! The Inquisition had the impudence 
to feel that it had the apparatus in its 
hands and it dominated. These men have 
got the apparatus in their hands, but they 
feel besieged. An their faces and their 
behaviour are of men who feel beseiged. 
In ihe meantime the prisoners feel that 
they have been immobilised,. Imt nothing 
more. Inside them, the organism, the mind 
and the sentiment of optimism all function 
normally. This is not so with the judges. 
One of them drew his sword! They put 
plastic . plugs in the prisoners'ears, so 
that they can't hear-they feel beseigedI 
The prisoners on trial look at tbem, and 
say to each other~ "Ell, see what we've 
done to them?" It is . the expression of 
human optim~ the dignity of thinking 
of others, not the indignity of each think. 
ing of himself, not the humiliation of 
each thinking of himself. These cdes are 
tl(mking of others: "Yes, they will kill 
us, but the judges will die, and humanity 
will triumph, jusdce will triumph." That 
is a communist seutiment. That is how 

it works. 
That is how the t!omrades in Mexico 

acted; that is bow our comrades acted in 
Braz:l; aU m!litant political prisoners, who 
struggle for human progress act in this 
way: Olavo Hansen, who died without 
saying a word to the police. They didn't 
get a word out of our comrades in Brazil 
who were brutally tortured. The whole of 
humanity, including militant revolutionar
ies of a ItOn-Commun::St origin, now acts 
with the communist sentiment, has the 
confidence and dignity to' see the world 
and feel participating in it. In this way 
the egoist sentiment of the' militant in an
other period-the common militaut, com· 
mOn revolu~ionary or common person-is 
eliminated and overcome. The milita~t 
feds that this is the d:gn:fied thing to do. 
And because he acts with this dignity and 
conseiousness, he hasn" problems, he is 
not a thief, immoral or corrupt. 

The Basques are sayqg to the judges, 
"You wiD kill us, bnt you're not going 
to win." That is the price that has to be 
paid. In the same way as an experimeut 
has to be made and something be lost in 
order to conquer greater heights. To make 
a better place you have to- pull down what 
was there before that was no use. In nature 
and building it doesn't ~ost a great deal, 
in human life it does. 

IT IS CAPI'l'ALISM AND THE FRANCO REGIME mAT ARE ON 

TRIAL IN BURGOS 

This is what they are doing!-for they 
are Ba~ques. not Commun:st or Socialist 
militants, they are Basque nationalist re
..,olu:ioDaf~es. They feel the warM f .. oJ 
ution. When they feel it is this way, it is 
communism! It is not Basque nationalism 
that they'refeel:ng now. They are incor
porating themselves into world communist 
sentiment, for· they can See tbe behaviour 
of humanity. 

How is it not possible to be overcome 
with emotion on seeingcbildren of 9 years 
old in the Middle Enst look:ng after the 
gOOd of humanity? They look after their 
mothers, their little brothers and sisters, 
they get food, they watch to see. that no· 
one attacks, they are against Hussein's 
soldiers. They see to all this!. They don't 
care about getting the fOOd just for them
selves, or finding a place to sleep just for 
them3elves. They feel responsible for 
humanity. Th:s is the communist senfment 
of humanity. Marx said, "A ghost is cros
sing Europe, the ghost of communism!" 
Today it is crossing EuroPe still, but it 
is no,t a ghost, it is alive and kicking. 
There are 16 Workers States and the part
ial regeneration of the Soviet Union. 
There is a very profound process of re
generat:on going on in the USSR. It is 
being suggested that there should be in. 
te"ention in the factories, that there shaH 
be discussion amongst the workers. Dis
cussions are already going on in the fact
ories, the opinion of the workers is bdng 
asked to some extent. "The factory work
ers must speak and give their opinion", 
is being said. It is a certain approximation 
to Soviet functioning. 

This an reaches Burgos. And there it 
is centralised and synthesised in the be
haviour of the prisoners. It is capitalism 
that is on trial at' Burgos!· The ecbo that 
it has created· on a world scale is not 
because of the trial itself; it is because 
it has made a unification of sentiments 
possibh, for the Basques are of a nation. 
alist origin and behave in a communist 
way with immense security ,which coin
cides with the uprising of the whole 
Spanisb peoRle. ,It is creating a very great 
world-w'de echo. 

The fascists, who are jUdging tbem, are 
idiots, for they are bringing them to trial 
after the General Strike in Spain, which 
was trinmpbant and general str:kes aU 
over Europe. But the fascists have no 
cho:ce, for if they were to wa:t any long
er, every day that goes by makes it worse 
for them. They are carrying on with the 
trial, with the pressure of world pubilc 
opin:on favourable to the struggle of the 
Span:sh p~ople. This gets inside the rzg1me 
and decomposes it. And the men on trlal 
feel they bave the security to act in the 
way they are. They are not acting on the 
basis of polit:cal, theoretical or program
matic convictions, because they haven't 
got these, they are nationalists. They un· 
derstand socialism, but they are cathol:cs. 
There ~re priests amongst 'Item... They 

aon',t understand tbe structure of history, 
ilJecause they still call themselves nation~ 
alists. So why do they \.lct in this way? 
Because they feel the ,encouragement, en· 
Thusiasm, sentiment and revolutionary 
moral conduct of humanity. That is why 
'they have the spirit to go through with 
it. They are a representation of these 
things, wh:ch reaeh even' them. 

The: newspaper men interviewed one of 
the mothers of those for whom they are 
asking the death sentence. They asked h·er 
.for her opinion and she said, "After what 
they've done today, they will be condemn. 
. ed to death." (It was .the day they attacked 
the judges). But she saldit like Mother 
Courage. "You must take up arms and 
shoot well. Leave me a round of bulle,tg 
in the gun, because I'm going to put them 
tbrough some bastardl" This' behaviaur in. 
dicates that the Spanish people are ready 
to take power. It is not bourgeois natlon. 
alism, or the case of establishing a bourge. 
ilis democratic republic. Even if this is' 
what is decided upon in the first moments, 
it will go directly on to a Workers State. 

This trial at Burgos is the trial of Span
ish fascism. All humanity has condemned 
it and ce'ntralises round this. This is tbe 
Historic Intemat:onal. A trial of 16 nafon
alists communicates and central1ses the 
will to fight, the desire and resolution to 
fight of the whOle of humanity. In the 
Soviet Union they have stopped, and held 
meet:ngs in the factories and pr:nc'pal cit
ies. It has been the same in all the Work
ers States and Gapitalist coontries. 

Homage must be paid to these revoluti
onaries. Thissbows the correctness of our 
statement: ''The Workers States have such 
anthor:ty that they immediately w'n move
ments of non-communis" origin oyer to a 
commtm:st conception." Any movement 
with a social basis that wants to do some
thing becomes involved with socialism, for 
the bourgeoisie and bourgeois ideas, pro
gramme and objectives don't respond with 
anything. What is the bouregojsie going 
to give them? Democratic schools? What 

, are democratic schools? Where everyone 
says what he would like. What does that 
mea,n? Putting capitalism on trial for in-
justice, lack of sanitation, for not laying 
on rumiing water, for not building.enougb 
bouses . and for low wages; and studying 
the solutlon of social problems, so that 
people do not live in inequality. This h 
the socialist programme. Tbe programme 
involved in dhcussing scolastic reforms is 
a socialist programme. 

Any problem that is posed, poses the 
soci.alist programme. Discussion in a count
ry to raise the level of democratic con· 
quests, for example. The example to fol· 
low is Peru or Chile or Conakry. They 
show tbe solutions. This is the synthesis, 
of humanity. Humanity is going towards 
a synthesis. .Every synthesis is the expres
sion of a very .vast process, whiclh on be
coming a synthesis eliminates,. IIBd leaves 
on one s.de everything, which does not. 

the World 

determine. These are elements in the con· 
struction of what is detennined, but later 
they are united in the element that deter
mines, which acts as a pole. Humanity 
Sees it and says, "That's the way ,to do 
things!" It does not know how, but "tbat's 
the way to do it!" And so those, who are DO~ 
from a communist' origin end up being com
munist. This is the way that people·' dis
cuss. "We mnst do as they have done in 
Chile." The revolutionary processes in 
Britain and Italy influenced Chile, and now 
in Britain and Italy they are saying, "We 
wiD do as the Chileans do!" 

In Spain this is being expressed. The 
Burgos trial expresses this. It is a very 
powerful factor in the disintegration of 
Spanish fascism, but only because it is 
the' continuation of the recent General 
Strlke. The Basques on trial are expressing 
this security and confidence, which the 
strike has given them. It is not contempt 
for death, bnt consciousness in confront. 
ing death, which is another thhlg. 

Contempt for death would not be spread 
in a social or political way. Consciousness 
in confronting death is. Thus the Basques 
on trial may not live, but theY will die 
so that others may live. This is the dig
nity of living for humanity, not the in. 
dignity of thinking of oneself. This is an 
example to move anyone. Young people 
of between 23 and 25 like thiS married 
couple don't find that married life, sex, 
money or 'foliune present problems, They 
show how the revolution unites their af
fectionand gives it a moral sense. Social
ism has won them over. As socialismstiU 
has not been established in the Workers 
States, and their leadership is not con./ 
sciously socialist" but bureaucratic, (even 
though the Workers States are go~ng 
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development 

through a partial regeneration, the appar-
atlls is the same bureaucratic one as 
before,) socialism penetrates very little 
into the rules of morality. It penetrates 
more into the political struggles. And yet 
this couple are showing what the rules 
of morality should be. They are not think· 
ing of themselves, 'of their children, of 
their love, they are aware of all this, and 
they have' decided to commit themselves. 
to the struggle. Another of the young men 
winked at his mother, and he is one of 
those fhey want to shoot. He seems to 
be saying to his mother, "We're 1jne!" 
How is it possible when they want to 
kill him? It is because he may die, but 
the regime responsible will soon see its, 
end. This will not be a vengance, it wiD 
mean the triumph of the revolulion. This 
is what· the sentiment of judgement con.. 
sists of. Humanity is judicial, not desperate 
in the way the bourgeoisie depicts it. 

Proof of this is to be seen in Pakistan. 
The Pakistani masses could be expected 
to be terrorised, and yet the left won in 
the elections. More important than the 
percentage fhe left got is the quantity of 
people who voted. And a lot voted in a 
eountry where to vote you have to make' 
an enormous effort, you possess nothing~. 
and you have to go miles and . miles Onl 
foot. The people bear up thl1)ugh raim 
storms, and floods, and vote. This is the" 
will to fight that they have-an uncon. 
tainable will. According to the calculat. 
ions of the bonrgeoisie, tbey should be 
crn9hed. incapacitated and terrorised. 
They're nott They are condemning the· 
government and going. to vote. And they 
vote for the people with a left programme~ 
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THE ROLE OF THE ANTI·IMPERIALIST AND REVOLUTIONARY 

SOLDIERS, THE ROLE OF THE TROTSKYISTS, THE 

PROGRAMME AND TASKS DURING AND AFTER THE 

NUCLEAR WAR APRIL 1965 

FROM THE NATIONALIST REVOLUTION TO THE 

WORKERS STATE FEB 1966 

THE ROLE OF THE GUERRILLAS IN THE FIGHT FOR 

WORKERS POWER 

THE STRUCTURE AND THE FUNCTIONING OF THE 

FEB 1966 

IV INtERNATIONAL MARCH 1966 

FROM THE GENERAL STRIKE TO THE OVERTHROW 

OF CAPITALISM AND THE ORGANISATION OF THE 

WORKERS AND PEASANTS GOVERNMENT IN FRANCE MAY 1968 

THE INTELLECTUALS AND THE PROFESSIONAL WORKERS. 

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE SOCIALIST REVOLUTION 

AND THE IV INTERNATIONAL OCT 1968 

THE STUDY OF THE TEXTS OF OUR MASTERS, MARX, 

ENGELS, LENIN AND TROTSKY, THE APPLICATION OF 

THE MARXIST METHOD AND MARXISM TODAY OCT 1968 

All obtainable by post from 

IV International Publications, 24 Cranbourn St, W,C.2, 

We condemn the decision on Rndi Dutgchke, which is an example 

of the represMve pantc of the bourgooisie in the face of the rise of the· 

revolution, in the same line as the anti-trade union laws, and: appeal ttl 

the working class and students: to mobilise to prevent his expulsion. 
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HUMANITY SEEKS COMMUNIST SOCIAL PROGRESS 

Spanish children form part of the trial 
in Burgos, because they don't create pro
blems for their families acting in soUd· 
arity. The big strikes triumph in the last 
instance, because the families of the strik. 
ers are incorporated into the strikes, they 
form part of them. If that were not so, 
they could not triumph •. Every great anti· 
capitalist process is the result of a com
munist family life. Even thOugh the ideas 
and relations might still not be commun
ist, a communist sentiment preva:is: "This 
must be done, because it is just and neces
sary." This is not the sentiment of "getting 
on", of just making use of the strike to 
obtain better wages, better living condit
ions, it is the s,entiment of jnstice. The 
bourgeoisie cannot understand this. Soci· 
alist and commnnist writers don't under
stand it either. They represent it as the 
wish ,of humanity to progress. But' what 
kind of progress is it? Progress is made 
in the mind before it· becomes social pro. 
gress •. Humanity has reached this under
standing now. It seeks to make social pro
gress ,through consciousness. If this is not 
so,how is it that the Basques on . trial 
communicate with the Spanish mas.'les? 
There are 16 of them. The FrancO' regime 
has assassinated dozens and dozens of 
Spaniards, and it has never caused such al1 
echo before, why? Becausetbe basis has 
been established due to the world revo
lution, the struggle of the masses of the 
world, the triumph of the Chilean masses, 
.the triumph of Bolivia, the triumph in 
Conakry, the triumphs in France, and 
Italy, and the interv,ention of the Workers 
States, All this ·lays the basis for commun. 
ist consciousuess and behav~our, and so 
stirs a communist observation of the world. 
It <locs not show theoretically or politic
ally, because humanity is not prepared or 
fonned for it. But there is a way of 
acting that comes irrespective of theoret
ical and political capacity. Humanity acts 
with this sentiment for it takes up the 
example expressed in the Workers States, 

Chile, Bolivia, the Middle East, in the 
world revolution. And included in this are 
the children. 

The bourgeoisie does not consider that 
humanity is composed· of children and old 
people as well as aduUs, who bear weight, 
influence and decide. It is enough to see 
the behaviour of Spanish children. Look 
at what Spain is like! In a railway station 
you'll find children who will keep you a 
seat on tbe train for a peseta. They are 
earning their living. Children who were 
put in orphanages before, shelterless, 
struggle today. The sons of the prol.etar.' 
iat, petty bourgeoisie, and peasantry are 
all incorporated in the struggle.· The pro. 
letarian family and cultural understanding 
of the world have matured; by a 100 years, 
and it is expresSed in the behaviour of 
the working class, which intervenes without 
vacilation or hesitation. For tbey don;t 
have household problems. They are aU 
incorporated into the struggle, and they 
think and live in aCCOrdance with this. It 
can be seen in the behaviour of stud
ents 'from the level of university students 
through secondary students, to primary 
students. They go on strike. "We're on 
strike." Why? "Because this is bad and 
we're against it." They are beginning ~o 
feel that they weigh in life, and they say 
to their teachers, "We're against this, we 
want to give our opinion." They have be<!n 

. incorporated as a value, a cultural weight 
with intelligence, not as individuals whose 
hands must be held. They are giving their 
hands to their teachers! All this weighs 
and provides the basis so that the pro
letariat can struggle without being hamp
ered by family problems. 

See how humanity communicates so 
quickly. Decisions of the greatest import
ance are taken, which before l'equired pre
paration, discussion and assemblies. Now 
it is sufficient to say, '''Shall we go on 
strike?" and the strike call is 'taken up. 
Before this took discussion; and now it 
doesn't. If a strike was called for Spain, 

Can1paign for 

lease of all the 

the re-
exican 

political 
On the Occasion of Echeverria tak

ing office as .President of Mexico, the 
IV International in assodation with 
Mexican lawyer Krieger, urganiSi2d a 

of telt;grams demandi~ 
evema grant a political am

nesty. Krieger together with other 
lawyelSl submitted a memorandum to 
Parliament demanding . ,an amnesty •. 
We publish below two of the tele
graJllSlsent. Echeverria·· did grant a 
liniited political amnesty, as well as 
accentnating :in his inaugural.speech 
the need to improve the living con
ditions of the population. . We . are 
waiting to know if our comrade Col
men~res who was arrested duffng the 
mobilisations in September 1968, and 
has bee!cl. senienced to 16 years ~" 
pnsonment, is included in this am
nesty. As far as we know the. amnesty 

prisoners 
mclndes only those arrested at this 
time. 

It is rmnoured that there will be 
another amnesty in 6 months. To Siec- , 
ure this we appeal to all workers 
organisations, Labonr Party Branch
es, Trade UniollS', Communist Party 
Branches, Labour Party Young Soci
alists, the Y.C.L., to. the National 
Union of Student&, and all progressive 
sectors to add their weight to this 
campaign, by sending similar tele
grams and letters. To ensnre that they 
reach the Presideni,the lawyer Krie. 
ger proposes that a reference to respect 
for the sovereignty of Mexico is in
dnded to avoid them being classified 
as interference in the internal affairs 
of another conntry. Please send a copy 
of everything ®ent to "Red Flag". 

TELEGRAM TO LUIS ECHEVERRIA 

We undersigned intellectuals different countries show profound 
emotion in the face of heavy nniversity sentences follo'Wlng 1968 events. 

Considering liberal democratic traditions, which Mexico has given 
to world, demand instantly on occasion Presidential Investiture liberation 
measures aU po.litical prisoners in accord with Mexican democratic law 
fuDy respecting sovereignty. 

Rafael ALBERTI-Melk Raj AMAND--Mignel Angel ASTURIAS
Alfred KATSLER-f'arlo LEVY --Mary McCARTHY-MATTA-

J. B. PRIESTLY-Lanrent SCHWARTZ. 
22. 12. 70 

Appeal to you whilst respectful of Mexico suvereignty declare 
p()litic~ amnesty. . 

Bob EDWARDS M.P. Lawrence DALY, N.U.M. 
30. 11. 70 

there would be one. The Communist 
Parties, Labonr Party and trade unions are 
n~t doi~g much. If they carried on a camp
aIgn WIth posters and small preparatory 
meetings in the workers districts, everyone 
would, go On strike. It would stop the 
whole of France, Italy BelgiUm and Brit
ain. If they carried' on a propaganda 
campaign like th~y do at election' time, 
they would; get everyone out on strike! 

Appeals must be made to the whole of 
the European proletariat, the trade unlon 
centres, the Communist Parties, and to the 
trade unions, 0 organise a General Strike 
throughout Europe in support ot the 16 
Basques, and the Spanish masses as a 
whole. Even though the trial comes to an 
end, and, they are condenmed, this should 
be taken as a means of carrying on the 
struggle without stopping. The strike 
would be to defend the 16 on trial, but 
also to mobilise the masses to overthrow 
Franco. This situation; in which the Span. 
ish masses are united, must be taken ad· 
vantage of by appealing for the overthrow 
of Franco. Appeal from aU countries in 
the papers of the workers partie,S, and trade 
unions, and by. radio from all tbe Workers 
Statesduribg the programmes broadcast in 
Spanish. Appeal for the overthrow of 
Franco lind unification on the basis of.2 . 
programme of democratic demands with 
certain socialist measures and nationalis-

ations. Make appeals on this basis so that 
the strike does not remain just defence 
of those on trial, but directly appeals for 
the downfall of Franco. 

*ppeal to the Communist, Socialist and 
Labour Parties, and the left Christian De
mocrats throughout Europe, to brine; 
about a General Strike, and appeal to the 
Spanish proletariat to overthrow Franco, 
Take advantage of the situation, the echo 
awoken by the Burgos trial, to O'verthrow 
the Franco regime. Appeal to the army 
to turn against Franco. Appeal for a united 
front of all the workers parties, clandestine 
trade unions and workers commissions 
with a programme for the overthrow of 
Franco-a programme of democratic 
rights, wage rises, work fOf everyone, 
political organisations for the masses, de
mocratic trade union rights, organisms of 
dual power; a programme for the planning 
of the country, housing, hospitals, roads, 
bette! living conditions! .transport, schools, 
rUDlllDg water, electrIcity. and sh()rter· 
working hours, accompanied with a pro
gramme for the distribution of the land, 
expropriations, nationalisations and work
ers and popular control. On the basis of 
this programme, appeal for Unconditional 
support for the struggle of the Spanish 
proletariat to overthrow the Franco regime. 

9th December, 1970. 

Viva the liberation of the 

political. prisoners in Peru' 

and Bolivia 

Viva the advance of the 

Nationalist Revolution towards 

the Workers States 

TELEGRAMME OF THE· I.S. }:'O SALVADOR ALLENDE AND 
THE REPLY. 

Telegram of salute from the IV International for .the victory of the 
Popular Union in Chile. 

Salvador Allende-Senate--Santiago~Chile 
We salute and embrace the Chilean masses and Popnlar Union 

historic anti-capitalist triumph, Viva Latin American Anti-Imperialist 
United Front. 

For. the International Secretariat of the IV International 
. Pierro Leone 

Text of terlegram sent by Salvador Allende in reply to the telegram of 
the I.S. 

We thank comrades of the IV International for their affectionate 
congratulations, to the Chilean people and the Popular Union. 

. Fraternally . 

Text of Leaflet 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1 

OF POLITICAL PRISONERS IN 
NORTHERN IRELAND, FOR A EUR· 
OPEAN TRADE UNION CENTRE, OUT 
OF NATO, FOR A EUROPEAN GEN
ERA LSTRIKE TO OVERTHROW 

. FRANCO IN SPAIN AND THE REGIME 
OF CAETANO IN .PORTUGAL. 

The interventions of the vanguard be
ginning on Dec. 8th have opened a new 
phase in the class struggle in Great Brit
ain. Without breaking centralisation the 
vanguard is impelling the construction of 
a new leadership in the L.P., the T.U.C. 
and the C.P. The latter communicates 
with the L.P. vangnard in the factories 
and in the trades councils, and impels 
the process of· intcrior entrism in the L.P. 
The appeals of the left M.P.'s to the 
roc to organise a lobby shows the tre· 
mendous advance of this process, coupled 
as it is with the demand for the expro
priation of the commanding heights of 
the economy. Certainly a lobby is insuffic
ient from the point of view of programme 
at this stage, but in a general sense it 
accelerates the process offhe direct mobil. 
isation. of the masses in demonstrations, 
strikes etc. The more elevated the political 
discussion in the C.P., the more the re~ 

Salvador Allende 

yolutionary d"tscussion wiil be developed 
In the L.P., and the greater the possibility 
for the advance of the new leadership. 

MAKE JANUARY 12th A· PREPAR. 
ATION FOR THE INDEFINITE GEN. 
ERAL STRIKE TO SMASH THE ANTI
TRADE UNION LAWS, AND TO RE· 
PLACE THE TORY GOVERNMENT 
WITH A LABOUR GOVERNMENT ON 
A SOCIALIST PROGRAMME; 
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es ~~~~~c!!~~Ill:!~~~~~~L'T'H:E;EVENTS ,.IN· POtAND.~ .• , COIldasioll? . the ~'to 'appeal·for the 
formation of, Soviets; factOry tommittees, 
so that. everything.· is discuSsed in the 
factories. The factories must intervene! 
. The factories, the workers areas, the vil
lages, the communist ceUs must discuss. 

ting the capitalists invest there, they 
shQUld make a p.anof the Workers States 
among themselves. They could triple the 
production in. five years, and produce a 
tremendous crisis in capitalism. But they 
intervene to impede a violent trisis in the 
capitalist system. On the other hand, in 

this way th~y are making a progressive 
crisis believing that the communist parties 
are going to . go to power without needing 
violent revolution. On the other hand 
Corvalan says that in Chile the civil 
war is possible. 

THE WORLD MASSES ARE IN SYMPATHY 

WITH THE POLISH WORKERS 

There has not been one demonstration 
rejecting what has happened in Poland 
anywhere, but demands for discussion in
stead, All the trade unions, workers part-

, ies,. and revolutionary democratic move
ments, and thc;masse$ have a*ed for 
discussion, of what is happening in Po
land. No one has' appealed for inter
vention to demonstrate against and. over
throw t1).e 'Polish regime. Ipstead the' de
mands have been for discussion to rectify 
the situation and give proletarian d~mo
cracy to. the masses. This is behaviour 
whichsb;ows the political consciousness 
()fthe world masses, who intervene to 
encourage progress, not to contain it. In 
the 'case of Spain they "reacted in the 
opposite way, and demande9 the over
throw Of Franco, and the freedOm of 
the political prisoners. In Vietnam. they 
de~an;ded the withdrawal of Yankee.im
pCJ:'iaIism and the crushing of imperial
ism;. But in Poland they are demanding 
tllat the' workers may speak, b.ecause it, 
is With them that socialism will be built. 
This . shows the maturity of the world 
reyolution~ry vanguard. This.mnstbe 

by . Communist leadership, who must 
their . Parties to the full discussion 

of <all problems as well. so that the mas
s~, ~:piscuss. They must ~ promote a public 
91s'eiission on all tbe problems of the 
~9PStru,ction of socialism, in which. a.ll 
reyolutio~ry . tendencies must intervene, 
amongst' them the IV International. 
. These events open the road to internal 

di~cussion and reforms. They stimulate 
s~~tors of tbebureaucracy more linked 
to the masses to make them intervene 
t'tiey put "liberar' plans for the etonomy 
in :.'ll:lestionand up for criticism, plans 
whkJl. escape froin the centralised econ
. omy. and make its decentralisation pes-

'sible, creating new semi property-owning 
layers or the private use of collectivised 

. property. All this is under discussion 
now. 

,But the most important thing to enter 
into the discussion is the democratic 
rights of the masses, which is part of 
the Political Revolution. The masses want 
to intervene and discuss. The distribution 
is bad. The reason why the planning' 
does not respond to tbe needs of the 
masses must be discussed. Is it that the 
centralised, nationalised economy and 
planned production cannot provide for 
this?--ot is it that the bureaucracy does 
not knowhow to plan? It is the bureau
cracy that plans in accordance with an 
individual group conception and mental
ity.' It wants to maintain relations with 
semi-private 'property sectors and other 
private property sectors, and this disaster 
is the result. All these problems must 
be diSCUSSed' in: the entire world workers 
movement. 

The events in Poland are going to in
fluence the other Workers States that are 
in the same state as Poland: Czecho
slovakia, Yugoslavia and Rumania. This 
solution was prevented in Hungary and 
also in the German Workers State, where 
the bureaucracy gOt a terrible fright; 
there was an uprising tbere in 1956 as 
well, demanding trade union democracy; 
This process is part of the world pro
cess of the socialist revolution." ' 

It is the . world process of the socialist 
revolution, which feeds the situation in 
Poland and impells, encourages and 
weighs on the masses so they intervene. 
It is not the product of a local situation, 
but of a world' one, which is being ex
pressed locally. , 

DISCUSS POLAND IN ALL THE WORKERS PARTIES 
The ;<;hanges, wbich theybave made are 

to cC),ntain the: interven,ioD of the masses 
SO that they don't spread, don't extend, 
¢Ymg to resolve the crisis from the top, 
for the stimUlus coming from. the strikes, 
f,lylll )h~e ~toppages, from the mobllisat· 
ionS.~. th~ Illasses, is leading to a solut· 
ion"mnch 1I10.,e to the left. Th,e bureau
cracy. lias stopped in mid stream, clem
~have come to the fore more linked 
~,J~e interests of .the apparatus of the 
P~itY •.. less linked to ,the right and to the 
c~~e. It .is a provWonalsolution. 
"'EV'eo . it' this' solution seeks to eontabt, 
it, has •... already shown what the bureau· 
eracr. mu~ respond to. They calUlot reS
pOlid'w1th, bombs crushing tlte workers 
oriJnposing OIl' them a solution by force. 
'Why have they eliminated GO.mulkalf 
they. could have. given a solution . ,identical 
tolJ~fore. -''l'he.y. eliminated h.im, . beCJlUSC 
they 'hil"'e not been able to respond to 
the, pr~sUre' of" the maSses, . aDd to pre. 
vent. th~t the. procMS goeS more to the 
left~ 'This . is the sense of. this prOvISional 
gov~m,Dleuf.· It isa s~p which aUows 
o~e. to .fo~ the possibility of a sed
or ~f }he PartY tending to seek more con-

FLAG 

tact with' the life of the class. We are 
going to see in a little while if they deal 
with the problem of private pr9Pt!rty on 
the land, the problem of prices and the 
market. All this .is going .to be revealed 
in a short time. 

The Communist Parties cannot under
stand this, they do not have any idea 
of the structure andfnnetioning of the 
Workers State. They see it as an ap
paratus. It is an apparatus solution, which 
they give again today, but. which today 
does not have any solidity. The fact that 
they have made Gierek, who has a work
ers past, leader of the party shows it. 
He is not a representative of the tedmo. 
cratic sectors, even if they try to pre
sent him as such. • He comes from the 
party,he has fought and been a militant 
in France and Belgium, in the resistance 
against fascism. Since be ,was' very young 
be bas been in the party. His parents 
were workers. Even if he became a 
bureaucrat, he acts in relation to the 

,interest of thepariy. 
, if it was a question of a coup to make 
a retreat putting someone worse than 
Gomulka, they wouldn't have cbosen 
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Gierek. Moreover, the USSR. could Dot 
give a step to the right in Poland at the 
very moment, wben they have just exptUad 
Ota Sik and Cemik. On the contrary it 
has an mterest in a position, whi&hies
ponds more to the structure of the 
Workers State, not less. 

The depth of this crisis. is an immense 
pressure to harmonise the structure of 
the e(!onomy, planning in relation to the 
needs of the Workers States" and not to 
the private interests, be they those of 
the peasant or other sectors. The presence 
of Moczar comes from the fact that there 
stiU isn't a decisive force, and this crisis 
doesn't co~e from today, but from be
fore. Gomulka prepared it., It is a transi. 
tory 'Situation, whi&h can hecome more 
stable, but Moczar is there as a product 
of a conciliation and of an agrllement. 
If they give him a post today, .it is with 
the objective.of aprovisionat conciliat· 
ion of tendencies. 

This solution, which has been put for
ward is determined by the type of organ· 
isation· of the Communist Party. It is a 
bureaucrat,ic superficial solution, where the 
masses do not intervene. There is not 
struggle or proletarian democracy. There 
are no rights for the mas,ses. Thus it is 
a solution of the apPl1l'atus. What is the 

We appeal fot' a discussion directly Oil 
this crisis in aU the factories, in all the 
areas, universities, in stadiums every. 
where. It is necessary to discuss bow to 
plan in relation to the interests of the 
masses. It is necessary to make a maxi· 
mum reduction in the salaries of the 
leaders of the party, of' the technocrats, 
of the bureaucrats, of the technicians. We 
appeal for the expropriation of the land 
and for . its coUectivisatioD, for the re
gulating of the market through tbe state. 
fOr the regulation of the crisis of the 
market. It is in this way that it is· ne
cessary to increase agricultural product
ion on the basis of a coHectivised plan
ning. and not for the interests of the 
rich peasants. '. 

This is the appeal that the IV Intema.t
ional makes to all the Communist Partie,s, 
all the Workers States, and to the world 
workers and revolutionary movement: to 
Open a public discussion on the events 
in Poland, and the problems of the wortd 
construction of socialism. 

International Secretariat 
of the IV International 

19tb. Dec 1979 

News of the International: Chile 
In November 1970 a Seminary of 

Architecture was held in the University 
of Valparaiso, in which delegations of 
different Latin American Universities part-

,icipated. In the delegations from Argen
. tina and Uruguay were architect comraa
es and students of architecture, who are 
members of the Argentinian and Urugu
ayan sections of the IV . International. 
Their. interventions on' a 'series . of analyses 
and documents by comrade Posadas on 
the tasks of tel::hnicians and the role of 
the university in the building of social
ism, on the problems of Marxism of 
this stage, were tbe centre of the debates. 

As a result of this, the university has 
brought out a brochure' entitled "The 
TASKS OFTHB TECHNICIANS, AND 
THE ROLE OF THE UNIVERSITY IN 
'tHE CONS'l1RUCTION OF SOCIAL
ISM" introduced by the ,architects HOR-

ACIO ALPERIN and .outDO KOSLNBR, 
members of the .. team of Revolutionary 
Architects of Argentina. 

'. A second -brochure was brought out as 
a result of this seminary: THE FUNDA
MENTAL PRO'BLEjMS OF MARXISM 
IN THIS STAGE OF HISTORY by J. 
Posadas. . 

They are obtainable from Blanco 1113, 
Casilla 1470, Valparaiso, Chile. 

We calIon all revolutionary students, 
university and student organisations, 
teachers and lecturers, cultural societies, 
trade unions, the T.U.C., L.P.-and C.P . 
branches and leaders, the L.P.Y.S. and 
Y.C.L. and trades councils to acquire 
a copy' of each from Valparaiso univers
ity, and to campaign for the publications 
of these works .by J. Posadas in English, 
and for their study throughout the work
ers and revolutionary movement. 

OUR PROGRAMME 
1. A 35 hour ", .. kin .n I.dustri ... 
J. Three. ",eeb paiel hollo, in .. ... 
_mie., leadin, to of ",eek. paid laolida,. 
S. An all·ronnd 30% increasl in "' ..... 
EltabUshmlnt . ofa "asic minimum U,iIIl 
",ale. AU w.le. to rin with the COlt .r 
U.lnl. Commissions , of ",orkers ••• 
.ous.wlns to decide tbe cODtents of til. 
COlla of Ilvlnl indeL 
4. Equal pay for .In and ",om •• , 
Apprentices doine the work of .n ad.lt 
",orker to be paid al .ach. 
5. Profits of automatioD to 19 to tb, 
",orkers in the form of hililer ",aaes ... 
•• rter hours, 
,. Pensions to equal the averale ",aae, .. tI 
Co rise with the cOst of l11'ing. Loweriq 
• r the age of retirement to 60 for me. 
and 55 for women. 
1. Compulsory day rdease for .all ",ork· 
ers for industrial (rainln&: and rurtlaer 
educatloil. 
•• Stud.nts to be maintained on the wagt 
of 'the average worker, which will Increas. 
",ith the cost of living. 
,. Expropriation of royal palaces, luxury 
properties and unoccupied dweUings to 
meet the housing shortage. Establishment 
of defence committees to protect alain.t 
IlIntilordl' thugs, eviction by bailiffs and 
harrassment by police. Organisations of 
Cenants committees to have the right t. 
assess and fix rates and rents. 
10. Factories about to be. closed to' be 
placed under workers management, leadinl 
Co nationaJisation under workers manage
ment. A sliding scale of hOUfS and 
reductions in work time without loss of 
,a,. to absorb workers whose jobs art 
thr.atened by automation. Workers no", 
unemployed to be foundwqrk or glVlu 
full maintenance. 
U. Nationalisation of all key industriu 
",ithout compe.satlon including banks, 
msuranc.. steel, engineering, shipbulldiu •• 
eJi.mic .. ls, motor manufacturer. and r ••• 
tra.iport .ervices, atm., and' th.: buUd'a. 

and building supply industries. Nationallt •• 
lDdustriel to' be placed under ",orbrl, 
cOlltrol. 
1%. State monopol, of for.ilR trad •• 
Nationalisation of hie whole.... ... 
retail enterprises. 
13. Workers control of all industries. N. 
commercial secrets. Workers commltt ... t. examine the aecounts of all Indu.trie •• 
14. Expropriation of the weillthy farm.r •• 
Large farms must be brought into statl 
ownership, and small farms federated a •• 
ran on collective line. hy committees 0' 
farmers and agricnltural workers who 
"ould organise direct marketing of produc • 
and cut out middle men. 
15. Formation of factory committees •• 
eacla job. and workers councils In each 
locality 011 an anti-capitalist programme. 
16. For a single European Trade Unlo. 
centre on an anti-Imperialist programme. 
17. Struggle against 'Imperialism! Defence 
of the colonial revolution by every mellnS 
Includinll strikes,' boycott aud .abota,., 
and the despatch of arms to I:olonlal 
workers. 
18. Withdra",al from all Imperialist a.
Ilances, such as NATO, CENTO, SEATO, 
etc., directed against' the Workers Statu 
and the colonial revolution. AUiance lIud 
solidarity with the Workers States and the 
colonial revolution against Imperialism. 
Liquidation of the Polaris and rocket 
bases and their means of supply. 
19. For the United Soviet Socialist Statu 
of Europe as part of a world front of 
socialist states. 
10. For a workers government. 
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REsoLQTION OF THE INTERNATIONAL SECRETARIAT OF THE IV INTERNATIONAL. (30th ~mber 1970) 

The. 'Leningrad trials, the maturing of the 
World Proletariat & the Socialist Revolution 

There are "differences between the Bur
gos, trial 'and' what is happening in the 
USSlR,The Leningrad trials are being 
h!'!ld against people, who want to harm 
the Soviet Union,p~ople who are fleeing 
a Workers State togp to an imperialist 
state, Their action cal1not be presented as 
the search for freedom. The USSR is a 
Workl!Cs State; from~U points of view 
that represen~. ~rogr~ss in relation to 
Israel. <It jsnot the Soviet Union that is 
on the attack in the Middle East. Israel 
is. the spearhead of i,mperialism in the 
Middle East, The def!,!ndants are Soviet 
citizens; their Jewish origin has nothing 
to do with the fact: they are people born 
in the USSR, who have lived there, and 
who find themselves .there now. The, fact 
that they have telatiyes in Israel has 
nothing to do With this. They are Sovi
ets, They want to. esca~ from the USSR 
to support a country. that is carrying on 
an imperialist·. war against the Soviet 
Union. This situation cannot be compar
ed with that of the Burgos d!!'fendants. 
Such comparisons must be condemned. 

The aim pursued by these people was 
~~~E!!.!i~!~" .Tll.~Y. .. ~!llU~t ... b~£g!1!lem!Wg, . 
Tlie"Soviets ~.are right when they' say, 
"This is not a political trial". BUt the 
Soviet leaders are bureaucrats, and as 
such they fear. the consequences and re
percussions of a fair, logical trial based 
on this cOrrect . cOnCb,l$ion. Consequently 
they add, "These peopl!!, were going to 
betray the Soviet fatherland; they are 
potential murderers. etc ... " No. Wllat 
must be said is, "These people are Soviet 
citi~ns, who want to leave the USSR 
to go to an imperialist country, that is 
in the process of waging a war against 
the countries of the Middle East, which, 
for their part, are . advancing towards the 
socialist revolution," . .this is how the 
trial must .be ,p.resented. What has this 
to do with Spain? " 

'This trial is' hCita:itn'ed at Communist 
militants, .. worker~ or." ppposition tendenc
ies, that ,struggfp for. 'th~ progress of the 
Workers State~ . The accused are; Jews, who 
have c!!Jectedth;e "Wot~ers State, to ~o 
to' an imperialist'state: 'The problem must 
oe'pos!'!d ·inthisW~~ .. first of all. It is 
not a problem of"fr~om", "rights" or 
"democracy". It ,is ~.',' matter considering 
a Workers State': " and'. Soviet citizens. 
These peoplewere,bor'n; and lived there. 
It is an 'invention to bring in the fact 
of their Jewish'Qtfgin .. That has nothing 
to, (to with it; Th@yate rejecting a Work
ers State to" gP. to, ·:ail' imperialist state. 
They would' 'be ~ going and supporting 
Israel which . i~ at' War against Arab 
count~ies' that are progressing' towards the 
socialist revoluti6n. the 'problem must be 
posed in this w,ay.,Th~y are renegades. 
It mUst b~ supposed .th~t what they were 
g9ing ,to do was', n9t . at aU in favour of 
the Workers State, neither was it in de
fence of the rights of the masses to free~ 
dom and discus$iO'n~ . 

Workers who reacted'kgainst Stalin and 
opposed him,. never. fled th~ Soviet Union, 
never demonstrated' the' desire to leave 
it: This triaitespond~ to an internal 
struggle in the soviefb'ureaucracy. These 
Jewi~h sectors.' are .link,ed to pro-kulak 
sectors, richpro"kolkhosians, planners, 
administrators, TIley .. are, linked to th~ 
upper stratas of the bureaucracy. The 
problem is not just of 2, or 3 people, who 
wimt to flee the. Soviet Union. These 
people form part of, the preparation of 
imperialisD;1 f6rtt1~.\var. It is not a 
matter of "freedom'l: If it were so they 
would be ~uppoHing:the right o'r the 
workers and trades uhiohs to discuss and 
hold meetings ... }Yhat . ih~y are asking for 
is the light to :leave' th~ country. Why? 
Inorrlertojoin . an iwpet1alist state against 
,the Soviet Union. they; do nOt want to 

go to a state that is searching for frel? 
dom; they want to go against the Work
ers State.' They are brigands, miserable 
agents of imperialism .. 

For its part, the Soviet bureaucracy 
adopts this attitude to the defendants to 
intimidate and terrorise .the" very large 
layer of similar type people behind them. 
We are against this method. We are in 
favour of a· public trial, denouncing and 
condemning these people as agents of 
imperialism. It is necl!ssary to create pop
ular tribunals in which the trades unions, 
the workers,' the popUlation intervene. 
The fact that these people are agents of 
imperialism must .be discussed throughout 
th!!' Soviet Union! They must not be 
wrongly condemned or anything like that; 
they must be hounded out! Expell them 
from ·the country as -brigands, assassins 
and agents of imperialism! This is the 
position of the IV !Il.ternational. 

It is necessary to say, "LOok at these 
assassins!", "The USSR is a Workers 
Stat~. See the progress that it has made 
without harming any nationality! And see 
what Israel is doing!" Appeals must be 
lJl!l,<te: .t,Q~ .. __ W~lJ~Jm9,~l!1l tAA,g~h~r 
Workers States to eliminate.' judges. law
yers, courts, the apparatus of law. All 
this must be got rid of. Lenin never had 
th!!' idea of preserving aU this. This ap
paratus must 'be completely liquidated and 
replaced ,by popular tribunals; where 
judgement would be passed according to 
the interests of the Workers State and 
the world socialist revolution. If there is 
any danger of war, then the Workers 
State may apply the death penalty. But 
in this instance, that is not the case; a 
social struggle must be carried on, so 
the masses see th!!' superiority of the 
Workers State in relation to capitalism. 

The problem must be important for the 
bureaucracy to launch such a trial now. 
An important layer, of the Ota Sik ,type, 
must be in process of exerting a pres
SUf!,!. This trial is part of the ,internal 
struggle against the weight that these 
people exert as the reflection of deter
mined economic· forces. 

The death penalty and s!,!ntences of 15 
$ years in jail, are disproportionate in re

lation to the allegations. The procedure 
used by the .soviet bureaucracy is incor
rect. Certainly, none of thes!!' brigands 
deserves his freedom. AU of them are 
imperialist brigands! The problem is that 
this type of sentence and trial do not 
reflect the confidence of the Workers 
State. What would happen if they were 
allowed to go free? They ml,lst be judged 
in factory and workers area. discussions. 
It must be discussed why they want to 
flee the Soviet Union by using such 
methods. 

They don't want to go to construct the 
future and progress, but to become the 
rubbish of history. The Trade Unions, 
the masses, the workers districts and 
factories require popular tribunals as 
they !!'xisted during the first stage of the 
Soviet Union. We are for full freedom 
of discussion, on the condition that. it 
be for progr!'!ss, and not to go backwards. 
These people are ·backward. They want 
to go to an imperialist country that is 
attacking countries that are advancing to
wards socialism .. 

Neither the Soviets nor the CPs pose 
the matter in this way. However, it is 
in this way that it must be discussed. 
We appeal to the Sovie,t Union to make 
a public judgement, and for the discus
sion to be opened in the Trade Unions 
on these problems. Show what the Soviet 
Union. is today and what it was before. 
Show what Israel is, the spearhead 'of 
imperi.alism in the Middle East. This is 
how it must be discussed. 

In Burgos; on the contrary, the trial 

was against the ETA, the spearhead of 
the socialist revolution. 

A public trial of these peQple would 
by no means alter the conclusions to be 
drawn. They would be cond!'!mned in the 
same way. The objective of the Soviet 
bureaucracy is to intimidate a series of 
internal opponents to the regime, of a 
bourgeois type. AUthl!Se people are im
perialists, <bourgeois, as much brigands 
and assassins as Dayan himself. It is 
possible that among them some want to 
see their families. But the individual 
function has nothing ;to do with the 
political function that they play. They' 
want to go and support a' country that 
is opposing, arms in hand, the countries 
of .the Middl!!' East, in what is almost· an 
'atomic war. Only a :bourgeois person can 
support such a thing. 

All this is the result of the former 
policy of the bureaucracy, that has stim
ulated ,the rise ofOta Sile. and Co type 
sectors. This is wby it is necessary to 
ask, "Why do such people appear?" And 
ifth~appear the Trade Unions must 
discuss the, fact, and they would be re-
~!l.~~J~."i\"..:b.aJW!1J·,,":r~~sb:;~4~ •.. fuc:}' .. 
should be moved.'lf thIS Were dIsCussed 
in the Trade Unions, it would be 'easy 
to say; "They are goingbecauSl! they are 
imperialists, capitalists." This would clean 
up the Workers State. 

The bureaucracy cannot allow that 
though. It would then Ire letting the mas
ses, and their organisms intervene, and 
they would tum on th~ bureaucracy after
wards and judge it too. This trial is in 
contradiction with the policy followed in 
Poland. The attitude of the bureaucracy 
does not mean tbat it has an anti-Jewish 
policy. This is not a persecution of Jews. 
but opposition to some Jews who want 
to go over to the imperialist camp and 
who belong to a lay!'!r of the right wing. 
The bureaucracy tries to intimidate and 
terrorise . this right wing to avoid the in
ternal struggle developing in its midst, 
leading to uprisings of the masses 
against the bureaucracy as a whole. 
These people aU come from the privil
edged layers of technocrats and bureau
crats, who are usurping tbe Workers 
State. They are not workers. 

During the strike in Vorkuta, some 

Jewish workers ptotest!'!d,because they 
could not write .to Israel, but not because 
they wanted to go there. Once they had 
obtained the right to write the protest 
finished. They maintain!!'d their defence 
of the Soviet Uinon, without objection, 
Or doubt. The people on trial in Lenin
grad are renouncing the USSR t6 go to 
Israel. They do not say, "We are alright 
here, but we want to live in Isfa~l be
cause of our families, etc." (why don't 
they appeal to the Israeli Jews to go to 
the USSR? and why don~t they send im
perialism to hell, appealing for th~ 
unification of Israel, the Arab countries 
and the Soviet Union.) It is in this way 
that the problem must be discussed and 
posed, and not in the abstract and de
ceiving form of "fr.eedom". They are. 
presenting the facts in an erroneous way, 
spj:aking of the deprivation of the right 
to freedom, and of racial persecution. 
Lies! The bureaucracy is not interested 
in racial persecution. The Jews are an 
infinite minority, hardly 0,001 % of the 
popUlation out of 245 millions! There are 
3 million out of which hardly 25,000 
~li!l.L!QJeY~~!1te tJSiS.R,~tb~1 .i!!hardly 
anyone; 

The bureaucracy has persevered with 
this trial, because· of very great oppos
ition in the pro-bourgeois bureaucratic 
camp. His not just the matter of the 
trial. The Soviet bUf!'!aucracy would not 
go through with this at this stage, full 
of events such as those in Poland, just 
to intimidate a group of Jews. If the 
bureauracy were just worried about the 
Jews themselves it would put them in a. 
car and send it out of the country. This 
trial is an aspect of the struggle in view 
of the next congress of the Soviet Com
munist Party. Irrespective of the import
ance and the quality of the judgement, 
the objective of the trial remains the 
serious and important internal struggle. 

-It is not only the question of Jews 
who want to leave the USSR, but of 
people linked to the enemies of the Work
ers State, the rich kolkhosians, the plan
ners, the administrators, som!!'intellect
ual sec.tors etc., who formulate the idea 
of democracy in abstract, because it means 
democracy for them, and not for the mas-

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2 

The demonstration of the 21 st 
expressed the will of the masses 
to organise the General Strike 

All the most rC4:eD!t actions by the working class iUustrate each day ~ore clearly 
how the conditions are ripening for the organisation of a general strike, a general 
strike, which will deal a death blow to the anti-trade union legislation of the Tories, 
and to capitalism itself, a strike which could throw out the Tori~ and im
pose a Labour government on a Soeialist programme. And it would bave to be 
a Labour government not like the last one, which tried to bring in measures against 
the working class, similar in many respects to those ;that the Tories are now steam
rollering through Parliament, but a Labour government; which is much more under 
the coutrol of the working class, where the Labour Party branches, the Young 
Socialist branches, and the Trades Councils will have a .much greater inftuence in 
the deciSions, which this government will make, and a government, which will have 
to make concessions to the working class in order to be able to govern. It would 
have to restore the health service, to increase expenditure on education, hOllsing" 
pubilc transport, etc., and would have· to immediately nationalise all the profit 
~aking parts of the nationalised industries, which the Tories intend to denationalise, 
without paying compensation, as was decided by the N.E.C. of the Labour Par,ty 
last week. 

The most powerful action by the work
ing class towards the organisation of the 
general strike was the demonstration or~ 
ganised by the TU.C. on February 21~t, 
this was the biggest demonstration since 
the war, and possible the biggest demon
stration ever organised by the T.U. move-

ment. The spirit of the .demonstration as 
the capitalist press was eager to point 
out was peaceful and rather like a carn
ival. Celtainly it was peaceful, for this 
demonstration was not for the working 
class to show its physical strength against 

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2 
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ses. None otthese 'miserable pe~pl~ has 
the idea to ask, "Why don't we let the 
workers trade ullions decide?", They do 
not pose any of this. To none of them 
has ther~ occurred the jdea of asking the 
question, "Why does Israel threaten the 
Arab states that are making such' pro~ 
gress?" In the Arab states there' is land 
redistribution and nationalisation of in
dustries goill:g forward, ,and the standard 
of, livitig is rising after having been at 
,hunger l~vel for thousand of years. Why? 
;1'1one of these peoplepn trial haVe ment-
~oned this. ' " " 

They demand 'their liberty". It, is the 
liberty that the assassin Dayan and fascists' 
demanci, to, kill, These people want to, go 
to support Dayan against the devdop
ment of the revolution in the Middle 
~a,St,. It ~s ,in this way that the problem 
mustbepdsed. ,,' , 

One of the objectives of this resolution 
is to discuss, and make our influence on 
the • Communi~ts weigh, making them un~ 
derstandthe historic and concrele class 
sense of all the problems that are p03ed 
in the USSR, as in, the rest of the world. 
One cannot pose the question of "free~ 
dom" in the abstract. It is not the time 
to launch a polemic about it with the 
Socialist~ left Christian Democrat or 
nationalist leaders. We discuss because 
their rank and file have seen further than 
the, leaderships, and are our allies. The 
proof of this is: the abss:rrce of a mass 
movement against the Soviet Union;" B'ut 
the masses, were against 'the Burgos trial, 
and, for the', overthrow of Franco! There 
are"<;tatements being made that aim at 
the application'" of justice in Ls:ningrad; 
but no,' movement against the Workers 
State;· That is the ,intu:tion and under
standing of the proletariat, whiCh 'does 
not act against' a Workers State;, 
,It must be demanded that the Soviet 
hur~aucracy and the Communist' Parties 
pronou'uce in favour of the functioning 
of soviets, so that an open discussion: 
can be' :made. Trials with lawyers and 
judges must be done away with, and ·'te
placed by ,popular tribunals, elected, tin 
factories, trades unions and' the army, for 
they will' judge accordhlg" to the, int~tests 
of the Soviet, Union, according to socialht 
interests. 11i~must be shown that this'in
terest is the one that we defend, ,and pot 
freedom in the abstr~ct. Nixon want'i 
freedom too, but we, ar~ against it. Wild 
animals are really very dangerous given 
their freedom. The Communist Parties 
must discuss on this lIne. 

This trial is an error on the part 'of 
the Soviet :bureaucracy. In its time, fhe 
Russian Revolution showed that thers: are 
superior means of adm:nistering justice 
that have an immense repercussIons on 
the world: popular tribunals. By means 
of popular tribunals the Sov:et mflsses 
would put themselves ,in communication 
with the world ! masses telling them, 
"These people are assassins, brigand5, 
bandits; they warit to go". After having 
made it clear what they are, ,let them go! 
The bureaucracy does not. act in Cis way. 
It wants to prevent the internal struggles, 
that threaten its stab]ity. In fact aU this 
is happening- about a year after the shoot
ing attempts in Moscow, attempts tliat 
originated from the same layers. 
,Appeals must be made to the Jewish 

masses throughout the world, and to Jew
ish workers, for them to demand that 
Israel withdraws from all occupied tir
ritories, puts a stop to its miI:tarist pol
icy, increases wages and the standard of 
living of the Jewish masses, and for" the 
Jewish trade unions to take power • to
gether with the Communist and Socialist 
partIes, (but not with the Mapai----,eve~ 
though it calls itself socialist, becaus .. 
is has nothing to do with socialism). At 
the same time, Israel must nationalise 
all property, and plan production, in' ac
cordance with the needs of the popu{at~ 
lon, The same thing as has been done 
in USSR, which in 50 years has trans
formed the old Russia to . th~ core, must 
b~ done in Israel, although it is an im-
ported country (even the people are im
ported), has expe~:enceda constant low
ering in its standard of living, because 
of the policy of war and invasion adopt
ed by the Israeli bourgeoisie. 

We are against the pol:ce methods of 
the Soviets bureaucracy. We are fer pop
ular tribunals that communicate with the 
world masses. These are the source of 
jUS(ce in this stage and a method that 
can be applied in the most complete way. 
Tribunals with judg~s and, a court aim 
to defend t~e int~r~sts of the bureaucracy, 
to defend lts pnv.leges and bureaucratic 
cenc~ption. They aim to intimidate certa:n 
setcors. They do not communicate, nor 
are they a source of encouragement. They 
exercise no attraction on the world mas
ses. But popular tribunals do all this. 
They cannot defend just the inter;sts of 
those who sit on the tribunals, but the 
objective interest of the development of 
the Workers State. 

The interests of the 'bureaucracy coin-

RED FLAG 

The Leningrad trials .. ~. of, capitalism inside and outside the 'state 
apparatus. ',It is possible to contain' them 
with: the mobilisation of the masses. Such 
is the -way tq contain them. The role of 
popular tribunals is not to condemn and 
to km, but ·to convince! They must' de
monstrate that they administer justiCe in 
accordance with tqe collectiv~ interests of 
the Workers State: 

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1 
cide partly with th"e intereSts of, the 
Workers Stat~ in this trial,but, funda
mentally the bureaucracy is still defend
ing its own interests. This could not be 
the case if it were a, trial by popular 
tribunaL"If these people want to go, let 
them go. They would be told by a popul
ar tribunal, "You bav~reriounced a life 
devoted to the construction of socIalism 
and are fleeing to an, imperialist state." 
This is how they would appear, and the 
world masses would s~e clearly that this 
is so. 
-To pronounce the death penalty 'de
monstrates no capacity for, Or confidence 
in persuasion. These Jews are saboteurs 
of the USSR; like the ones who killed a 
pilot in Armenia. They come from a 
layer of privileged Jews, not workers or 

,impoverished Jews. The simple fact' that 
they could travel by plane shows th:s. 
These are kolkhosians, functionaries plan
ners, administrators and others. Th~se are 
the s~ctors from wh:ch these people come,' 
and they are linked with sectors outside 
the USSR in relation with imperialism. 
It is in this way that the links are es
tablished. 

A whole layer of the population is 
the product of the bureaucratic s'!ructure 
and functioning of the Sovis:t Union. As 
there is no democracy, n'o soviets, ~ the 
bureaucracy dominates, and' it is for this 
reason that the bourgeois press demands 
"freedom",Why,is there no demand~" for 
soviets~ Democracy' is "demand~d for 
th~se people;' but not-'soviets for the work
ers. This is also"trw:!,c'fofc any Workers 
State; the bOurgetHs press never ,talks of 
s6viets 'as the solution;::,;' 

The diff~rence, inbehavioux: of' the 
masses in their pt'dtests-aga:inst the BUrgos 
trial, and' aga:nst< Spanish fascism; and 
their general aUitudeef'; critidsm' of the 
workers leadershitysmust '['be highHghted, 
On this last point, the~ masses have not 
staged any street ds:m6hstratiorl; th:ere, 
have been no factories on strike, against 
the trials "'in Leningrad. This irf,;tnec, in; 
tuition, ,comprehension and consciousness 
of: . the proletarian vanguard that : 'under
stands that these are two different matters. 
In one case people, are ; fleeing:'~ from a 
Workers State t() go to' ,an Jimperialist 
state; in the other, it is -'ir' ca:pitaIist state 
under a dictatorship that; is : being dealt 
with. This is why 'the 'masses refuse to 
discuss freedom' and dem,6cracy in ab
stract. 

There has 'been no demonstration, ':stop
page, or protest against the Soviet Work
ers State, ih spite of the fact that the 
leadership of' 'the workers' movs:mmt, the 
CPs, and theSPs, has tried to put the 
two things on the same plane. The working 
class does not take 'any' notice. Noone 
has attempted to call 'a demonstrat:o~ 
against the USSR, because it would col
laps~ completely. But the whole proletar
iat came out' against the Franco regime, 
on its own initiative, without discussion, 
without waiting for the orientaticin of 
its leadership. It acted on its o.wn' initi.; 
ative; because, its classcon€ciou$n~ss, and 
comprehension 'led it to show solidarity 
with the Spanish masses through the ETA 
trial. 

By deciding on th~ death penalty,' the 
bureaucracy' tried to intimIdate, to ter
rorise a sector, and not to use persuasion 
to win it over. It feels it hasn't the 
strength to do otherwise. This is why it 
passed a death sentence. But the Bohhe
viks led by ten in and Trotsky e1:minated 
the death penalty, and replaced it by 
persuasion. They tried to win through 
persuasio,. The bureaucracy can not do 
so, because the accused are not the pro
duct of the, Workers State; but of the 
bureaucracy itself, seeking its own indi~ 
vidual sati~fact;on. For all those reasons, 
the death penalty has been passed, We, 
ourselves, like Lenin-except at special 
stages, such as war time, when it was 
necessary-adhere to the moral code, and 
the decision to persuade" to win over, 
w;thout weakening the functioning of th .. 
Workers State., It is in, this way that it 
is poss'ble to -intimidate the enemy. the 
death penalty is not useful for it con
tributes nothing. 

If the accused are killed, what w:n bl> 
achieved? Nothing, except that an in
capacity and insecurity in the possibility 
to incorporate this type of person will 
be made more cls:arly ev·d:nt. They need 
not to be killed, but kept in jail or given 
some soc'al activity, that would make it 
possible for the aU'hority of the Workers 
State to weigh on them. For th's soviets, 
workers control, factory committees, the 
functioning of tns: organisms' of power 
are necessary. Thus the population w'll 
feel the au'hority and social superiority 
of the l~adorship of the masses through 
organisms. The population will 8"e that 
there, are no privileges, no injustice, no 
individual interests, and in this way, sect-

ors will be won over; persuaded devet~ 
oped, and internally disarmed. This 'is aU' 

,the more true in the Sovis:t Union, where 
these people cannot be of any danger. 
They are simply a detonator in a situation 
of struggle in the bureaucracy. They ,don't 
want to kill them, because they ar~ Jews. 
It is an internal struggle ,between sectors 
of the ,bureaucracy. 

To pass the death penalty does' ;not 
tend to give the court authority in the 
~yes of the population. It gives on 'the 
contrary, an impression of a lack of con
fidence and self assurance. The Workers 
state, needs instead to absorb 'and regain 
the condemned and delinqUents. The best 
way to win them ,over is by ths: inter
venjon of the trade unions, factory com
mittees, soviets, popular tribunals, th~,t 
have, the power to persuade, and show 
the social, superiority that they 'exert. 
They tend towards collective distribution. 
collective thought. organising, planniuo: 
and 'distributing in a collective way. In 
this way they win over, and persuade 
people. Justice is not independent and 
separated from the funCtioning of the 
Stat~, but is part of it. 

If the State is for collectivisation and 
Soviets" 'it cannot fear the effects of the 
persuasion they exercise.' If the State is 
fOr, priv]eges-as the Soviet bureaucracy 
is-then; it has, to el;minate any rivals. 
This is why it wants to assassinafetoday. 
It is the' bureaucracy, as a body, that 
acts in this way. There is no reaSon to 
do this in a Workers State. Instead of 
passing the death sentencee-it is still" very 
possible that the death penaltywHl ::be 
commuted to an oth~r penal:y-the 
Workers State should' show that it is 
capable: of confronting any crime. Per~ 
suat;on must be used. ' 

,With this in mind, a public campaig'fl 
of, 'discussion and mobilisations', oil' aU 
the problems of the world,and of the 
DSSR must be carried on in: the Soviet 
Un:on: functioning of the ,democnitic 
organisms 'as in the times" of Len:lf ,and 
Trosky, Iih the masses' in" '" P{Jland de
~and, ,'and also like; theiIew leadership 
lU' .. Poland 'finds its.:lf:" forced to speltli: 
about, even 'though still :verbally. Demo
cratic ,func:ioning, .-sov;et' functioning are 
required, ,and then there will be no danger 
of 'any plane hijacks. Even if one did 
occur, the pilot CO\ltd convince the hi-

, ja~kers not to carry their' plans through 
to the, 'ehd. The lack of soviet function
ing, and the bourgeois functioning 'of 
jusfce instead in the' USSR is determined 
by the interest of the bUfs:aucracy, and 
not by the interest of the authori"y of 

The administration of justice can never 
take precedence over., 'the revolutionary 
develo-pment of th!! Workers State. Such 
is the Marxist conception of' justibe. 
Capitalism suppresses, 'because it cannot 
educate, or wi~ people back into agree
ment with the system. It must defend 
privqte property. 

Tile bureaucracy .. tries,' to. suppress be
cause it is afraid. The Workers State: and 
the masses, because of their interests have 
no ,fearofcomptications and difficulties. 
They feel the strength to' persuade and 
win over, because they have no individual 
interests. They do not fight a condemned 
a man ,for his crime; they win h'm back. 
PubI:c discussion 'related to soviet inter
ests, would make it impossible fOr ps:ople 
to organise, an llpriging aga'nst the Work
ers ,State: Where' these people exist. they 
could be persuaded to change, and be 
annulled from th~ point of, view of their 
sodal influence.' When it, is not ,possible 
to persuade them, as in the case, of these 
Jews, action could be taken, so thl\t they 
would find no response in the population, 
they would find thems~lves isolated. It 
is in this w<'ly that the Soviet Union 
functioned ,during the 7 first years ,of its 
existence,' , 
-'It is necessary to. maintain, the us\! of 
repression and, force against capitalism; 
to ,the extent that it confronts, the Work
erg States with weapons. Butil must be 
clC<1.r hat the use .of forc,e, and '. h!prs:ssiof) 
goes against cap'talism. In the cas~ of 
this trial, the def~n,dants have theirorIgitl 
in , the USSR, in, its ~pparatus, S~l. the 
appariifus must l?e)iquida~ed arid planning 
be, made iri a soviet. m:mijer, ,wJ1;hthe 
orJ;anisms of, soviet functioning;, witli 
w:snkersc,ontrol, pppul~r tribU:n!\ls~. !actory 
~oinmi~,~ees. There. wilIbe. "then",. nQ pos~ 
sjb~lltY of such Fople ,thriving,"'and if 
they do appear It would be in an in~ 
siS,uificant "way without consequences. ' 

For all' this, So:viet democra,cy is nec, 
essary, an,9 nQ~ only hi Poland, but, in 
the USSR" and in, all the Workers States, 
SW:h is the appeal tbat the IVtb Inter
hational makes to all the Workers States, 
to thl) Com'munist ParJies and to the 
world revolutionray and ~orkers moye
fj1ent. We app::a! for discussions of the 
con.clusions of th's tIi{ill, for the advance 
of the world polit:c~ll and socialist re
volution. 

the Workers State, ,that has no need 'to Internat:onal Secretariat 
kill, ot even to jail enemies, the agents 'of the IVth International. 

M~~_~~d0~~~ __ """""UR~~~ .. ~aa ........ ~ ...... 
THE DEMONSTRATION OF mE 21~ ~ •• 

the capitalist class in a direct' confront- and internatiQnal conditions would not 
ation with, the forces of law and" order' end in, (fefeat for the working class, as 
it shows its strength and, organis:ngabil: the, strike of 1926 did, but would 0nly 
ity against the capitalist system 'daiJv end with, the successes of ,the working 
in, its strike, adons. The spirit of this class, and; if not the complete smash:ng 
great demonstration was one of decision of the capitalist class, then at least mort: 
and resolution. It was nof only th~ van- ally wounding it.' 
g?ard 'wh:ch mobllised on the 21st, cert~ The working class gains confidence 
amly the vanguard were th:;re as they from all the defeats suffs:red by Imp',rial
had been on 14th November, 8th Pe~ ism on a world scale; Cambod:a. Lao.s, 
cember, and 13th January, but, on the South Vietnam, from the advanc~s of 
21st February they were joined by many. the political revolution in the Workers 
thousands of T.U. militants, who wished States' expressedpart:cularly in the last 
to express their disgust and hatred of w~eks in Poland, where thl" bureaucracy 
the anti-trade union legislation of the has had to say it is going to allow free 
Tories, and who. wanted to show to their elections to the Party, Trade Unions; and 
union leaders that ths:y were prepared factory committees. All this compensates 
and ready for action. ' for the lack, of revolutionary leaders,lip 

The speeches in Trafalgar Square and permits the class to OVS:fcome the 
$howed the shifts to the left, which the bureaucratic obstacles ~hich are put in 
T.U. leaders have to make before' their the path of its organisation of a new 
rank and file in order to maintain thej~ leadership and new struggles. 
authority. Thus we' have McGarVey of Basing themselves on, all the procs:ss of 
the Boilermakers Union agree:ng with' the the world revolution, and on the in
nece3sity of the General Strike, and w" creasing crisis within capitalism, the 
hav!'! Scanlon of the AUEW, apologis- working class must prepare and orgadse 
ing for having to commit h:mself to the for the General Strike in the hnmediate 
policy ofths: T.U.C, but calling for a futurs:. and must construct its leadership 
general strike .to be discussed at the re- for this. The recall conference of the 
call Conference of the T.U.C. on l8th T.U.C. on 18th March is going to be 
March, urging aU trade un' on;s~s to pass very important, because the question Of 
resolutions in their branches calling for the general strike will inevitably be raiseo 
a general strike. and calling for support then, many cifthe T.U. leaders, who w:n 
for the strike of the AUEW on the 1st be press:nt at that meeting, and indeed 
March. This shows how the workers many of the delegates present there, will 
leaders can be pushed by the struggle be representii:tg~ large sectors of the 
of the working class, ,and how honest working class, who are expecting a 'gen
elements in, the leaderships of th~s" eral strike 'to come out of this meeting. 
unions are being regenerated- by the pro- We appeal for a full discussion of the 
cess. conclusions of the demonstration of 

The strike on March 1st call~d by the February 21st, and of th.;:, strike on 1st 
AUEW and campaigned for by Scanlon lMarch in all theT.U. branches, L.P. and 
in Trafalgar Square, arid by Hm'!! Roberts C.P. branches, in the trades councils, in 
on the demo of 21st. has terrified the order that all the necessary organisation' 
bourgeoisie. When they see 2,000,000 al measures for the organisation of the 
workers str;k:ng, not fClr ind:v:dual wage General Strike can be taken. 
increases, but on a, direc'ly political 
question, they see that ths: struggle is at 
a very high level, and that it could es
calate to a genera) strIke immediately. 
A general strike, which in' these national, 

PubI:shed by Revolutionary Workers' 
Party (Trotskyist), Fourth International 
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4 'RED FLAG 
is united to the world development of 
the revolution. 
H~nce our objectives do not clash with 

any progresS of the revolution. We under
stand all of it. AU interests us, because 
every progress of the revoiution is our 
own' progress. This is Trotsky, this. is 
th~ objective of Trotsky, the objective 
of Lenin, of Trotsky, of Engels, of the 
Russian revolution and of the world re
volution. 

Homage millions of revolutionaries, who like us 
fight objectively for socialism! Viva! 

Viva the freeing of aU our arrested 
comrades, and all the revolutionary 
militants of the world! Viva! 

to Leon Trotsky Viva the world trinmph of the social
ist revolution and the defeat of the 
Bolivian connter revolution, and the 
powerful impulse to the Latin American 
socialist revolution and the world reo 
volnt'on! VivaI 

On this 31st anniversary of the assas
sination of Trotsky, the security, the 
capacity, the honest objectivity maintains 
itself, r~produces itself constantly in 
history. The masses, the teams, without 
being Trotskyist, try to approximate to 
this function. The masses of the countries 
that were colonial or semi-colonial, the 
mass~s of the backward countries, incor
porate themselveS, trying to answer to 
the necessity of history without delaying 
themselves, without limiting themselves 
through lack of m~ans. of ~xperience or . 

OUR PROGRAMME 

capacity. They intervene and on the 
march acquire this capacity. In the capit
alist countries the communist· maSSes want 
to take power; the leadership does not 
let them; then they try to organise them
selves in the trade unions, try to answer 
weighing in the trade unions to weigh on 
the party. They seek a substitute, but for 
the same ~nd; to influence the party to 
take power. They are masses, who potent
ially are all Trotskyists. There are thous
ands and millions of Trotskyists, who are 
not in the IV International. But to
morrow, very shortly, ther~ will be mil
lions of Trotskyis~s with whom we will 
intervene together in a unified movement, 
bec~use this is a necessity of history. 

On this 31st anniversary of the, assas
sination of Trotsky, Stalinism has been 
destroyed, not a trace remains of it in 
historY. On the contrary any revolntion-

1. A 35 hOur we.k In al1 Industri... ary who wants, to advance and acquire 
.. Thre. weeb paid holiday in all la- coherence says "we are against stalin! 
"',tri.s, leading to .. weeks paid bolidsf. Immediately! we are against Stalin! And 
S. An all-round 300/. increase in wages. we defend Trotsky!" And they rehabU:t
Establishm.nt of a basic minimum liviD& ate Trotsky. And from there the process 

leads to us. Although they hide us and 
wag.. All wages to rise with th. co.t of utilise us like Fidel Castro, who has to 
Ih'lng. Commissions of workers aud utilise our ideas and positions. On this 
Ilous.wlves to decide the contents of th. 31st anniversary the International is in 
cost of Jiving index. full development, Trotskyism is in fuJi 
4. Equal pay for men and women. development. Militants who are very 
Ap~rentices dOing the work of an adult young exercise the function of leaders. 
worker to be paid as such. This is the most beautiful homage to 
f. Profit. of automation to go to th. Trotsky. From the prison there are 

leaderships, who lead the revolution, an 
workers in the form of hillier wasu otl influencing and determining part of the 
*orter hours. revolution. 
f. Pensions to equal the averale waae, a.d On this 31st anniversary of homage to 
I. ris. with the cost of~ living. LoweriD. Trotsky, the International develops itself 
.r the age of retirement to 60 for ~.n throughout the world. The number of 
and 5S for women. . its cadres, the security of its cadres, the 
1. Compulsory day release for all work. intervention on the march of the w9r1d 
.fS for industrial training and further revolution, and the concrete intervention 
f:ducation. in the revolUtion, the programme and the 

ideas of today, of this International, of 
I. Stud.nts to be maintained on the wal' our International, weigh. Our cadres of 
of the average worker, which will Increase 15, 14, 16 years. of marxist nationality, 
with the cost of living. developed without differentation of nation~ 
,. E;i.propriation of royaJ palaces, luxury ality or condition. And the International 
properties aud unoccupied dwemng~ to develops now the security that in working 
m.et . the bousing shortage. Establishment as a pUblic good of historY; we are not 
of defence committees ~o protect againlt a group of appointed people, of martyrs, 

but we are conscious of the utilisation of laudlords' thugs, eviction by bailiffs and 
"rra$sm~nt by police. Or"anlsations' of the capacity of thought, of the continuat-

.. ion of marxist thought and will to res-
'enants. committees to have the right to pond to this necessity. 
assess nnd fix rates and rents. What we are doing is the most beauti-
10 •. Fa~'ories about to be closed \ to be ful and complete homalle to Leon Trotsky. 
,laced under workers management, leading A team in the prison which leads a 
10 nationalisation under workers manaae. country. A team of arrested comrades in· 
·ment. A sliding scale of hours and the rest of the world, who in difficult 
nductionlJ in work time wlthont loss.f cOnditions of functioning were guided by 

their function of being a public good and 
',ay to absorb workers whose jobs are their security as organisers increases. 
lhreateJted by antomation. Workers now Throughout the world, the Internation-
'1UItIIIlployed to be found work or glveo a1 develops. It is not in crisis, from the 
tIIll maintenance. point of view of policY, programme, or 
H. Nationalisation of all key industfilli objectives. Th~ problems which it has, 
witbout compensation including banks, arise from the fact thaUt does not have 
.,aranee, steel, engineering, sbipbulldillt. the means. And it has few cadres. All the. 
elleiDicals, motor manufacturer. and ro.. other organIsations are in organisational 

crisis, because the objectives, which they 
tra.,port services, arms, and the bulldl.1 have, clash with the necessities . of the 
aDd building supply iDdnstrles. Natlonall... revolution. The experience. which the 
IDclustriei to be placed under work.lI militants undertake clash with the object-
contr.,l. . ive and the conciliatory programme of 
iJ. State monopoly of. foreiln trad.. these parties. The development of the re~ 
Nationalisation of big wholesale a... volution clashes with the existence and 
r.tail enterprises. the policy. of these parties. And the ex-
lJ. Workers control of all Industr.... N. p~rience of the leading cadres and milit-

- ants. clashes with the imposition, with the 
commeriial secrets. Workers commltt ..... bureauCratic method,. with the politicill 
te examine the accounts of all ledu.ki... tepression, which prevails in these move-
14. Ji:spropriation of the wealthy farmer.. ments. In our movement there is no such 
Large farms must be brought Into stat. crisis. There isa lack of money, of means. 
ownership, and small farms federat.d an. All the course of the revolution coincid
run on collutive lines by committees of es with our capacity for interpretation, 
farmers ami agricnltural workeuwh. foresight, orientation. We do not have 

• f d the means; thIS IS our only problem. 
would orpui5e direct marketing 0 pro u~. On the other hand in all these organisms, 1 

aDd cut out; middle men.' the crisis is one of antagonism and con-' 
1S. Formation of factory commltteea en tradiction, between bureaucratic ends, 
,eacb job and workers cooncu. In eae' bureaucratic methods, bureaucratic ob-
tocality 011 an anti.-capitalist pfOgt'amme. jectives, the abSence of revolutionary 
16.' For a single European Trade Unlo. programme and the necessity for revo
-centre on an anti·lmperialist prolfamm.. lutionary !programme, revolutionary 
17. Struggle agalast Imperialism! DereM. methods to advance. 

On this 31st anniversary of the assas· 
of the colonial revolution by every mealll sination of Trt)tsky, the IV Internation. 
tncludinl strik~, boycott. and labotale, al presents itself publicly in a process 
and tbe despatcb' of arms to ColORlal of identification with the world prolet. 
workers. arian vanguard, of integration with it, 
18. Withdrawal from aU Imperialist al- of development of the confidence of its 
Ilances, such as NATO, CENTO, SEATO, cadres, of its sections, of the increase 
etc., directed against tbe Workers State. of cadres and sections througbout the 
and the colonial revolution. Alliance and world, within and outside prison. Out. 
solidarity with the Workers States and the side us there is no other organism, which 
~olonial revolution against Imperialism. functions in this way, within tbe. pris
~ ons. All of which indicates confidence, 
Liquidation of tbe Polaris· and rocket security in the objoctive development of 
bases and their mellns e( supply. the revolution, and in the' ohjective nee· 
19. For the. United Soviet Socialist Stat.. essity of the party. It is tbe greatest 
>of Europe as part of a world front of homage, which can be made to Trotsky. 
socialist states. It is the greatest record of Leon Trotsky, 
lG. For II . workers aovernment. the transcendance and continuity of 

TrotskY. wbich expresses itself in. the 
functioning of tbe IV International. 

In the name of the. IV International 
we say: 

Viva Trotsky, Viva! 
Viva the world development of the 

socialist revolution, and the decision of 

Another comrade: 
Viva comrade Posadas, constructor of 

the party! Viva! 

20. 8. 71 I. POSADAS 

The development of the world. 1J.'tW00ution, the advance of the strug
gle of the masses of the worldJ and of Britain., the crisis in the Labour 
Party which is an expression of the failure of the pro-bourgeois sectot 
of the leadership and the progress of left sectors inm'e responsive to the 
will and aspirations of the working class, the civil war, the development 
of a class leadership in Ireland, all demand ~ application of the marxist 
method and conception. We are in the stage of the: final settemem of ac
counts where there is posed not only the overthrow of capitalism, but the 
construction of human socie»' in a socialist way. This: construrtion, even 
more than the overthrow of capitalism needs the intervention of scientific 
marxist ideas. For this reason there is the necessity for the texts of 
Posadas in. the world and in Britain, for they organise the; understand
in~ give (onfid~mce to the vanguard, arming it scientifically to' confront 
all the tasks which are posed in the advance towards socialism. Thus it 
is necessary for the Britisb Section of the IV InternationaI,through its 
Journal RED FLAG to publish more of the texts of Posadas and the 
International Secretariat, and at the smne time to deepen, basing itself on 
these texts, its O'WD undmtanding of the national process and respond 
to it with more and better articles. 

For this reason the International leadership has orientated: the 
British Section to begin, in the shortest pOssible delay, to publish RED 
FLAG each week. ThW decision of Coo. Posadas and the Internatio-naJ. 
"Secretarliat which we salute and support entirely, is going to have very 
great repercussions in the process of organisation of the new' revolution
ary leadership in the LP, in the UitioBS and the Communist Party. It has 
a very great significance also for an the English speaking! world. 

Wei make aD appeali to an the readers of RED FLAG to help us in 
this 'task. We ask that you contribute fiuaDciallyto this task and with 
.observations, opinions, letters, reports of trade union activity, reports of 
the struggle taking place within the LP etc. so that RED FLAG really 
becomes a dynamic organ of revolutionary organisation fused with the 
struggle of the British working class. We appeal to aI) our readers to 
order.several copies of the paper, to sen it in your plaee of work, factory, 
:mine, bus garage, LP and trade union branches, CP branches, and to 
organise discussions' on the documents, abov:e an tOOse of Posadas, to ac
celerate the formation of a marxist-Posiulist: current within the political 
amdI trade umon organisations of the class. What impedes the greater ~d
vance of·the British 'Working class·is.no,t,the Jack o,f Jpiiitancy,UCS, 
Plessey, Northern Ireland, the struggle against the industnal relation act, 
against unemployment show this conclusively enough; what hinders it is 
the absence of marxism, the absenCe of a lead~rship and organ:i.sms based 
on marxism. It is this deficit which weekly RED' FLAG win till. 

We repeat our appeal for financial support, fiJ'l' subscriptions and don
ations, for articleS! and letters, for sellers in the organisations and work 
places of the working class, and student nlovement. 

.sUBSCRIPTION RATE: 1 year80p, 6 month 40p. 
Also available on a sale .01' return basis. Make a contribution to

wards the weekly 'RED FLAG'.--Spedal subscription of £2 "to receive 
RED FLAG fot a year plus aU our supplements and leafi.etSi. 
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Space • SCience, the function of the 

Workers States and the • construction of 

Socialism J. Posadas 
The condusions from the deaths of these comrades, from these col. 

leagues must be faced in a form combined with the analysis of the situat
ion, with the development of the political revolution, the historic reencounter, 
the partial regeneration, the preparation of imperialism for the war and 
the world development of the socialist revolution.. It is aD combined, all 
united. It is a single theme. Taking/ the eminently scientific aspects, it is 
the death of three comrades, who were making an investigation, attained 
their objective, but did not succeed in returning. 

this social fear· dissolves, because it 
shows that it can be dominated. The 
immense historic importance of the 
Workers State is to make these 'space 
experiments; \is much for scientific as 
military interest, and the legitimate 
right to prepare itself militarily, because 
imperialism is awaiting the opportunity 
to lallnch the atomic war and to try to 

vious education of the supposed superi
oirty of man over woman. Although 
commercially and socially with private 
property, he is superior to woman, be" 
cause it gives him more qualities than 
the woman, historically, humanely in the 
true analysis they are equal. Therc is no 
difference. 

This problem of. why the astronauts 

The combination of life and death has 
expressed itself. neath triUmphed indi
vidually for these three, but the human 
progress, which these three represent, does 
not stop,. in spite of them dying. Death 
is unconscious, it does not have a pur
pose, it still works through the lack of 
adequate defence of the human being, 

_ because. the defence against death.stiU. 
has not been found. There is a dispute 
with death, because life can be prolonged 
by treating sick people, by surgery, and 
by all aspects ot medical science. But 
the most complete way to confront death 
is to prolong the security of the human 
being. Then we are going to find all the 
means, all the material, organic means 
there are in the relationship between the 
human being and nature, so as not to 
dispute with death, but to defeat it, 
to proceed to conquer it. !Death, ultim
ately, is a result of the wearing out of 
the organism, so it is necessary to find 
the. key, the means of prolonging this 
existence, as one of the ways of con" 
fronting death. But to do this, it is neces
sary for the human being to have a 
clear, tranquil, living mind. Having this 
results from occupying oneself objectively 
with understanding society; from seeing 
nature, and then seeing nature as a funct
ion of the objectiVe interest of human
ity, not functioning in the partial in
terests of one or another country, one 
or another sector of the economy, one 
or another army, but as a function of 
the objective interests of humanity; to 
find the way to inter-relate organisms 
in such a way as to defeat what today 
is death. 

But the consequence of death is not 
the elimination of life, but the intimid
ation of the human being, which takes 
the form of impressions on the brain, 
resulting in a state of anguish, of pres
sure, of fear, of individual anxiety and 
individual preoccupation, being preoc
cupied with ones own life, and the rest 
can go to hell; as with the type who 
has a weak heart, and spends millions 
of dollars to cure himself; whilst in 
Pakistan you could prolong the lives of 
thousands and thousands with this, 

This is still' the price of death that 
acts on each individual, determined by 
the individual preoccupation, fearing for 
oneself. On the other hand, el(minating 
the fear of death, eliminating individual 
interests, and concentrating on the hum
an being, on the collective lif~ of com~ 
munism, each one will feel, what is 
best to do. The thought, the will, the 
decision, the method will be collective. 
Then there will exist more elevated forms 
of thought, and the capacity to object
ively understand history, humanity, the 
acts, the ways of life, to find the ways 
to live, to overcome nature; Because 
ultimately death is the way in which 
nature works. Because nature works like 
this, it requires a weariQg away, a trans
forll1ation. The human body is still not. 

survive. died is not simply to be confined within 
accustomed, nor does it have the pre- But at the same time, these !>pace, voy- a superficial truth, but to understand the 
paration ·to make the transformation ages put all of humanity in communicate \"ffects on the human· body submitted to 
that the plants make, that the elephant ion, and elevates it. It elevates people con<Jitions of different atmospheric and 
makes, that the animals make. OUr mol- who are .farthest away from the most cosmic structure. This means an intern
ecular structure still does not permit us elevated scientific understanding, and ally different composition of the atmo
to do this, but we know that it is pos- makes them see that today the problem spheric structure to. ours, with the same, 
sible. But the essential base for meeting is' to find the means to advance, to elements,but with a different combin
death is the consciousness, in .the mind, und~rstand . the rest of what e~ists in the ation i.e. instead of two atoms of hydro
in . ~the .sociaL~thought.· .. And .... then ····LrlSrj:(1d,~·~~worl~'·of in' ·th~·"universe'·alfd'" ··genand"o.lre '-'of· oxygen; What effect 
of feeling depressed by death and saying, to dominate it. It takes away one of the does this have? and besides, there is the 
"I die and the rest of the world, does sensations of the essential base of fear. assimilation of other gases, other 
not matter to me," no, one will say "I The essential bas!! of social fear is the abundant elements in· constant suspens
die,but the rest go on living". Then fear of not knowing how to prodube, ion, that have the facility of transform
one dieS, but ones life is prolonged in who produces, where to take the produce. ing themselves, having an effect, and re
the others. Then ideas, thoughts, capacity Why price, why money, why crisis, why composing themselves, losing a Hitle, a 
are left to continue in human activity. war? Already this is developing, the millionth or a five-millionth of its mass. 
thus individually death wins, socially it world comprehension of all this thought; How does this energy behave? What is 
loses; Because with the ideas, the organic because the Workers States, the struggles the way to dominate it, and to see how 
capacity for developing sqciety, it com- of the masses, the trade unions, the we can understand certain aspects of the 
municates and acquires. the means, the Communist Party is making it known, human life, in which the will exercises 
consciousness. the security, the collective the action of the, masses is going to such an important function, limited, but 
vigour to defeat death. make it understood. But still the rest, very important. These are problems that 

This eVent forms part of the process. no. How is it that nature is superior to we still do not have answers to, with 
But much more important .than this, in us, to the human being? Not to man, which we must preoccupy ourselves in 
this stage of history, Is the function of to the human being. The correct title is the sense of an immediate gain; in the 
the Workers state in humanity, which human being and not man, To keep on sense of scientific comprehension. 
unites a historical stage of disorder still saying man, is because of the pre-
that made it, and still makes it 
live in constant unheavals, having to 
struggle for daily food, with security in 
the futur~. As the process is unequal 
and combined, but concentrated, Pakistan 
occurs, ,and there is this incident from the 
moon investigation. And whilst thousands 
and thousands die ill Vietnam, hundreds 
jn the Middle East, faced with this, the 
disturbance of humanity is very small. But 
the reaction is immense, because now 
humanity is used to it, and accepts it 
as a consequence of the barbarity of 
capitalism; of the crimes of capitalism. 
So it defends itSelf, it does not grieve. 
Humanity 'defends itself and defeats cap
italism. 

But the disturbance provoked by the 
death of these three comrades is caus
ed, because already in humanity Ihere 
exists the sentiment and the consciousness 
of a sup~rior quality in social and col
lective relationships. Not human social 
relations in the abstract or in general, 
but collectively. This world consternation 
is genuine, and guides humanity, which 
still does not have the necessary social 
organisation to express it in any other 
way. There has been humanity Itself 
expresses in this way, a sentiment 
of general grief at seeing that something 
of human value has been lost, 
which means a great progress for 
humanity. And besides being a pro
gress . that puts all people of the world 
in contact, it banishes the fear of the 
unknown and of the future, because to 
defeat nature IS part or the future, be
cause also the stars are the future, fur
therfrom understanding, from what is 
going to come, beyond what one can 
dominate, beyond structure, it is parr of 
the· unknown, of tomorrow, and . is part 
of . that which. gives sensation. of social 
fear~ Bilt the Workers States show thai 

mE WORKERS STATE HAS GIVEN HISTORIC PROOF OF mE 

CAPACITY OF HUMANITY to RESOLVE ALL PROBLEMS 

The problem of communism in the 
mind of the most resolved, revolutionary 
team is already solved. It is, a problem 
of time. For humanity also it is a pro-

'blem of time. This is already solved, 
there is no doubt of this. In our head 
then this is already resolved, and now 
the problem is mor~ advanced; what is 
our relationship with the structure of 
the uni:verse? What influence, what ef
fect's will it have on us, what effect on 
the thinking being? This is what decides. 
Because of this, it is important, what 
the astronauts said, "We are a faction 
without importance, what is important 
is the destiny of humanity". Yes! This is 
a communist thought. All these comradea 
already pose this problem. We want to 
defeat the jear of the. unknown. And the 
fear of the unknown is a product of 
the capitalist market, of the form of 
production, of distribution, of the form 
of dependence on the universe. It is less 
than for those who livi'!d before, because 
now there is a great consciousness. But 
it still exists, because there IS not a 
domination of this problem. The astro
nauts posed. this. In their heads they do 
not think like a new cast~, but like com
munists, although they still do not be
have like communists, neither do the 
bureaucrats, who are going to behave 
as communists, some of them yes. But 
they are going to facilitate, they are 
obliged to facilitate this task. 

Communist thought wants to know 
everything, to understand everything. "We 
will do everYtl.1ing" as Trotsky said. With 

the difference that.in the time of Trotsky 
he was. unable to face this, because 
there were still many things to discover. 
Trotsky already foresaw this; "W(::. will 
know. everything". This is what Marx 
said too. Engels said, "In socialism the 
human being will not be stopped by any 
circumstance or any complication, "be
cause there will be the boldness, and the 
security in the thought that one is able 
to do anything. This is what E!JJgels 
posed in "The Dialectics of Nature". He 
reails~d that nature is powerful, but the 
human being is mo·re powerful, because 
nature cannot change, cannot transform 
itself, but it undergoes temporary, epis
odic changes of transformations, without 
destroying its historic position. Ourselves, 
YeS. Because of this we have domestic
ated nature, we are going to persuade it. 

Although it is still necessary to resolv~. 
economic problems, problems of power, 
of the political revolution, of the constr
uction of SOcialism, already it can be seen 
that we can solve these problems, As 
Trotsky, when the soviet power was still 
not resolved, said' "We will understand 
everything, we will solve everything". But 
matters were not resolved, affi1 he did 
not have the experience, nor the practical 
proof that we have now. 

The Workers State has de.veloped the 
scientific capacity to understand, and to 
make . such historic exploits. This gives 
security to humanity, an immense 'Secur
ity for understanding t.omorrow. But it 
does not give it only because of this. It 

CONTINUED OVER PAGE 
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gi,ves it because it came out of nothing. 
There have been no more t'fian 54 years 
of the first Workers State. It came out 
of nothing, materially from nothing, as 
w~ have said in dozens of texts. The 
USSR in 1917 was nothing, it was no
thing! The Soviets were organised by 
Lenin and Trotsky, with Lenin at the 
head, the reader, who organised, they 
proposed constructing a new social form, 
new sodal r~lations, based on a new 
form of property relations, of economic 
structure, which is the Worker State, the 
road to socialism. 

RED FLAG 
• Space sCience • • • 

without anyone throwing' water on it, it 
is extinguished, because the green pasture 
prev\,:nts it advancing. As the -people gain 
understanding, taking security in this; 
to dominate the problems of the 
economy, society, the understanding 
of nature, then they lose the fear, 
the n~essity of· having to depend 
on other forces, because they see through 
their practical experiences, they are able 
to reconstruct all that ~xists, and besides 
to increase, and improve it, as in the 
case of the stupidity of nature that still· 
makes the same banana; they are going 
to make better things, other things of 
a superior quality. 

sion of the progress of humanity. Be
sides that, it is the recognition that 
these are the means for the progress of 
humanity. This is why they look Lenin. 
It was a symbol, it was direct commun
ication, between the past of 1917 and 
the future of humanity. They did not 
take up Lenin simply as a symbol, or 
as a means of communicating with the 
world worker vanguard. This was part 
of it. But they took it as a means of 
communicating with the Soviet masses, 
with th~ masses of the world, to show 
them what is the aim of the objective 
development of the USSR; which is not 
the conscious development in the inter
~t of the bureaucracy. Their historic 
nature prevents them from having this 
capacity of comprehension. Their historic 

nature is counterrevolutionary, but in 
their actual function they cannot. be 
counterreVOlutionary, th\!y are obliged to 
confront capitalism. This obliges them, 
then, to change their structure, change 
their functioning, and maintaining their 
historic counterrevolutionary· nature they 
have, in their turn, to work objectively 
to contain capitalism, without leaving the 
controls and the lever of power. They 
have to combine all this. But already in 
this combination they cannot surrender 
as they did ill Spain or Gr~ce. Now 
they have to let Lenin go' up with Soyuz, 
to give arms to Egy;pt and to send 20 
thousand SOVIet soldiers to Egypt. The 
fleet in the Mediterranean does not go 
to smash the revolution, it goes to. sup
port the revolutionary movement of the 
Arab masses, and also in part to control 
it, to mediate and imp~de what escapes 
its control, 'but already it cannot domin
ate this control. Now it cannot do this. 

One could see already that humanity 
was prepared, centralising itself in th~ 
means, which it possessed at that mom
ent, which was the very poor and pre
carious Soviet economy, which was able 
to advance. If it was for the economy 
alone, they would not have advanced. It 
was the will to advance of the people, 
If not imperialism would have won. If 
humanity had not got the' will to pro
gress, if no one thought ,it important, 
or did not give a damn for the USSR, 
th~ would not have won. 

To do this special feat, the USSR ex
presses a necessity that is unquestionable. 
Already humanity feels itself to have the 
force .to abandon th!:l dependency on 
struggling and making war to survive. It 
is necessary to eliminate capitalism, 
which still makes these wars, eliminate 
the bureaucracy of the Workers States, to 
impose th~ Soviet type of organisation 
that develops the Workers State. Already 
humanity feels that this is so. 

MANKIND CAN CREATE NEW RELATIONS WITH NATIJRE 
On the other hand. humanity grabbed 

hold of imperialism and said, "You leave 
the USSR alone". They '(tid not abandon 
it. They could not· speak one by one, 
but humanity expressed itself in the re
bellion of the French fleet on the Black 
Sea, the rebellion of the people~ who 
w~re sent to fight the US~K, the action 
of tne armies' of Czechoslovakia, Bulgaria 
and Rumania, wno-passed over to the 
Sovlets. It is the worid pronouncement 
of the people, as in 1917, when the Rus
sian soldiers "voted with their feet", and 
refused to fight: humamty voted through 
them and said; "We are with the USSR, 
leave, it alone". Already without know
ing it, they saw the Workers State as a 
superior form. of' eXIstence. 

The Workers State, although bureau
cratically and administrativly controlled, 
shows that it is possible to make more 
pronounced, scientific investIgations that, 
although they do not have immediai'p; 
economic ~ffects, nave an Immense in
fluence on the masses of the world. 

We express our recognition and our 
complete affection for the Soviet masses, 
fOr these Soviet astronaut comrades, and 
for the USSR as such, including everyone. 
We express our affection, our complete 
solidarity. But the masses of the world 
have seen and have understood that 
economic measures are not sufficient to 
determfne eXistence, superior forms of 
existenc~ and superior preoccupations of 
existence are necessary, preoccupations 
that permit domination and the removal 
of fear of the beyond. 

Rdigion could be born, extend, create, 
develop, and sustain itself on the ignor
ance of th~ people. As people become 
more conscious, so religion disaJppears. It 
is a fir~ that goes on advancing, but it 
com:cs to the green pastures, then it 
starts to go out, go out, go out... Anel 

The USSR shows that it is possible 
to do this, and the immense superiority 
over the capitalist syst~m is that, with 
no more than 54 years of existence, after 
the killing of 23 million inhabitants, de
stroying 70')(, of the. wealth of .the USSR, 
they did not destroy the most jmportant, 
the best, which is the base of human 
progress; the confidence ofllie Soviet 
masses that they could reconstruct every
thing. Capitalism could not do this. As 
capitalism was losing, retreating, hiding 
itself, it allied with the Nazis. Th~ mas
ses united and triumphed. They main
tained their indestructible confidence Ulat 
the structure of the Workers State was 
superior to the capitalist system. Already 
the masses gave their historic verdict. 

The epoch of intelligenc~ and reason 
is determined by the masses, who directly 
exert pressure, interven!:l in director in
direct form, and determine the course of 
the process. They do not lead, because 
they do not have the organisms, but 
they determine, because of the weight 
of their will; th~ir decisiOll weighs. They 
seek whatever way to express themselves, 
to concentrate themselves,. to decid~, in 

. trade unions, parties,whatever type of 
organism. Even in the church, even the 
military, civil, polic~ institutions of 
capitalism. The masses use them in any 
way, to make it known that they are 
right, and that they can live without 
having to kill one another to survive 
and to progress, that they can eliminate 
the dependency from ignorance, and lack 
of knowledge, and that consequently they 
can determine the course of human re
rations. 

mE SIGNIFICANCE OF mE PORTRAIT O~ LENIN IN SOYUZ AND 
THE COMMUNIST SENTIMENTS OFTIIE COSMONAUT COMRADES 

This is the basis on which all of hum
anity today laments the death of thes~ 
three comrad(~s,but it is also a problem 
of poLtical calculation. This is a political 
reasoning determined by the recognition 
of this historic function, objectively neces
sary to humanity,' Because of this, the 
masses of the world unify themselves 
through those organisms, those actions, 
those elements that object;vely sign:fy' 
progress. 

Human:ty has been constructed in 
strata, in organs. It was necessary to do 
it like thiS, to go on living, to go on 
dev:loping the economy and society. 
They could not hope to gain scientific 
consciousness. Primarily because It was 
banned, it was prohibited, they did not 
have means to gain it; they did not ·have 
access. They had to go on learning scient
ific consciousness, consciousness of th~ 
relation of existence, through a very pre
carious form. But the most necessary 
form to understand Is not the scientific 
consciousness of 'Physics, space phys:cs, 
nuclear phYSICS, but~ human relations. 
This is what determines· the security to 
face the rest. Humanity feels itself secure 
in fac:ng all thes€ problems, and so we 
win the base of the Christian Democracy 
and it passes over to socialism. Whatever 
important nationalist movement, passing 
towards socialist nationalism, whatever 
important social movement, even if it 
has a non communist origIn, ends up 
as communist, because already there is 
proof that this is superior to the weight 
of the bureaucracy of the Workers states 
and the communist parties. Humanity al
r~dy differentiates, already reasons and 
sees, not the superficiality, it sees what 
is within, and orientates itself welL It 
does. not have organisms to decide, be
cause this requires another series of 
means, another series of preoccupatio11S 
and means, and' it cannot have them, 
because it has to live .... everyday. It has 
to make strikes, has to d\!fend itself fr?m 

the war, support therev9lut;onary wars, 
support the revolution. But it gives its 
encouragement, its support, creates a 
world cLmate of public opinion that en
courages the' sectors, those who· deCIde 
and advance under this stImulus. [t ob
liges them to advance. And it is going 
toelim:nate fear. Because of this it con
c~ntrates itself now with a sent:ment of 
very profound pain and sadness to see the 
t:1ree people d:e, who d:d this act, which 
means ail immense progress for human
ity; not just for the· death of these 
three comrades, b~cause death is still U11-
avoidabl·e it cannot be stopped, but for 
the sign:flcance it has as a great progress 
in wh:ch humanity seeks to defeat in
convenience, space, the unknown, forms 
still unknown for science, to confront 
forms of new relations with nature. They 
are new relations with nature, Or with 
the cosmos, and in these ne~ relations 
it was log:cal that there would be a 
series of results like this, and these three 
comrades knew it. 

Being experienced in the domain of 
space, they would have known this. They 
knew the effects, but they went none the 
less. They had already experienced it. 
They did not want to be paid millions, 
only the order of" L~n:n. VIVA LENIN! 

They did not want millions, like they 
give the Yankees. None of them wanted 
this. On the other hand they took up 
Len:n; Lenin signifi\!d the objective ex
pression of the force of communism to 
object:vdy impel the progress of human
ity. Because of this, these three Soviet 
comrad~s had Lenin in their cabin, and 
did not take a toy dog. wh:ch is what 
the American astronauts took; these 
went without any preoccupation,. and 
without any .relationswith the progress 
of humanity. Lenin signifies the most 
elevated progress of soci~ty. 

The picture of Lenin was not adher- . 
ence to the leader of the Russian Re
volution, but the most elevated expres-

The masses of the world see Soyuz, 
tbe Soviet astronauts, and the behaviour 
of the lead~rship of the Workers State. 
They see that it is not as before, that 
even though there is not a constant, 
p.ermanent, revolutionary behaviour, see
Ing that there is not yet the revolutionary 
behaviour, that calls for the struggle for 
power, and the smashing of the capitalist 
system, they S~ that the bureaucracy 
stimulates the strnggle by confronting the 
capitalist system. It is accompanied by 
pOfitions and measures that tend to con
ciliate with capitalism. But the masses 
understand that in the course of history, 
what is obviously t~nding to become 
elevated, is not ~onciliation with capital
ism, but the inevitable necessity of con
fronting the capitalist system. They see 
that this trip to space of Soyuz was· not 
to conciliate with the system. Because 
of this, they put Lenin forward. If not, 
they Would not 'Put him forward. It is 
the superiority of the Workers State that 
said to the masses of the world; "This 
is better than the capitalist system". 
Objectively, although the bureaucracy 
tries to appropriate this progress to just
ify its own existence, it impels the re
volution, now it must impel th~ revolut
ion. 

The_ masses of.the. world see __ these 
conclusions. They measure the exact, con
crete function of science. In capitalism 
science means Vietnam, signifies the 
crushIng of the North American masses, 
it means the imprisonment of Davis, it 
means the assassination of presidents and 
senators of the United States, the killing 
of Negro leaders, even pacifists, while 
Soyuz and the picture of Lenin signify 
the support for Egypt, the support for 
Korea and Vietnam, the call for the 
Anti-imperialist World United Front, and 
the unconditional support for the Latin 
American governments that confront im
perialism. The masses unify this. Although 
seeing and feeling that it is possible to 
do much more, they unify it in their 
consc:ousness, and see that these are use
ful measures. They do not have means 
of distinguishing, reasoning, deducing and 
determining politically, because they do 
not have th~ organisms to do it; so 
where there are communist parties, 
workers centres, socialist parties of the 
masses, the masses have the means to 
intervene. But· in a whole list of countries 
such a possibility does not exist, in Latin 
Amer:ca, in Africa,' in Asia. Never the 
less, th~ masses have not been mistaken. 
Imperialism has not succeeded in attract
ing a single mass movement in the world, 
neither with its astronautical expeditions, 
nor through the war it makes. Not a 
single one-Which shows the masses 
sense of smell, and their sense of historic 
indignation. Not a single movement has 
been gained. WhIle in whatever part of 
th~ world, every important movement ot;' 
the masses has a bond, in one way or 
another,with the Soviet Union, with 
China, with Cuba. It is the inclination, 
the tendency of the masses in a natural 
form, measuring and judging history by 
the social economic consequences, ob
viously, but also the social relations. 
They see the superiority of the Soviet 
regime. They still see in a very limited 
way, because there are not soviets in 
the USSR, and there is not socialist de-. 
mocracy. But even so, although socialist 
democracy do~s not exist, progress and 
the path is' not towards augmenting the 
negation of soc:allst democracy. They are 
going to have to open the doors, like the 
discussion of the writers, which is not 
the same as th~ discussion of the writers 
two years ago. It is a discussion In which 
is posed, though in a general form, bllt 
not abstractly, that art must serve the 
con:truction of communism. Not "Social
ist Reat:sm", the construction of~ocial
ism ... Stalin said "Soc:alist Realism", 
which was just him boasting; preventing 
the formation of currents of public opin-

ion in art, of description, of works that 
w~re a condemnation of the Soviet 
bureaucracy. This is "Socialist Realism". 
It was a eulogy above reality, directed 
to sustaining, sUipporting, submitting it
self to the Soviet bureaucracy, On the 
other hand the construction of commun
ism includes the heroism, and th~' cap
acity 'of the workers in the construction, 
which these writers like Solzhenitsin re
sent; "No, this is an abberation. The 
writer must be fr~e to say what he wants". 
Why does he have to be free'? Does the 
bourgeois also have to :be free? Does 
the soldi~r also have to be free? Does 
tne politician have to be free? Why does 
the writer have to be free and the 
politician nQt? Does not the trade' union 
have to be free? The trade union is to 
defend the revolutionary class interests, 
to impel the struggle for socialism. And 
why shouldn't the writer have to do the 
same? Does he lead a lif~ of relations 
apart from this? Does he live in some 
compartment outside existence? Where 
are the roots of his inspiration? What 
are they? Whose are they? This is to 
say the; writer is aquiring an elitist at
titude, an elitist inclination and conclus
ion. This Congress of Writers is combat
ing this. The achievements are limited, 
but it j~<;~)J;nbating.this. Befp.re is.sup
ported itself on this.' Before they put 
them in prison as insane, they put them 
in prison. They could not combat them 
bureaucratically, and if they combated 
them with the truth, making the masses 
intervene, the bureaucracy would have to 
send them to the mental hospital too. 
Today they f,:el more powerful. What 
it is necessary to see from this Congress 
of Writers is not these conclusions, but 
the significance of these conclusions. Be
fore they made them prisoners, because 
they could not face them, now they 
face them and tell them; "No art has 

,to be like this". Because behind them 
is Soyuz, is the Lunakhod, but also is 
the support of Egypt, the Middle East. 

Science is not an abstraction, socially 
considered science is human, social con·· 
sciouness.Science is not the result of 
the capacity of one Or another individuaL 
It finds a nucleus or is c~ntralized in 
one or another individual, in one or an
other layer of the population. Conscious
ness signifies knowing the structure, the 
relationship, the movement of things 
wheth~r through scientific formula or soc
ial progress. This is science. All the rest 
has been added. But this is science, be
cause to live it is necessary to know 
nature. What :it to know nature? How 
it moves, how it lives, how it functions, 
how it transforms itself; This is science. 
All the rest is to add words and pedantri
es. But they add no capacity. Until now 
humanity has made a particular distinct
ion in relation to science, becaus~ they 
did not have access to it. They did not 
have access. Once humanity has acces<\ 
to it, it will lose all its mystery. Science! 
Scienc!:l is simply the organised conscious
ness, the organised consciousness that 
permits intervention in the relations with 
nature. But the most important are the 
social relations that determine the cap
acity to later extract from nature. Cap-' 
acity signifies; the capacity to see, to 
dominate, to transform and to find the 
means to realise such action. Thus death 

triumphs individually and not socially. 
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Make the November 24th lobby into 
:, ..•. 

,8," 
" 

24 ,ilourGeneral Strike.· with factory •.. 
".V.·; "," 

·o.ccupations fo" 'Nationalisat,ions under;'" 

the right wing from . the Labour Party 
" ABeacb. day passes, 'the reevo.lutionary Wlhi~ will sai~w the power of the working 

<:lm'ent within the British, wtiking ¢lass ~l:ass; weigh o.n the LP and give oocol,lI'ag~ 
'WIbiich wants tQoverthro.w capitaU.Sin f,urd ill- moot to. <t!he left, in their struggle • within the 
stall,workers po!Werr, makes itself'more and party against the pro.-marketee.rs. 'Still the 
motbfelt; WithQiutaleadershi:p" witho.ili clhanges hithe'LP are verry slowb'ecailsethe 
an organisatiOn which links' die \fangtiru:'d lack ofpdlifitirnl Hfe" ~tlhe complete absence 
Qn'it nationa:l SooJeperInittmg it to'Ob1-O!:'i.W· bf'matxisit tradiuonand .prepalI'jl.tioil 'of the 
~te, itS actions, . it 'USes . all thestruggIeS left wbfc:li,(jtinseqtnmtlyfalils to ~' the wMle 
i~unefnployment •. ataill~ d1e~Qil of;remity, '~" Qillytnesuriace 'and at" 

··ll'.liIU'ke$i~ag-amst' ,·tliean~i;;<.TU <tBe c "tr(iw~,l;o:,Oa~iSfn.It~d';th~:pl"~piW~' ' 
sttusgle .~nst.1mperiUlim. itt ,to riSht intheLP. It strengd1,wbiiih it .~aes. 
put~,in,OO:tl'tad\Vithign(f~ttra<ci theT'tlSt not'Mve. N6veniberthe 24th; if it is ~ 

, Of the~,tiie 'WIhiteoollat wbrkerS~ the veloped and transformed ·into 'a natioo.,l 
stnlid$l:b, 'the 1l'a$tmajm'ity of the miMe gerlend ·Bt,tike wiMl factory ocCapauoos, 'with 
la¥ers,of sooiety.The pro.~a"ti<: leVel ina:sS asmn,blid and 'fo.l'inatioh ,o.f factory 
ofthesttuggle rises.fiOlitidal <I&namIs are committed,. with·slogans for natronalis!llti~ 
adt!Wwithe immediate 'fiU. ones; 6emantls wi<t!h WorkerS contrQI, with demimd$ fortlib 
for: ;t1tttiomliSititin' Jurider worKe.f8 Conttol, expulsion of the Jenkins tight wing iit the 
th~aerl!W:fd for ~ll en:dtb thIS Tory g()'vetn" LP, is going to heipto give Security .to. the 
mentand its i'ieplacement 'l:)y' a EabOur go- left. 
~«lt ~ ni"'f~~nd :mo.ie' put fOtWar~; In ··tJhePeiio<i. $inceffib cP aiilinhlron~ 

:~:~:~f f~ tt!! ~::w!~: ~~~\~~i!e;:~tp~ri~ttir.:J:!l:: 
committee totlre rest Of tb:e~lllsS; extends itS,. oWn strength (ihe Vi.<*Ydarid :i1atioilld 
itself, because Of 'its' sooial bffect, to Other situation do .riOt l!.How it toha've any 
plants 1ikethe River 3000; Stt5elWot1tS. In strength) but' Uird:tightnetijnidtty .. fuld in"' 
l..o<1ldbn Airport ~ workerS' fiSht willi police comprehenSion of the left; The left. in the 

. llIhow.mgani'i1tra1lS'igen~ ~b.d co.mbativitY LP now' muSt carty aha,. campaign for the 
whiOb dltltiot just ,beprotlticed by the iril~ expUW<Jh cit Jbrikms ~a'the;PrCJ"Miirk¢:t~, 
llleUUbte' ;.rusipitte~; Fb'fadt the Oiispute is a It isrlota question bf fuaking a:#itcli Hunt 
peg 'on wlii-cl14JO hang all ,tl1elt opposition to. irithe way the labour bureaucracy ditt 
tJhe . regime of private pro.perly and . its re- agadnst the left at an earlier p~&l; but ihe. 
pr~iyeaippar:atns. I11IretlaOO :!he masses questio.n bf .tlte fulfCtioifof tlie LP as the 
arc fighting anatmed civilwat, and it is the poli,timl instrument o.f the wo.rking claSs', 
army of British imperrialism and the party o.f and the use which Jeruolls and Co. are trying 
the Ulster bourgeoisie whiCih are disin.te- to make Qf this instnil11ent. What did the 
grating. A:llltliis il:remendo.us process towards right in the last government try to db; 
the revolution in Britain, which is sUPPQrted simply to. use the LP fo.r bourgeoise ends, 
on the world revo.lutio.n, the 16 Workers just asn6w' by vo.ting fo.r <t!he Co.mmon 
States, the 10 revolutio.nary sta~es, the strug- market they vote to strengthen the mo.no.
gl~ of the European and American prole- polies; to. permit the greater explo.itatio.n o.f 
tarriats, the partial regeneration o.fthe C.P.S' the wo.rking. class, to allow imperialism 
and the Workers States, imposes changes better co.nditions to. prepare the atomic 
within the Trade Unions and the Labo.ur war against the revo.lutio.n and the Workers 
Party ruld demands a more adequate re- states. This is what has to be discussed 
sponse from the Ieaderships; . ill ,the LP, in the YS and' the Trade unio.ns 

This struggle ,has forc'oo a limited re- as well as alSo. in the Communist Party, with 
spOl.lSe from the TUC in its decisio.n to a full discussion not o.n personalities but . 
organise a lobby of Parliament and demon- about the programme and· the objectives. 
stratio.ns on ,the '24th of Novembet, against It .i:s necessary'to. discUsS the' alternative to 
unemployment, as it did befo.re when there the EEC, the Soviet, Socialist United States 
there was the huge demonstratio.n against of Europe, to. discuss a programme against 
the Industrial relations bill: We are not • unemplo.yment, fo.r nationalisations under 
against a 10bbyQ,f Parliament; in which the workers co.ntro.tetc,to discuss how to. throw 
wo.rking class weighs directly on the Parlia· ' out the Tories in the shortest Po.s.sible time, 
mentry LP, >but it only has a value if it is how to aohieve the election of a Left Labour 
coupled with smkes and demonstrations, 00': Government on an anti-capitalist pro.
cupatkms of factories, mass assemb-Jies, gramme. The 'left has to make such a cam
discussions, fo.rmations o.f facto.ry commit- paign even at the cost o.f a split; because it 
ties, elected from mass assemblies etc., only means a split in the apparatus, a purg-

iiig Qf,fu~pr<M;apl:taliSt Clements which will Vietnam'> Qrtreland QilUlyWhereelse,' ~y 
signiff nota ,w~Jcenil\gbut a tremendQUS military ones, and the leadership of Jhe 
gain, permitting the LP to. influence much &.>viC!- Uni()n . (as Posa4as has an!Uysed) d<:6':' 
more the petit ~bourgC!>isie. ]it is necessary Plte Its· bureaucratic nature,' cannOt l}UJt be 
to. Oa:nyciuttheihr~t which ~ilcardo ma4e ll\,VareOf. and.TeSpo!ld to. this. Today it 
that c"nstituen,ey Ll's,wo.ulci choosf).,ncw J?f~~ :not only militarUy. but wIth poJ:,itil
LP can(tidate~:in place,<?f ihepro--marl,(ete.- IjIl a~<>;"s. Thus ,it lIlakes. a di~l~ma~e 
ers; chQosing 'trade unioni~t known fQr their Qffens:tve ,to., aecel.era~e the decpmpo$it1<>n~f 
<lefooeeof class :posit~()~. sho.P &t~ards; lib ,Irn:~1'la.li~.War ~liance,. it proPQl~,tbo 
Y;OOng ", ",tn~{l~tum'·:Wlio' -have ' ·~w.:~,~j:ty.,.'p'acet> 'J'!'!.~kes ~~st 
Sb.o~ thi ,"ey, defend·~itl~i:.eapitllli$t, po$i.i measures ,hut Qneswhich favour thetevolu" 
tions, basing the chojceo~tltis one criterio!! tion. Bre~ev ~Oes to France and~.m~ 
thellbjIity and .will to ~ght for the allti- t:b:eRena,ulf ¥o~kCrsJ whog,reet him' ~lf!r 
Mi .... i~"~ist ",pro.,'"" .limme. ,A "m--,', t cam,' "naign R~ Thgs ana smg the lntetnatioilale., The 
;;~~ dey~fuPedfor ihis~oughout the $oviet.~1UiiSt Party andWork,ers:~~ 
country, aM the demonstrations o.n the 24tn are actiry ,!1irectly to stimulate an~.,aid.& can bet:Qe sia'iting pOiii~" , " " c1l.lSSstruggie even ~ it means .:;j.,clasli 

All the world' con<fitions favour ¢his with the national C.P. 'leaderSihips.:Astb,iJ 
struggle against the, light. ,They can ,find I.S .. bas sa1dM;oscow is preparing new 'O':P.' 
no example.iii the world whi~,gives them leadersbjpsLn ~tin America but ~lso, in 
w~e in capitalli!iiii. W,hete is· it,~e- Eiurope. The, So.viet .bureaucracy bas, ,to 
vetOl»tl8. where Jsit mcreasing iii's SoCial confront problems for wbichiHa'S not'beett, 
b~i8 of support 1 Nowht'ire: " Even, ,in th~ prepared, which it Call1lOt solve, with,~
citadel, of imperialism, the USA, defeatist mands, now it hliS to, reason and 'employ 
~imist~c currents develo.P wiihinthe ruling marxism and becaUse' of this it comes cl~ 
class,while Nixon himself,tQ try to' impede to the continualto.rs Qf Marxism,P~, 
the develo.pment of revoluiion~ry anti~ an4 the IV lntei:natiQnal. , 
Capitalist cOnsciousnesS in the, ys maSses, This living marxism ,of ,this epoch which 
above all tq block the PfOcess towardsJhe h~ been capable o.f understanding the mO&t 
formatio.n of the class party in the USA, diffictliltprolllems is no.t only a neCessitY for 
propQses Jtovisi~~e Qhinese. Workers State. the; Soviet pureau¢racy but fQrthe l#t in 
As ,the IS of the IV lntematio.nru. has ana- the L.P. IT IS NECESSARY TOUTILlSE 
lysed, when he makes this pro.Posat. after MARXISM. To. discusS inside the L.P .. as 
years, of. preseneingClii'ila as the greatest part of. the discussion to expel .the right, 
enemy Qif the USA, it is because he has no aU the pr(}blemsof the world revolution, 
other w~y; and it demonstrates to the wo.rld the co.nstructio.n Qf the Workers State, the 
masses <the co.mplete weakness of US Im~ co.nstruction o.f Socialism utilising the texts 
perialism. And Co.upled with this is the o.f. Posadas, whioh give a comprehension of 
mo.ves by prnlCtically all the European the whole o.f reality arid from this under
bourgeoisies to. seektlieir own arrangements standing will co.me a greater confidence to. 
with the Workers, States, damaging the co- struggle against the right. . 
hesion of the world capitalist system when We reiterate our appeals for the No.vem-
1t sho.uld be .more united. It is the authority ber 24th demonstratio.ns. The slogans against 
of the Wo.rkers States which advances, the unemployment, Work Sharing Without Loss 
authori,ty whiCh comes as a result of their of Pay, AU Profi,ts of Auto.matio.ns to the 
economic structure, the centralised eco.nomy, Workers, must be acco.mpanied with de
the na,tio.nalisations, the collectivised land, mands fo.r nationalisation under Workers 
theabo.lition of private property. This is Control and for the expulsion of the Right 
what the LP left must consider in the dis- Wing fro.m the L.P. Thus this demo.nstra
cUsS,ionto. expel the right. Precisely because tion will be a stimulus to changes within .the 
of the gro.wth of ,the autho.rity of the WOf- L.P. and to.gether with the formllltion o.f 
kersStates, because o.f the lo.SS o.f its own committees in the factori~s in workers areas 
social supPo.rt, imperialism co.ncentrates its' etc. will mark a step towards the organisa
co.ncerns o.n ,the preparation o.f the cOUllter- tion o.f the Unl.imited General Strike with 
revolutionary ware. The dispatch of more the objective of throwing out this go.vern
troops to. Ireland, the undergro.und explosio.n l11ent. and . replacing it by a LeIt Labo.ur 
of a nuclear war-head by US imperialism go.vernment .on an anti-capitalist programme 
are parts o.f this preparllition. as a stage towards Workers Power. 

Imperialism does no.t have and cannot 
have,any political so.lutions, be it fo.r So.uth 9-11-71 

Viva the 2,593 votes • In Charleroi for the POR(T) the Belgian 

Section of the IV Internat:ional 

. . Viva .·Cde ... Posadas the organis'~rof this triQmphl 
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Space 

Workers 

Socialism 
Death has triumph~d over hundreds of 
thousands. but wh{) gains? Were not these 
hundreds of thousands the way to pro
gress? The Way of progress is that these 
hundreds of thousands of numanity left 
the experience to advance, and as part 
of that advancing towards social relat· 
ions that finish with war, finish with 
hunger, finish with human conflict, fin
ish with having to kill each other to 
survive. Does death win? No! It loses! 
Because the human being is not intimid
eted, but draws the conclusions, and in
telligence and reason triumph. And to-

· morrow inteUigenc~ .and reason are go
ing to determine the way to find the 
means to go on advancing in the relat
ions with death, socially and individu
ally. 

This action of the three astronauts 
li'orms part of this consciousness. Al
though humanity still has not, resolv~ 
;the probl\ml of subsistence-three mil
ilion have died" of hunger in Pakistan-, 
;although living preoccupied by these 
;three million and living pr!!occupied by 
:the other millions who die constantly, 
never. the less it lives more preoccupied 
by this, by the result of the space voy
ages--'because .already it gives an im
mense importance to these space voyag-

· es. But at the sam~ time humanity says, 
"!,Good; . these space' voyages hllVe anim
mense utility and importance, why don't 
'we apply it here?", "Why don't we ad
-vance in a. thorough way and'· it says, 
'''ILis g.ood to haveconqu!!red the inoon 
'!lrid to beat ·theYankees. But why don't 
they help us, then we. can conquer and 
eliminate Yankee imperialism", It is 
t1~ary to use the practical &ense with. 
the:hlstoric sense, to be 'able t4 interVene 
.aild . utilise aU t~is knowledge, gained 
·through space science; humanity dQ!!snot 
<condemn· or oppose the . voyages to the 
moon, Or Lunakhod, or Soyuz. It, is not 

· opposed to this, 'but. it demands a con~ 
· scious .. titiliza: tion· of this force. . Because 
the problem is; "What are' th!!se voyages 
for? Who are they to c:iefeat?" The back
wardness of humanity, what is the. back-. 

'wardness of humanity? The hunger, the 
misery; the 1acKof subsist!!nce 'for mil-
lions of human beings, who today are 
without work, people ;do not have the 
means to continue' living, because of the 
social relationship that exists in the 
,capitalist syst~m. So people are preoc- . 
'cupied by this, already they'. are pre
IOccupied by the' problems. and the central 
themes that tomorrow are going to; de~ 
termine th!! course of history. Humanity 
aU'eady feels itself capable of overcoming 
all the limits of fear, and in going to 
the moon is already defeating one of the 
!!Ssential sources of social fear. which is 
the' fear of the unknown; of tomorrow.' 
Then it creates an histtlric social base 
in humanity for overcoming this fear. 
Then each one has to do this and has to 
die, he goes and dies. It is th!! form of 
life' to die so that others live. This too 
is ~ new form of existence, of death 
and of life. Then it combines within th~ 
same diameter death and existence. 
Between sadness and happiness, happiness 
wins, The happiness of living, of~ying 
for others to live. The happiness of dying 
for others to live. Then fear and indi
vidual egoism are eliminated. 

All these actions of the Soviet comrad
'!!S are a powerful impulse towards this. 
Limited by the limitation ,of . the inter
vention, of the use . the S<lvietbureau
cracy makes of it. But it is an enormous 
impUlse that makes humanity advance. 
While th!!y die of hunger in Pakistan, 
they go on advancing in the historic 
security of conquering space, nature and 
besides, giving the security that it was 
they that conquered space, nature. How 
are they going to defeat it on earth? If 
they do not do more, it is because the 
Soviet bureaucracy, the communist part
ies do not organise these forces to take. 
power. Humanity, without waiting to be 
organised, already supports this arid this 
gives an immense impulse to their histor
ic security. which is not lessened by the 
Pakistan cyclones, but it was overCome, 
Before each one of them was enclosed 
within himself and turned to God, on 
the other hand now, on. the~ontrary: they 
turn to Ali Bhuto. Science must serve 
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• SCienCe, the function of the 

States and 

(Part 2) 
class aims and be used by the class, 
'surpassing th~ interests. the function and 
the limitation of the class. Surpassing 
because it is science, because it is the 
objective consciousness, Now the ruling 
class gives it the strict sense of being 
for their own interests. When Lenin 
says "class-science" he say this, because 
it is used for themselv!!s. But Marx is 
the continuator of a bourgeois, of Hegel. 
He elevated th~ function of science that 
until that moment was utilised by the 
bourgeoiSie, and he used it for the human 
,being. 

Science bas class interests, and is used 
by the class that rUles, but science comes 
from a necessity which corresponds to 
the nature of the existence of hu:man 
society, Science sPrings from here. which 
is to understand how to be able to live; 
otherwise it is not posSible' to live; The 
consciousness organises who leads, who 
has' the arms, who has the economic 
means. It is p~ thns. But as conscious
ness is necessary for existence, it bypasses 
the limits, the barriers, the walls, which 
the rulers want to impose. In dev~loping 
itself a world climate of understanding 
is created, which surpasseS 'those who 
want to ,direct e:x:istence, and believe 
themselves holders of the truth of science. 
Then all of humanity lives the scientific 
consciousness. . Who ,brings this about? 
Even without having eliminated the whole 
of the ca,pitalist system. already the 
Workers States surp~ss the capacity, the 
class domination of science in the United 
. StateS. They surpass them, because the 
Workers State enters within, and impels 
the masses of th~ .United States against 
Yankee imperialism~ a:pd tq'e &cienee pf 
Yankee ilnperla~inl 111is 6bliges \ them, 
'In order to be ab1e tosurvi've, to let ,out 
this dossier of MCNamara. . 

Imperialism maJees a class' use of science 
andtiies to subject it. An e:x:ample is 
the very' clear difference between. the 
cosmonauts of Yankee il1lperiaIism and. 
thl< S<lviet cosmonauts.'. The so(:ial be
haviour . of elleh of. them determines it. 
They wer.e there 'tor . l'Crsoiialprofit, not 
p~tting' any importance .on the course of 
humanity's history. B~use .of this., their 
jokes' are' .banal; . becanse Of this they 
once siid"S<ln of a bitch, who sent us 
up here": Because "'between tb!!m and 
the one who sent them into' space, there 
was no . communication, no direct social 
inier!!st. There' simply was a . class interest. 
One was interested' in ':OOing a hero, so' 
that afterwards they could make little' 
models of him, so that he gets plenty of 
money, and'. another was interested in 
being a millionaire, to play golf. 

The S<lviet astronauts were determined 
by what there is in the USSR, which 
even with theW!!ight of the Soviet 
bureaucracy, has to serve the interests. 
of humanity. ,Limited, semi-subjected, but 
the 'bureaucracy has to serv!! them. It is 
unable to oppose this. iIf not, it would 
not generate. If not, it would not give 
support. ·If not, it would not have de
veloped: The. S<lviet astronauts expr!!ss 
this superiority of the Workers State, 
for this reason in Soyuz they have Lenin 
and a department of literatur~ to read, 
while the others have a department of 
dirty jokes and obscenity. Because of 
this, between th~ soviets who died and 
the millions of soviets, who lament the 
death of these.' three comrades, there is 
a social identity of int!!rests which is 
the construction of the Workers States 
and socialism. Bec,:ause of this; they do 
not say, "what Ii. stupidity to send tliem 
up". No, they say; "What a pity, but 
it was inevitable". This is not resignation, 
it is the unavoidable acc~ptance of the 
logical consequences of the construction, 
not yet of socialism,but of the future 
of humanity, of the domination of the 
universe. Because of this the sci!!ntific 
behaviour of the Soviet masses, and in 
part the masses of the world. But also 
it is another historic proof, that this is 
the elevati;!d levei of the authority of 
the Workers States, of the socialist re
volution, and its' maturity for the con
struction of socialism in the world. 
Nearly 70% or 80% of the scientists of 
the world, of. non commun~st .origtn 
showed their const!!rnation over fiiis IlC- ; 
ciderit,. They .. did tl~~, sh9w" apPfoya( or 

the • construction of 
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happiness; "Ab, the Workers State has 
failed, communism has failed". No, they 
were sorry, because they a~ already gain
ed to the Workers State, to the objecti
vity of the scientific progress of develop
m~t, even bureaucratically, of measures 
that construct the Workers State. All 

this comes in a limited, accentuated form 
-not determined, but accentuated
after Bratislava (world conference of the 
Communist Parties in 1968). Not before, 
this comes after Bratislava, and it is 
nearer to the necessity of sUjpporting the 
masses of th~ world. 

SPACE TRIPS HELP TO BEAT THE 
FEAR OF THE UNKNOWN 

We make homage in the name of the 
IV International to the S<lviet cosmo
nauts, to the Soviet masses, who made 
possible such historic feats. Th!!re is im
plicit in our recognition, a call to 
the Communist Party of the USSR, at 
the same time as continuing these space 
experiments, and preparing itself with 
atomic arms to confront imp~rialism and 
destroy it to unconditionally aid the 
world revoiution, that in the next voyag
es of the cosmonauts or Lunakhod. they 
transmit messages call1ng for the smash
ing . of the world capitalist system, that 
this is not just limited to making a show 
of . their atomic power, which it is good 
economy to eliminate hunger, misery, 
to do, but that th!!y support the re
volutions, that they make a. world <1is
cussion on .the planning of the economy, 
tpat ,.they transmit from above,saying 
how it is possible to plan the world 
hurrieanes, . flooding, 

That they transmit. this. with .loud
spj!akers, as in a meetmg, WIth the plcture . 
of Lenin, the International and. the red 
Flag, and the hammer and sickie, ~at the 
same time, unifying all· the races .of the 
,wol'ld, tall the' nati6natitiesl of th¢,worid 
through the progress of planning the 
world economy, determined by the objeCt
ive interests of all the masses of th~ 
world. Let them make this call so that 
t,he . space trip is not solely determined 
by the scientific pf!!Cision, but that at 
the same time it is used in a direct, 
political, economic. and military form, 
and that it is communicated to the mas
ses of the world. Let them make thes~ 
calls, ,tbat will have an immense effect, 
and at the same time make calls that 
will endhung~. misery, flooding in. Pa!d
stan, in the Middle East, in Africa, in 
Latin America. Let them call for the 
end to this human indignity. It is un
dignified for human 'beingS, that people 
die of hunger, while there is such pro-

. ductive' capacity that today one can make 
in . a minute what before took a thousand 
hours. Now they do it in a minute. 
They have to combine all this. 

We send our affection, our embrace to 
the Soviet masses, and to these three 
cosmonauts who were conscious that they 
could end like this, with their deaths, 
tIley Were conscious that this was a pro-

greas for humanity, because it was a pro
gress for communism. It was not a pro
gress objectively for their military, 
scientific, astronautk:, or engineering 
career. They went up for the communist 
sentiment that is a progress for humanity. 
This at the same time has a very great 
significance. It means that in the Workers 
States a ~ndency is advancing, advancing 
in confidence in the methods. in the 
means, and tbe communist aims of de
veloping the Workers States, otherwise 
such !!vents woUld not take place. 

It is not admissible to discuss if the 
death of these three comrades was avoid
able. They . are facing new conditions in 
the relationship betW!!cn the human body 
and nature, and the cosmos. New relat
ionships, in which it is still necessary 
to measure, to verify; risks are necessary. 
But at th~ same time as running such 
risks that show . a great desire to defeat 
tbe fear of the uknown, and the relatiOn
ship with the rest of tne' universe, it is 
n!!Cessary to tend to resolve above ,all 
the prob.ems of Earth, which are golDg 
to have an immense . effect in elevating 
.aU of humanity to a ca~ity to eliminate 
the icapitalillt system, elim.inat~ thewir, 
eliminate the armies, and impel the re
altionship with the rest of the universe . 
Th~n it is necessary to resolve the pro
blems of earth. Resolving and 'calling for 
the unification of the struggles, the 
measures . to eliminate hunger, unempioy" 
ment, poverty. hurricanes, flooding, epid
emics like. the recent ct.Ylt.lt!ili1 and cl:iolera 
epidemic in Pakistan. This' woUld have 
an immense . authority with the masses 
of the world and woUld aid the de
composition and' disintegration, that is 
already developing in the capitalist syst
em. It is necessary to do this. 

This will have an infinitely greater 
authority tban all that excited by the 
space voya~, because it arouses, attracts 
and sets in motion millions of human 
beings. tying the hands of imperialism, 
isolating it and making it launcb the atom
ic war in circumstances infinitely worse 
than now. Then it is necessary to unite 
the practical socialist sense with th!\ 
sense {)f general IPropa8/llDda .of these 
archivements. 

Our declaration and OUr grief on the 
death of these three comrades is, at' the 

Viva the 54th • anniversary 

of the October revolution! 

Viva the technical and 

scientific superiority of 

the USSR! 

Forward to the formation of 

the world anti-imperialist 

United Front! 
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'Same time reCognition" of haRPiness at 
seeing that the Sovi~t Workers State pro
.duces such comrades, who know of such 
conclusions and without wanting any re
ward or emolument, consciously achieve 
such a function, to impel the authority 
of the Workers state, and to help human
ity to d~feat what is still one of the 
essential bases of the structure of fear; 
the fear of the unknown, and the univ
erse. This is what the Workers state has 
done, the Yankees have not done it. Be
cause of this, humanity is pleased to see 
the triumph of the Soviets and lamentll 
the loss of the Soviet astronauts. The 
grief and the lamentation for the disap
perance of the Yanks was infiInitely less. 
Because the Yanks associated themselves 
with Israel, and the aggressive imperialist 
function of Israel. They were associated 
with the imperialist function of imperial
ism in the Middle East, with the intention 
.of invading Cuba and Santo Domingo, 
of the murder in Vietnam, and also the 
murder of Kennedy. Meanwhile the 
Soviet astronauts are associated with the 
sending of arms to the Middle East, the 
call for tbl" World Anti Imperialist United 
Front, which signifies an immense pro
gress for the revolution, but a limitation 
·of the possibilities and the means that 
>exist; 

Space· science • • • 

With theSe same measures, it is neces
sary that the ComunistParty of the 
USSR caUs for the World Antiimperialist 
United Front, and shows that the scient
ific. superiority of the Workers state 
has the aim of developing. toward 
socialism; a,ld it cannot leavetheinitiat
ive to YankeeimperiaIism. The initiative 
has to be in the hands of the Workers 
State.· And . together With th~ initiative 
of . social, political declarations, there 
must. be practi~l measures. 

Unemployment is a result of the cap·· 
italist system. One cann:ot. struggle against 
thj:'; massive unemployment that exists in 
the world, if you do not struggle against 
the capitalist system. It is necessary to 
smash the capitalist system, it is neces
sary to elevate, and impel the struggle 
of the masses, courageous in every way, 
in e~ery sense, giving them full supp'ort. 
making them see that unemployment is 
part of the capitalist system; war is part 
of the capitalist system. It Is necessary 

to eliminate the capitalist system in order 
to eliminate war, unemployment, hunger, 
flooding and hurricanes. If flooding and 
hurricanes occur, they are the result of 
the action of nature. Their destructive 
effects are, because the human being does 
not have defense against them. Already 
a series of natural disasters, like flooding 
for example-a lot of countries have 
no effect. Th~re are already, natural de
fenses against this, as in China. 

In China they eliminated drought, 
flooding, winds. Wind and certain flood
ing exists, but it does no damage, be
caUSe it is used for agriculture, to canal
ise th~ waters, for moving apparatus, 

. machines, to moving forces. This is what 
it is necessary to do, and this is what 
the USSR must call for. We do not de
dicate ourselves to cultivating or l~t
ing the death of the three Soviet astro
nauts, three comrades, but to making 
felt the social superiority that this re
presents. • These three astronauts saluted 
the 24 Congress of the USSlR, the North 
American astronauts insulted "the son of 
a bitch who sent them up there", and 
did not givj;! them any food; It is a dif
ference! The salute to the 24th Congress 
of the USSR posed a relationship with 
the programme. that came o.ut Of the 
24th Congress of the USSR, whIch was 
a call for thl' anti' imperialist struggle. 

When they communicated With the 24th 
Congress, saluting it, this also· indicated 
to the rest of the world the programme 
of the 24th Congress, spreading it through 
the world, supporting it on the seientific 

, force,on the scientific authority of their 
~ction. this is how they used it, using 
It for all. It is no propaganda, it is not 
an action· of propaganda that diminishes 
Or tends to diminish the scientific capac
ity of the Workers State, but makes us~ 
of the· immediate effect that the scientific 
capacity still cannot use, that is to re-· 
sobr.e_ the social problem, to eliminate 
the capitalist system. It isnecessarvto 
make use of this experience immediately 
for this. 

THE ATTITUDE OF THE SOVIET 
~()Sl\lQ~AlITS.AND 'rHE, COMMUNlST\ 
SENTIMENTS DEVELOPING IN. mE 1 

WORKERS STATE' , 
communicate with the rest of the world 
that ,what they are seeking is the socialist 
society. .It is an attempt. 'at. political reo 
lations. that shows struggles, interior con'" 

to, he does not cry to pacify, and it is 
not important to judge Brezhnev through 
his tears,but through his conduct and 
behaviour as a bureaucrat. The bureau
crats of the USSR rule, they do not let 
the masses intervene. At the same time 
it is necessary to take Brezhnev as he 
was in the Congress of the Polish Com
munist Party, and in Czechoslovakia, in 
the Writers Congress, in which their 
position tended to put priority on tb.e 
interests of the Workers State, on the 
centralised ~conomy, against the market 
economy, and for a certain intervention 
of the masses. It is this that we are in
terested to see. The weeping of Brezhnev 
comes after all this. Although it.· is in 
part an act, he sustains all these posit
ions that are not acts, which make a 
tangible reality that weigh and decides. 
It is not merely the subtlety of the 
bureaucracy, it is the state of m~ of 
the bureaucracy, which indicates the 
lmormous pressure, it receives from the 
masses, and at. the same time from the 
great progress of the revolution. It is 
neeessary to see. th~ crying of Brezhnev 
like thi~. It is necessary to see that it 
is not merely an act. On the other hand, 
it isn~ary to see it with the resolut
ion, with which they intervened at the . 
Writers congress, and the positions of 
the 'official ·leadership of the Soviet 
bureaucracy that tends to respond much 
morj:'; to the neCessity of socialist relat
ions rati).er than merely bureaucratic in
te.rests. The,bureaucratic opinion has to 
yield to the necessity .of making liter
ature,art serve socialism. Not. socialism 
serving art and literature, a dependence 
on individualism, decline, caprice, which 
is the form, which the individualism of 
the writers takes, .but a submiSsion to 
the interests of the construction of the 
Workers Mate, in which the motives and 
means of allusion, of inspiration lie in 
the Middle East, in Korea, in the Soviet 
~ld to Bol~via. Chile, Peru, Ecuador. The 
writer does. not see this. For him these 
things are banalities •. He only sees some
one gardening, gardening every day, doing 
some watering, living in consternation. 
b~usethe leaf does not grow or the 
petal changes colour, because the woman 
h~sg9ne aw~ly and. d~ not ,salute him. 
They. live.~l1. this' tragedy. The masses 
leave,them:'to live wt\htheir tragedy 
and. giye them a pilloW,. 

On the other handiliema~ succeed 
in making ithe Soviet Union support 
EgyPt, Sadat. Sadatbenefits and. grasps 
it all in his· hands, but the warmth 
reaching his hands is going to make him 
Qpen them. He .is not going to be able 

. to leave them closed. Art ,.serves the ,re
volution. or· it does not serve. Then it is 
not art. Literature serves the revolution 
or it does not serve. Each time literature 
is' less necessary. When the action and 
participation of the masses advances, 
literature loses meaning. Then it residi?1:o 
with the petty bourgeoisie, and describes 
their life. What importance does this 
hav~ for future life? On the other hand 
the life of the mass~s, yes. Because they 
show their heroism, their capacity. But 
they do it more directly. they have di
rect access to reality. 

If art does not describe, do~s not pict
ure, does not serve to continue the reality 
of the objective revolutionary relation
ships of the masses, who do~s it serve? 
If literature is not a continuation that 
explains life and tends to impel it, what 
is it for? It is of no use. They do not 
describe . things, because they .. · are liars, 
they do not t~n the truth. To describe 
the life of the ~tty bourgeoisie does 
not describe the truth, it .. is just the 
life of a couple. And literature· has to 
be an ~xample that guides. The li~e of 
two, what importance does this have for 
the rest of humanity? The life between 
a couple!-,--wbo are incapable of seeing 
that three S9viet astronauts . died. for. the 
progress· of humanity. That three million 
died in Pakistan, because the capitalist 
regime is incapable of helping them. Such 
literature is a refuge m th~mselves. Be
cause of this the intervention .. of. Bremnev 
is important, he tends to weigh, bureau
cratically. trying to impel literat.ure to be 
closer to the Worker$ State, to use .. a 
sector of the bureaucracy-that· of. the 
party-against. the past. But .thi$ bureau
cracy has to imp~l forces that are nearer 
to the needs of the Workers State. From 
this level it is necessary to intervene. 
BecauS!' of this IBrezhnev comes out cry
ing. It is not an invention. It is the state 
of mind of the bureaucracy, that is tak
ing thp conception ot communism in a 
superfiCial. form; but taking . it. Before 
they rejected It. .. But there is no .reasQn 
to cry, there is .reason for positions, ex
clamations and declarations. This is !:ret
ter th.an ~rying: But in any case" c~g 
mus,t lDsp1re the declaration, the pO$ition, 
the. revolutionary programme. But crying 
itself is harnlless, it has no force. To '1l3ve 
meaning, the crying. has to be.· ac~ompa:~-
ied with measures etc. . 

Th~ Workers State has .too interest. arid· 
the . necessity of communicating. ,science 
to . all the· wodd. It bas. this objec#ve 
interest. The bureaucracy reduces, limitS, 
this interest. But to weigh. it has to do 
thiS. to put its~lf in contact with the 
masses of the world .. The Yankees. ,no. 
Because of this, the.· way of transmitting 
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. The@ comrades of the cUSSRare com
para.bletothe masses .of Vietnam, 1 or 
Korea, or the Middle East, or whatever 
part of the world where they struggle for 
socialism. It is' the sam!, function. It:, has 
an immediate, apparent effect, more Im
portant than . the action, because the 
capitalist world gives it an immense im
portance.· and because it serves the in
terests of humanity in a concentrated 
form, although still bot imme4iately;'But 
as important as this, and more important 
is to, eliminate the capitalist system, 
but there are superior .. ways to eliminate 
it. For th~s reason, it is necessary at 
the same tIme to show our emotion and 
our fraternity, and to salute. in solid
arity the Soviet people for. the loss of 
these three comrades. At the same time 
we call for intervention in the world re
volution. 

'frontations, which are 'determined by the 
!!e<:essity to respond to the organised 
struggle for the development of the com
munist struggle. It is to this that it is 
necessary to pay attention. OUR PROGRAMME 

This loss of the three comrades signi
fies the loss of three, who were already 
won over· to the Workers Stat~s, .to the 
organisation, the capacity to intervene. 
This is the lament. This is not because 
they were astronauts, but because tht;y 
were the accumulation of the scientific 
consciousness that ,benefits the develop
m~t of the Workers State, calls the 
masses against the capitalist system, this 
is why we grieve for, and lament the ac
cident of the three comrades. 

This implies, at the same tim!'! as the 
recognition of this loss, the call that 
just as they give importance to the 
journeys to space, they must intervene 
on earth to solv~ the problems of hunger, 
poverty, unemployment, the imperialist 
war; calling on the masses to take power, 
calling for the organisation of the World 
,Anti Imperialist, Anti Capitalist United 
Front, and posing. a programme of soci
alist organisation of all the countri~s of 
the world. This is the call it is necessary 
to make. 

At the same time this expresses a de
velopment in the interior struggle in the 
communist parties. It is not a chance 
form, it is not accidental, nor is it pro
paganda (in the communiques) that SOme 
of the. communist. patties are making~ 
the accent they put t;!nthe frat~rnal senti
ment, on the communist function of 
these voyages" In · .. whichtlJere are non 
~entific cpmrades, ,openly attempting to 

i It is not a language that eulogises. but 
a language that responds to th~ objective 
aims of communism,. which is human 
fraternity;; When the accent or the pre
occupation is on showing such inclination, 
it is because they lead a base that has 
these preoccupations, 'b~cause they are not 
~imply a description, but a pOlitical posit
Ion. Communism is superior to the capit
alist regime, because it creates superior 
human relations, not because it· gives 
more food. 

Superior human relations means the 
elimination of the strUggle to be able to 
live, all means of oppression and repres~ 
sion, all. means of opposition and coercion, 
and on the contrary, means hUman re
lations determined by the sentiment of 
fraternity. of understanding of collective 
consciousness, which is the' consciousness 
that regulates existence. It does not de
pend on the economy or the ability to 
kill. To eliminate all power; this is the 
aim of communism. 

This call, this description of human 
fraternity, or better, superior social re
lations between human beings, indicates 
an emphasis on one of the fundamental 
conclusions of communism. and ultimat
ely the generic conclusion; to eliminate 
aU system, all means, aU relationships of 
repression, this is whether imposed by 
the domination of the economy, of dis
tribution,_ or .from consciousness. 

This is simply an indication of what 
is developing in the consciousness of the 
communist masses. It is an indication. It 
is not the most living, the most complete 
expression, . it is an indication of what 
is happening in the consciousness of the 
communist masses. Breznev crying is not an 
act,· no.r ,a circumstantial passion. In· part 
it ·is possibly a game; but a· game that 
escapes his own ;contrQ!; He does not cry 
to'play-or- to ~ominate,He does- not,need: 

l~A 15 bour w.ek III all laduseri ... 
I. n.... weeb paid bolda, ba .. la
"Ierlts, leadml to .. weeki paid laolida,. 
S • .Au aU-round 30% Increase m wa._. 
Eatablflhm.nt of • b.,le mmimum Dvial 
wap. AU w.,es to rise with the eOit of 
Uylna. CommiuioDS of work.... Dd 
lIou •• wlns to decide the contents of the 
cel' of liyina indeL 
4. Equal pay for .... and women. 
Apprentice. domB the work of D a.lII. 
wprk.r to b. paid a. such. 
•• Prolt. of automation to ,e to the 
work.n in tb. form of blaller "aIIM lID. 
slaomr houn. 
f. Penllionll to equal the avera,e wa". Dd 
to rite wltb tbe eos1 of 11yinl. Loweriq 
ef tb. age of rememeat to 60 for m,n 
and 55 for women. 
.,. Compulsory day retuse for all work. 
.l'IJ for Industrial training and lurth.r 
,a.cation. 
I. Stud.nts to be maintaiDed on tbe wa •• 
of the anrage worker, wbicb will Inerelll. 
with the cost of '1Ivlna. 
,. Expropriation of royal palaces, luxury 

properti.s and unoccupied dwellings to 
me., tbe housing sbortage. Eitablisbment 
of defence committees to protect ac.intt 
landlordl' tbugs, evlcdon by bailiffs and 
raarrassment by police. Organlllltions.f 
reDauts committees to bave 'tbe right to 
assess and fix rates and rents. 
I'. FaCtories about to be closed to b. 
,Iac.d under workers management, leadinl 
to nationalisation under workers mOllie
ment. A Iliding scale. of bours. and 
nd~ctiou in work tim. without lou ef 
pa, to ab.orb workers. wbote Jobll .re 
tbr.atened by automation. Workers now 
•• emp10,ed to, b. ·fouud. work or.IIYln 
full malntenallc,... . 

U. NadOlUllisadoo of aU· ke, lade ..... 
without eompelWldora indudlnl ballkll. 
....ranc., IItHI, enliDee!ina. thipbuD ...... 
claemicalt, motor manuf.cturer. lIDd road 
traasport .e"ices, ·arma. aIId tb,e bull .... 
D. building supply industries.N.tional .... 
ladustriel to be placed under . worker. 
controL 
12. State monopoly of foreian traU. 
Hationalis.tion of bia whol..... ... 
ret.iI .nterprises. 
U. Worker. control. of .U' Industrl... Ne 
commercial secrets. Worken commltt ... '0 examineebe accoUnu of .U indu.tri .... 
.4. Expropriatiou of tbe wealthy farm.n. 
Large farms must be brought into stat. 
own.rship, and sm.U farms federated all4 
I'IID On collective. du.. by committees of 
farmers and agricuHural worken wb. 
would organise direct marketinl of produee 
and cut out middle mea. 
15. Formatien of factory committees en 
.acb job and workers eounco. In eac' 
locality on .n anti-capitalist programm •• 
16. For a single European Trad. Unloa 
c.ntre on an anti-Imperialist programm •. 
17. Struggle ag.lnst Imperialism! Deteac. 
.f tbe eolonial revolution by every meall. 
Indudin. strikes, boyeott aod labotap. 
and the delpatcb of arm. to eolonla. 
workers. 
18. Wltbdrawal from .11 Imperialist al. 
Ilancell, lIucb as NATO, CENTO, SEATO, 
etc., directed against. tbe Workers Stat .. 
and tile colouial revolution. Alliance and 
lolidarity with the Workerll States and th, 
colonial revolution against Imperialism. 
Lhauidatioo of tbe Polaris and rocket 
bases. and tbeir means. of supply. , 
19. For tbe United Soviet Sociialist stat .. 
of Eu.roP4\ aspaJ1 ofa world .fro!,! ,of. 
toclalist· Itates.· 
·2 •• ·Por'.lt ~orkers 10l'.eJ'DDIent.. 
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THEL,.P.Y.S. RALLY SHOWED THE EXISTENCE 

'OF A REVOLUTIONARY CURRENT WHICH 
/ 

WANTS TO, MAKE THE LABOUR PARTY AN 

INSTRUMENT FOR THE STRUGGLE FOR POWER 
THE LABOUR :party YoUng Socialist Rally and Demonstration on 6/7 November was an 
(lxpressitm ol ,the process of advance in the Labour Party towards fransforming it into 

, an, ,instrument for' the struggle for power. This was shown in all the interventions of the 
Y OOn'gSocialistS both in the Rally on sdtturday and iii the demonstration on the foUowmg 
day. The LPYS have cleatly been encoUraged by the process Witl1in the Labour Party 
Which was expressed during, tbe recent Nationaii' Conference pf the, Labour Party. by, the 
struggle of the workers in UCS, by 'the sfrnggles of the Norlhem Ireland masses and by 
the victories of the masses on It wot"ld scaIe. They expresSed in this meeting and demonsmi. 
#on ~Qt jast a spirit of militancy but acOm~ist' sentiment with the, porfraits, ~f • Marx 
,~d,Lel:tin on the'wall, with the singing ,of the intemationaleat the end .of thedemonstra .. 
tion and; aooveaU, in ·thet Invimtion.fto 21,member of the yeL to: spelik. The fact that a 
,member of the iGP&ttw'vened in 'the meeting and the ~ption 'he 'received marks a 
signffillMt advance in the development of'the LPYS as a revolutionary tendency within 
theLaf)OOr' Pai1y. " , ' 
.' , .. , ' 

'~S: ~lI;Y~d ~oi1strat1pnaga,inst wing should be muted he waS booed arid 
unempluy,nend: Ihiad" been propOsed some heckled. " " ' 
rttoothgll:gQ'bY,:the leaqetshii> of the LPyS THe attitude of themajO'rity' of Y6ung 
and; 'i,n 'tr\lUlywaYll, the campaign leading' s6ciaiistSwas put very bltmtly fx:om the 
UlPto it wa.s limited i!ri the sei!se that it was fioo:r oIthe meeting on Saturday when a 
cot#ined to' " unemplO'yment" and "youth;' young socialist comrade' said of the Labour 
wiltlh'0utusitigthe full, revolutiO'nary pro, 1\1P's who 'voted'wiihtile Tories over the 
gci,mrn~ of the LPYS. However, jJt became " Common,' Market" that t1i~y were class 
yet)' clear inunediately the meeting opened traitors who had no piace iii the LabO'Ur 
lifWestroinster central Hall on Satilrdl'l.Y Party and ~hould be expelled, immediately. 
tha~~ th~ youngs'oCialist comrades present A:n~he;rimportailtaspect was the con; 
..:...about),50<t'--were 'not going to' be limited sciousness displayed by large sectors of the: 
1ti6, adisC'ussti6n on one iSsUe. What,1o. fru::t., LPYS, particularly in the Saturday meeting, 
'w!ls di$cUSSed was~he whole process of the of the, role which they Cail play not only in 
,ollilis 'strUggle-:-UCS, N&them Itcland, etc. the Labour Party but directly in the struggle: 
wil!a<twl!.s disc:ltsSed was how the Young of ~e wotkingmassesby interven~ng with, 

, SOCialists' cain ,Intervene in the constantly the revolutionary. programme' whioh they 
a~6ing ~ggle .. o£ the class; how, to have adopted. This ,is lfle si~fl,,*nce of 
~onn ,the llib,oUi' party and how flo im~ the 'call for a on~day O~eta1 Sttikeon 
~l .w.ose ~l~, <>i'Cn to ," advance in tile Ndv. 24th; and 'Of. ftle rt!sOlution moved by 
~. ,the caU w;n.ich C<j.me from the open:- a' LPYSoowade t1rom N{)rthern Ireland 
ing'~« fur a: 24nourGeneial Strike on which cail~focthe,rOOlo:vai of all RtInsh 
November 24th-the roc's inass lobby of !i'i'oop&, for tli-if~;;~111.alliiertJI: by ,llri:hed 
Parliament~howed that UII1der tl;1e press:u:re workerS ',. u,luier ,Control ,Labc;:Ut 
d'th6;:b~ffie. YS lettUersliipis eapable mCiv'ement"and a Uliited' . 'stire-' 
aiiitl~t6'a~~e even if tlfindvari&r litna:' This 'co " "sa.iddtf,m, ,Q'Vingme 
~iWt 'cOCptesstn'e fUll revolutionary pO~ resolution that the 'struggle must :be foi a 
~. of'b/LPYS~' ,', United Socialist Iidand and for the removal 
theoOmoitlus~ ofil16 role which the of'~ g6vl!rn:rilents·' those of LynCh 

LPYS ea.n play 'irt,'impellingthdse el~enis Faillken:er ~i1ti 'Heath. 'Thi& resolution w~· 
m'~part}r, opoo to adv\!mce, <and in ,the pasetlbytlie ,meetfug mWii~ous.iY and with 
p\"~'~aevdopmg a heW 'revolUtionary an' en:t>tinous. revijlutit>nary enthuSiasm. In 
lead~ip ,bi:~~ La1xl:ur,Par1Y.Wuld l>.e seen the 'same' Way' Brbie RobetW (Ass. Genmi 
in the reactions to the i~tion of Wedg- secretary, AEUW) who spoke from the 
~~Betm.in TrnfalgaaSquare ,00 SundaY", ~ ,"Pllbtfo:l.'!ll! ',! was well, ,recei",ed.,wk(!ft'h~ 
When he called for the implementation of talked of Itbe armed class stru~g;le in North
the decisions oLthe na$iOnal.conferenee,oo em1iJ:'cl.and and .when he sa.id that society 
ila:tioIllll1.isatioos fOfl" example, (he :iecei~ed ' was~ ohiUl'ging not ~:JnJY '~nomicany, not 
applause but when he suggested that foc theonIy in the methodS (jf the class struggle but 
sak.e 9f :: ,un¥Y" me <riticisll;lS of the right in the way in ,whioh the population thought. 

,., t W' , 1 

1.,) 

'5:' 'p",·:,a" 'C,'" e',' 
, '.- • > ,science • , " . , 

CON1tNUEfi FROJM P .AGE 3 
the contact, with the rest of the world 
is not through sCientific' description,- he
cause this, is more complicated to' under
stand. :It is the superiO'rity" of the, social 
regime. Because of this the Yankee "lj.f/tro
nauts sang, and made jokes about anim
als' most of them stupid. ,The Soviet 
po~ed Lenin arid Viva'd the 24th Congress 
of the CPS-V. It is a way of putting 
themselves in contact with the' masses 
of the world. This shows the course of 
the partial regeneration and the extens·' 
ion of the baseS for the historic reen-
counter. ' . , 

In the problems of life and death, 
of science under capitalism, and in the 
Workers State, its cOl,1tinuity, the domin~ 
ation arid use of science" and the ,con
struction of the Workers$tate, while in 
the United States the science, of the 
three astronauts is not communicated, 
does not excite anyone, the' science 
of the' Workers state attracts the masses 
of theworId., It is the continuation, and 
in turn the promotion, of the struggles 
of the masses of the Middle East, of 
Africa, Asia and of ,Latin America. The 
Yankee astronauts excited, nobody, be
cause between' them and' the masses of 
the world there was no' identity, nor pers
pective of observation, nor .comn:on in
terest in the future, MeanwhIle, WIth the 
Soviets, yes. This is the difference that 
exists, and it is necessary to keep it like 
this. 

We repea,t our homage to tlJ,e :hree 
comrades who died-as dieo millions of 
SOvie-t&in the war-for the progress of 
humanity. To render them hOmage is, ti) 
recognise the 'j?regfessdf tli~ WorkerS' 

State. tlice the Workers State, like the 
l¢adership oftheCPStJ, like the Soviet 
masses we regret their' disappearance. 
Butw~ feel with infinite happiness that 
this is part of the great progtess of 
humanity that makes the Workers Stat
es, and shows, their superiority over the 
caJ,gitalist, !'Ystein., And at, the same t.i~e 
shOws that if is an impulse to the pohtIC
al revolution. Because of this our hap~ 
piness is superior to our sadness at the 
deaths, but also our happiness is super-' 
ior, because the deaths were not a product, 
of negligence or stupidity, but of the 
conscious, premeditated knowledge that it 
could be ,like this. ,Just as, the Soviet 
Workers State stood against the Nazi 
hordes. Because of this our happiness is 
not independantof the concrete observ
ation of facts. It' was hot banality or 
stupidity. It was stiH the lack of capacity 
of science, of the ,Workers States, of 
being able to defeat the new relatioriship 
that exists between the, human being and 
the cOs'mos, For this reason it is a 
triumph. 

As 1905, led to 1917, these three 
Soviet astronauts are going to lead the 
rest! 

VIVA THE SOVIET UNION I!! 
VIVA LENIN !II 
VNA THE WORLD R:EVOLUTION, 

AND THE LIBBRTY OF A,LL 
POLITICAL AiND REVOLUTION
ARY PRlSONER:S OF mE WORl!D 
TO CONTINUE THE WORLD 
REVOUmON HI " , ' 

VIVA MARX, ENGELS, LENIN, 
liROTSKY AND 'POSADAS'!!! 

1. Posaclis,1. 7. 1911 

Roberts reacted well to the spirit of the 
meeting saying in an intervention at the 
end that the nocessity now was, for workers 
control o"er their own orga-nisati(jus. the 
tradetmions and the, L~bour Party. He put 
in a concrete way woot had been implied 
in one way or ,another in many of the inter
ventions both from the floor and the plat
form. Clearly this trade union 'leader was 
moved-as he,sai<f-,-by the revolutionary, 
communist spirit of the meetihgl.' , 
, Jilowever the most importantexpresSidn 
of 'the advance, of the LPYS was the fact 
that a Young '()jmmunist comrade was al. 
lowed to make, an intervention ,,,,bicli' was 
comradely, communist ,and internationalist 
i:n ,every way. This young comrade spoke 
with all the force of the Workers States and 
the world @mltlunist movement saying that 
hedid',n()t represent a, small organisation but 
an orgallisation, of hundredS of millions; He 
called for nlore disclBiion between tile LPYS 
m:td' the Y'CL, , fot" unity in action and,in 
saying that many of the best militants were 
in the CC)mmU!list party, and had more right 
in the, labour party than thoSe who vote 
with' the' Torie$, for the right of tendency 
in the 'LP .. He aliso :underlined the imPortance 
of ,the Sovie1 WorketsState bycaJliiIg on 
the lJPYS, to look to the Soviet Union fOr 
t~ soIut!on to _y of 1Ihe problems of 
capital~ 

The r~action to the interVention' of tlle 
CP comrade showed vividly the attractib'n 
of theWO'rkers State and the fact tblit 
the LPYS are looking for idel\S and n:i~
thods n~cessary fortlii~ stage of historY, 
The search for marxist, ideas and methods 
could . also be seen in the way in, whi9h 
the YS comrades reacted to the IV Inter
naticmal at the meetfug.Many LPYS 
COmrades notoJ1ly b'~lUght our publications 
,but took copies of iRed Flag to sell and 
quanties of o\lr leaflet to distribute., It is a 
limitatjon. oithe leadership of the LPYS 
tha;twe were not, allowed to speak and 
this was ,criticised ,by the LPYS rank and 
file after themeeting.'fhis is a sectarian 
limitatiO'n ,which must ,be <lYere-ome ,to 
allow a more' rapid advanCe of the Lpys 
as a revolutionary tendeh~ in the LabOUr 
Party.' ' ',. 

We aI'Peal t~ ,the base, and the leader~ 
ship of ' the LPYS tostrcilgthen the liJ;lk;~ 
which already exist. between the LPYS 
and the IV Internation'al; to discuSs wi~h 
us and above, all to study and ,utilise the 
texts O'f th~ iV J:nternational, of, Posildas, 
to utilise the marxism of tbi~' epoch, iIi 
their struggle to create a marxist tendency 
in the LP. 

9-11-71 
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Without the ·Party 
we are nothing. 
With the Party 
are 'everything. 

TROTSKY 

The substItution of I 

the bourgeois state 

Workers of the World,· Unite! 
"The crisis 

Communist 

of growth 
i,;fi';I\~IHi:; ,;1; 

Movehlebt, the't'proposal 

\ by the proletarian 

state is not poss. 

ible without violent 
revOhjti~n. 

I LENIN FLA 
of the Spanish Communist Party and 

the IV International". 
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The • • 
criSIS of the capitalist system~: 

autmation 8nd the construction 
f . III OCl81sm J. osa as 20-8-71 

Human,ptogress tendS towards the substitnfhnl of human labour, and its concentration 
thlr,ough fueans oftr"e .machine.T:b.e machine is the concentration of bumanpotential, 
and wilt he capable of d~iIl:g aU that,humanity will concentrate into it. Therefore the 
.question i!; one of taking power, so tliat we will be the ones to push the button,· and, we 
will be the ones .to lise the machin,e. 

The struggle against automation, against exists. 'Because who .ulakes automation? In 
rhe progress of automated work is without whose booefit? Who does automation serve. 
Perspective and iish'tgainfull, instead we It is developed by technicians andenginee;rs, 
rlt]lst struggle in ,or,der to decide who uses but they are paid and trained by theproduc-

. a:i1tQ!h1atiou .. In. 'Sopialism everythi:ng will be tiop of ,the masses' '. Capitalism uSes .. ~or 
aWt.o1:naiecl OaPlI.tal1sm ati¢omates pr6duc-,' itself allmech~n'iml J)t(jgtess at.vb:e exp~se 

>tiuiY''!:$ca;U,Se::'Cu1rrpetltiUtrm;~ttfFdu-SU;,''->cif''¢hIHn:asses:::~lt fu'ei.4ia'nicld pr ,',' , ..... . 
but,llhe ba$ispf hltis ~cnltpytl:tfon isn't inter, to" elevaie the living condJ:tioos·of human 
c\ipiti\I.ist commerci:il:~omP«citi.o:n, but r1;I:the'l'. we must demonstrate that ""ith every pI' 
the deVelqpmQllt of ,thewdr~ states. aed gress must correspond. an irhprovementi'Q 
thl" world tevolvtion Whrcl;r for~ i.t to give the standa,tdo,fli'ving and fhe' conditionS ~t 
·jii to the masses. ttl 6td'¢t to compen!i2te existence of themasse.'l. . 
fOr' this. itmtjst i:ncf~' aUtQti!atiQn, itf!,d,. 2!i ,In the llli!antime, as this lasts. onIya shQrt 
h~wever" the' functioning' of the Qll.pital~~ time' &tdSf\llrpOOS C'dthpetltiotl 'betw~ tJl~ 
system isdete;.!ninedoyits iJi~eteS>t in capital workers sifates and theWdtltl revolution 3lrid; 
a¢cumufaMon, autom,audni¥iiu1te With ~ daP'it~tl~ il!S l.)ec~yto u~e poweranCi 
in4l'n:tic;ni' of ~xpIQi&1tFor this ~oo strow ~e neixf toi~ggfe 16.r1X'>wer. So ,tJl:1at 
capitalism ~'Qesn't ~n i~elf ,wi,th ~ow ill tho~cr(»)lntries wfiiQhto~yare sfilloapi· 
miny red'll1'ldancies' resUlt ~ it; but. only taHS! ,automation, wiff be,irtcreased a thou. 
Witlr i~ ptofit. i.e ~lliit1~ati()ii, at' mtJ sitn<:! tfm$ mote ~aIl: JlI?d6!: capitaii&m. We 
ei1t.~ense cJf tile wor1ters, beanise it '. is in itS wttl be \ able' ,to clean. di'e Sfte«s a'utQ
iilJt~es'f$ ,fo' db so; B~ore.· Very 'lqng 'there m'ltticirlly. pr'oduCe ~n autorilliticaltly, we' wHf" 
.wHP b'e. only ()n~ pbr8Qrl. needed' £0' pUSh' a automate; lnstead. df .b()mbardmg ahd 
liutten, the'ali~te~rlia:CItinewiiI l'~place destroYinge.rttfre oOl'jll:trieswe will !)e able i~ 
a > tItousa,n~ ,workers'~nt, tl1ere is!. It cenifml inake or 'J.lliWentririn; We cannot as yet 
coii1mand, ,arid preceding thal' istne manu- s\lbstitu~e gravity and the effect of the poles. 
faofuie oftI1emacl1\iries Wflcic:n, is cat:tieti out, but Jifs:~lrI!l!iidYpOssi61~ to have an infiiieh~' 
bY' fue workerS an~ t'ecnniclarls. ontli'effl.. ,OnGe hm,tianity has beeiHib1e 'to 

".'IiIiete is no perspeomve'«rr inipedifigauto~ dominatebhestroCWl'e ofrnatfer itwm be 
matkin, it's' ootpcssibleto,ijm~if. ID" ca.p.a;OIe of ittl ifuis: The pan:~n(a 'Sti1Y~aWmk 
st~ad w~ must o'verl1ir.oW ~pitalisrlf'so' that patt:icle): nlfs artealdy been: distOveted alld 
we, are th:e ones to automate/ sotllalt vh:>rk tHeie'mustexist other onega!; yefUfnltriG\'i'n. 
vffii¢ptoday faJ(es8 nouts will4.ake 2,hO'1.llrS We ful;ve already StipUlatea that ,tht!ire must 
tornorrow.' Thas is, the understanding with be anin:finite of sub-div1sl'onS Q!matter ana 
which the revolutionary tendency in the tnat these demonStrate .the conCentratioIi of 
trade 1¥lions must be organlseti. this is' the energy. . This· is What moves th~ world. 
w~y! , . ,. , Why, t'netefore, slnowdn't we be atile 'to 
~There is,,no suceessfiil way ofst~g11ng influence tlhe atmosphere. We will influence 

against alltomatioIi, pt0~eSs· demands it. it by sending out a series of waves and in~ 
One tnhlg, thougih, is capitali$t auttlmation fluencihgtheir fUil1ctionfug~ 
wnilstyet another is automation,ulilisation It's neCessary to discuss this with workers, 
of the cybernetic and e1ectr<Hechriology not simply calling for trade untion meetings 
in' the \vorkets state. There, instead of but by carrYlngout a work of cultural per
using human force the machine takes the snasion, of explanations. Automation is an 
strain, the machine will concentrate the po- inevitable neces&ity for .the capitalist system 
tency of human energy in the form of me.- which cannot be impeded. The same in the 
chanical organisation. Then, by pushing Soviet Union, the workers in the capi,talist 
a button, it will be possible >to release all countries see that,there, production [s auto· 
the accumulated energy in the form of mised, that textile factories exist where 
machine-made capacity and inteiHgence. thousands of machines are looked after bv 
That which capitalism uses today for the a few workers.. Every worker 'has charge ~f 
accumulation of capital, tomorrow we will a. hundred or even a hundred and fifty mll~ 
utitlise to eliminate the need for, !human chines. The same in Ohina, where they ha~ 
labour. Human effort will be orientated control panels a:nd the workers. sitting at the 
into other spheres. It's necessary to convince controls study Engels. In a photograph five' 
a current within the workers movement of or six yeats ago was a worker in a textile 
these conclusions. factory in the Soviet Union, who whilst 

In the meantime it's necessary to struggle working her machine carried a book of 
to impose a series of demands. No,t a single Engels which she studied at break times;. 
worker to be made redundant. If the boss Whats mNe, in the, workers states exist 
automates the works and wants to ,get rid.of mines which work by themselves. This cadi 
workers we won't. :aillow him·to make any- be done, already exis,tmachines which allo-i< 
body redundant, all the profits from auto- this to take place. Machines based on a. 
mation to the workers.! this is the way to system of a diaphram which registers move 
discuss, and if the boss then says that he is IDel}ts, as with insects in t)1e fields with sen· 
no longer able to compete as a result, ,that's sors.,whioh allow them to register move
not our concern. ments,i:mpuJses, scents and colours which we 

There must therefore be' discussion on are unaware of but that they register and 
how to assure that the profits from automa- react to. 
ti<m go to .the workers while c,apitaIism still AutomaJtion'is functicm under aa.pi·talism 

is <that 6f inCJ:~ing capitalist powei:and of 1£ th~, owner proposes trarisfering his fac~ 
d"generating the hliinlan organs. We inust to'l'y to anG,i;her place we must illlpose ~at 
prepare the conditions for when· automa,tion the worRers 'coming from Mi'here the factQ~ 
is in bur handS. In the meantime, aill the originaUy was maintain the same, Sialaries as 
benefits from !tutomat(on Iffilli!,t go to the before and' that those made redundant 1'e
workers;. not a single teidlJndan<;y!. For a ceive a guarantee .01' full pay for a certain 
sliding seale O:f working hours. It's necessary period. But the inost :important problem' (as 
to give a prognammi whioo respondS to this, this is a circuinstantial problem inasmuoh as 
and to struggle to overthrow the' capitalist not all factories have the possibHiity,6f 
s)rstem because capitalism pas only a li~ted giving "~ programm~tdc, social, and politiqaI 
oapadiy6f withstanding :the:workersdec answer tto social! p·'o'liucaI and econoImc 

, ' . , ptobl~ " whicll tn~~ysteJ.ii'ttl1n:sfers from 
~~~d~~tia1~w-,;a~~';;t1f..,.c~Ia:ry::wmdten~-~:t&'M10'Vhef'):'iS'fuat:ca.Pitallslrt~fee.ts 
itlararitees ,the workers l\n ad~uate standard forced to conStantly incti!asethe exploitation 
of iivIng. As cipi'taiism 'liM no ~t>iTity ill ot-det to ciompete <>u a: wOrld scale. In t1:iliS 
of conceding suCh del:nari&;. it ,nriJs,t' inliiyi" stage this becomes ever :mol'.e essential be
tably tespondcither with. faUUi''e: bel' ,1.Vith cau~ capitalism Ihas to USe much' oflts 
blGws. TIi.is pr6b.fehl futJSt.·be' p~d itt the ptofits to fi.rumce the war :in Vietnam, 20 ~ 
factory. The inJa,sscs, mll$1' take the itri~tiative cent of the inoome of world capitalisrill:)lust 
aild not rely on capi~1iS\: initiative. Exprop~ be dedicated to finanting the cO'illlterrevoln
pria:te capitalism .. In sUe:b: a. ~y ,that aUJtO'- HOD. Togetlher with preparation for war, 
mamon serves the workers~, 'I'll.ese conclu- ana lin aJ:"riJS, woi'Id capitalism spends 40 per 
&ibns miUSt' be di~ iilt ,fu~. trade 'union cOOt of the G.N.P; in fibari6ing the coooter' 
field. CONTINUED ON PAGE 4 
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In'tensify the st .. uggleagaitn$~ 
the pro-capitalist sectors in 

". ~ 

the 
") 

Labour Pa,rty on th'e' basis of 
mass struggles and strikes and 
the application of the a~ti-cap_ 
italist programme and methods 

Whilst world imperialism and capitalism cOil1tinues 0iI1 the path of precipitO!llS decliD,e, 
with the devaluation of the dollar and the inability' to present a coherentliDited front 
against the world revolution, the working c1ass in the workers states and in the capiWist 
countries increasingly effect changes in tOOir class instruments, trade unions and poJitical 
parties to make them correspond to the class objedives of taking IKlwer~in the capita~ist 
countries-and advancing towards socialism. This is clearly the case in the Labour 
party. There we can' see from the results of the recent elections to the Shadow Cabinet, 
the disintegration of the whole old pr&-capitalist team. Castle who attempted to impose 
anti trade union legislatOR is out, Healy the supporter of NATO sinks to the bottom, 
Callaghan and Crosland ako decliue. What results is of CQiurse a pureJy transitory situation 
the right and centre on paper are still represented but the fact that Foot has cmerg~ 3,.'1 

second points to· the real force of the current going steadily leftwards. .., . 

All this is ,the result of a whole series ()f 
international and natiooaIexperienCt'\S whi<1ih 
have ,imposed changes in the heart lOf the' 
LP, And this was analysed and prepared for 
by the leadership of the IV International, 
J.,Posadas in his document on t:he defeat of 
the bourgeois leadership in the LP, as the 
result of the electiOOs: in 1970. 

The document !predicted the main lines' of 
adyance and forecast also the general direc-o' 
ti:on of tlie policy of capitalism. ~t the 
~me time as the vanguard are in process: of 
imposing their will o.n their own organisms, 
British capitalism is necessarily obliged to 
Il1!lihtain a posture of no oonces&ions and 
undisguised reactionary policies i.e. a;gree-

ment with the Rihodesian regime, supporting 
Iran in >the Gulf, increaSing the regime.or 
military terror in N. Ireland, proposing to 
enter the Comm<in Market, refusang to raise 
pensions whilst at' the same ;time increaSing 
the income of the Queen, attack on student 
unions, imposing a harsh se!ntehce' in 
Angry Brigade trial in order to create an 
a1moSiphere of intimidation. But this does 
not stem in anyway from a real po&ition.of 
strength. rather it is a necesstty imposed 
on British capitalism by reason of tehe fact 
tha:t it does nbt possess the resoUif~~:to 
reach an acommoda,tion with the masses. Its 
political a,nd social needs enter into conflict 

, CONTINUED ON PAGE 3 . . 
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Communist Party and the IV International; 
(Part 2) J. Posadas 1-9-71 

There are two great communist parties, 
the . Chinese and the Soviet. But as the 
dhinese has no authority, relation or autho
rity which unites it to the rest of the com
ml./nist parties in reality it is only the Soviet 
QOmmunist party wmch can decide. Hence 
the phrase of PosadftiS "the impulses can 
come from any side but the decisions are 
taken in Moscow" is valid for a whole 
P:eriod of history, until a periol of funda~ 
mental ohange, IllS with the atomic war. But 
thas does not mean to say that the impulse 
having been produced from whatever side, 
the animation is going to be sustained, 
pushed forward, impelled by the USSR. It 
means that in the USSR, there are the forces 
which can give organic forms to the im
pulses. It has the material force and is the 
sector within the communist movement 
which is better prepared theoretically and 
politically. They have the economic, poli
tical and trade union structure more ready 
tQ decide. The Chinese have some of these 
a$'pects, but not the combination of all. For 
this reason the Chinese have some of these 

To plan such a struggle. To discuss the 
help to the struggle of the masses in what
ever part of the world; to make the whole 
workers world movement participate in this 
discussion and to push forward a public 
polemic with the object of clarifying, de
veloping the truth, the capacity and the 
experience, not to blame the Chinese or the 
Soviets. It is necessary to discuss. But to 
discuss on the bftiSis of an objective. If not 
what discussion is there? 

The objective is to reach the understand
ing of the necessity for the unification of the 
revolutionary world and workers movement. 
To succeed in answering to such a necessity 
what programme is it necessary to ,pose? It 
is necessary to analyse where we are, what is 
the situation of the world? Is it favourable 
to the revolution? Wh:a<t forces has capital
ism? What intermediate forces can capi
talism utilise? For what is capitalism pre
paring? What strength hftiS the camp ·of the 
revolution? 

leadersmp and to the limitation of their pro
gress. 

It is necessary to point ~}Ut the critical 
IlISpects, the lies they utter and to support the 
ftiSpects which they make to advance without 
ceasing criticism of Ithe other. But the 
centre is not the criticism. but it is the 

. secondary element. It is necessary to place 
all the attention of the movement so that 
it preoccupies itself with advancing to the 
maximum possible. And the more it ad
vances the better; because it weakens the 
force of the bureaucracy, tends to destroy 
it to paralyse it, to deprive it of efficacy and 
confidence and to disintegrate the cohesion 
of the bureaucracy . . . It is necessary to' 
seek this. We have to base ourselves on the 
process such as it is. 

aspects, but not the combination of all. For What perspective? What authority? To \ 
tliis reas-on the Chinese cannot be the centre. ! discuss the unequal levels in the develop- I 
And .for this reason ·they involve themselvesment of the revolution, the workers states I 
Hi. this policy now with Nixon. And they , and the masses of the world, led by the com
M.ve.· to go justifying at each step because I munist,. socialist, nationalist revolutionary 
wi,thin they are under pressures. I parties, left Christian democrats and Trotsky-

.' '\ ists, to discuss the intervention of the 
cow. e propo. se a .discuss. ion. for. the pro-' ,!rotskyists: the .. necessity to r~turn to mar::- '\ 
~mme of unification of thl} world com- Ism, .to dtscuss on the bftiSlS of marxIst 

Why is it that the Spanish communist 
party with such confusion within, happens 
to launch such an. appeal? Why? It is 
because there are forces which have this 
necessity. Within the USSR the bureaucracy 
is not homogenous nor does it dominate the 
different tendencies. It does not dominate 
the process. It cannot dominate it. Then 
it responds in an. empirical form with this 
reaction. Its reactions are empirical. When 
theCariDo sector comes ont to proclaim the 
necessity to discuss so that aD the workers 
tendencies participate, it is because.. it feels 
the necessity to understand the world. The 
Spanish commnnist party has changed its 
position six times over the last two years. It 

ll\ynist mQvt.mlent, expenence.. . 

~e Spanish. communist party makes this 
proposal to incorporate in the discussion in 
.~ ~rld communist ropvement !in !pe 
other tendencies-which includes usalso~ 
tQ,i,protect themselves. But also because it is 
aJogical necessity, not only a means of pro
~tion against Moscow or against Peking 
bt4.t because it is a necessity which they have 
«>.' understand. But not to dominate the 

. o8jeative. They feel such a necesSity. As a 
small party whioh feels itself to be without 
bases, with9ut support, and which already 
hl$ a bureaucratic layer and aspires to be 
ftil~ a power, it has to respond tothis,neces.
sity and makes this proposal. It hIllS a cer
tain freedom to think but it does not have 
the capacity prepared for this. For this 
reason the proposal is not programmatic. 
Whlft programme do they present to discuss? 

"'d . -, lift" "T"""'amme Wh"+ They 0 flot gtv'(> -". .... _ .... '. -" ..... '. "" ...... 
is the objective of a discusslOfi b~tweett all 
the' co'mmunist parties? It is n~ry to 
,formulate a programme. The objective is 
~he unity of tlhe communist movement to 
overthrow the capitalist system, to struggle 
so . that imperialism does the least damage 
possible with the atomic war. And now to 
prepare the masses of the world in the 
in the struggle against the capitalist system, 
but j,tis necessary to open the discussion on 
how to ov¢rthrow capitalism. . 

We are going to make a polemic with does not have a fixed position. Whftt is the 
them without accusations, criticism of one leading thre.ad in the changes? Favourable 
sector agains, anoth~r sector but .with critical tQ the revolution? . No against. They insist 
polemiCS on the basis of reasoning giving on conciliatory positions with the bourg$ois 
examples. And on this. base to discuss the opposition, including the monarchists, bnt in 
unification of the world workers movement. its turn they are developing and submitting 

And. within it, the tactic. For example for later it to the movement towards social
why bas the Spanish communist party posed ism. On tbe cnntrary hefnre, socialism was 
the possibility for . an alliance with the , a task, a slogan for festival days. But 

f monarchists and at the same time criticised r today no. They can make agreements with 
the soviets for making a conciliatory policy? ' Don .Jnan,· with all the democratic tenden
And why didn't they critiCise the pilllgpong des of the bourgeoisie but what determines 
poticy of the Chinese? They accept the ping is that it is necessary to make the. task of 

l
' pong policy of the Chinese because it is the. socialism. In tbis pOlicy there is an interior 

same IllS that of the Spanish communist party contradiction which the bourgeoisie is n.ot 
in relation to the monarchists. And then going to accept. and. whicba part of the .. 
why don't they accept the same for the communist movement is going to repel. And 
soviets? It is necessary to show that these this proposal which they are making, of 
are deterwined ,by a regional bureaucratic discussing tbe situatinn of the world workers 
interest, movement goes against tbe conciliatory con-

clusion of their POHCYA It is agalDst. 
It is ti~ to return to insist on the po

si'tion which we defended when the Spanish They want to systematise the line of 
communist party condemned the Polish compenetration but there are no histodc 
workers states for selling' 'coal to France bases, there is no experience which makes 
during the strike of the miners. We were the mftiSses admit that this is the correct 
in agreement that the workers state should policy. In moments in which it is necessary 
sell coal to France. Wha,t it is necesSary to concentrate the divergences which there 
to say to the miners of the Asturias is not are in the communist camp; to unify them .. 
to condemn the workers state but to say seIvesagainst imperialism which prepares 
"take the power." The sale of coal does the war, ithey come out to answer in this 

\

not determine the existence of France. And\ way toth. is necessity. Why? It dOes. not 
the maintaimng of the backward mines depend on their necessity. They are the 

We are going to push forward a fpJI dis- also means the interest of the masses. It mouthpieces of a necessity of the commu
cussion with them, without attacks, without is necessary to overthrow ail this. Then to nisi camp and they can express ~t because 
giving an agressive polemical character but create the conditions so that they make the they are nart of the commumst camp. 
discussing what is useful, unificationou necessary struggles to overthrow all this. And in the heart of the movement is 
dte' base of a discussion of the objectives. We are for progress~ We are against those concentrated the necessity that a discussion 
The objective is to unite the worker forces, who impede progress. Progress is not is necessary. It is not an initiative of 
of the communist parties, the Workers '\ measured by one automa.tic machine ~ut the Spanish communist party. When Brez
States, the communist parties of the capitalist \ is measured by the social progress which nev, two years ago posed to the delegates 
states, the socialist parties, the left Christian \ eliminates conditions of misery, hunger, 
d~mocrats, the revolutionary nationalist 1 insecurity, unemployment, lack of food. 

The progress in the unification of the 
world communist movement was led by 

of the French communist pary in thee 
meeting of the CPS in Moscow .. Take 
power," they were saying .. we discuss/' 
When they had three meetings ftiS they did 
in Moscow and now they, pose a fourth, 
they are .performing this task of discussing 
under the hegemony of Moscow. It is. 
under the hegemony of Moscow, but they 
have to discuss. Before they did not discuss, 
they imposed. 

When Breznev had to leave the USSR, he 
has already visited six countries and now is 
going to France-the first capitalist country 
to where hels going-it is because they need 
to co-ordinate the world communist move
ment, at the same time IllS influencing the
bourgeois camp to make the policy of disin
tegrating it. 

At the moment that the USSR sends 
B.reznev to France to give a certain guaran
tee to the French bourgeoisie that they are 
not going to use the unification of Europe to 
overthrow the capitalist system, the Spanish 
communist party comes out making this pro
posal which is the anverse. It is an expres
sion of the contradictions within the in
terior of the communist movement which 
sees itself obliged to advance towards powee. 
They are afraid of the atomic war and they 
have to prepare themselves for the atomic 
war. The progress of the structure of the 
Soviet economy and society impels tlw 
objective discussion of the truth and impels 
the leadership of the Soviet communist 
party to bring out a dictionary ultimately 
where they aunihilate Stalin. A short time 
ago Blteznev madle a Speech' in Georgia 
where he placed Stalin as a individual who 
lived in the USSR. Not as a leader. As an 
individual who lived in the USSR and did. 
certain things .. , A person who dominated 
the USSR for thirty years! The attitude 
of Carillo responds to the necessity to orga.
nise the discussions which he is making in 
the world communist movement and which 
expreSs the:.f!l~elves thtough this concentra.-, 
tion of facts. Carillo obeys very profound: 
reasonS, much mo.re. profound than the in-' 
terest of tlle Spanish communist party al
though he does not succeed in understanding 
it. From this . preoccJJpation which' he 
formulateslhere are two· determining points: 
first the demand that it is necessary to dis-. 
cuss, to plaCe- oneself in agreement: and the 
second that other tendencies should inter
vene which' are not. the communist party. 
With this. is ext)resseo the necessity for the 
unification of the .revolutionary .and workers 
movement. This comes from a communist 
party not a:1'-rotskyist movement. It. is 
necessary to fake into account the trlaturatlOn: 
whioh . there i&in the workers states the 
course of the political revolution, the 
maturation and elevation of such a develop
ment which expresses itself besides in .0< 

decisive form in <the declarationswl1icb 
Chou en Lai hftiS to make to justify himself, 
to defend him.~elf. It has to show that the
invitation to Nixon is no policy of abandon
ing communism, of concessions, of treason. 
According to versions the Rumanians nub
liSlh, Ohou en Lai has shown that if for an 
agreement with the Yankees it is necessary 

CONTINUED ON PAGE 3 

movements, the great workers trade union 
and worker centres; a unification of the 
commnnist movement. For what end? To 
unify the programme, to. form a world 
leadership which atllows the co~rdinatiou 
of the pr~ess, the support to the revolu
tion' in all the countries. generalises the 
experiences and develops throughout the 
w.orId the world experiences of the struggle 

them. They have the base. We are not able 
to replace them, not to substitute for their 
force. We have to intervene in this process· 
such as it is, impelling forces so that they 
progress within this same camp. The stages 
are short and we 'do not have the strength 
to substitute for <that already existing in the 
communist parties, the tendencies. We have 
to intervene in accord with this obiective 
development. The stage is short. There are 
powerful communist parties. They are the 
ones who decide and our duty is to intervene 
to imool. within .the communist m(}vement, 
the revolutionary tendenCies. to make them 
conscioU8 of how to cOnduct· the discussion. 
And how their progress is very limited. how 
tlbey are obliged to advance to sustain them
selves. We slistain'the l'I'ogresses which 

Viva the nationalisation of B.P. 

lor power. 
• In Libya • 

Forward to the anti-imperialist 

wQrldunited . front' 

But above ail, it is necessary to discuss 
where we iare going, what is the stage of 
history' in which we are living, where we are 
goibg and what we have to do, to discuss 
llheYoresent stage in the development of the 
Workers States. the crisis of the capitalist 
system; the linification of the world workers 
movement. to discuss the unification of 
the:sbcialist parties. left Christian democrntic 
movements. revolutionary nationaliSits, with 
the communist parties, with a ~ogr~mme of 
M'lti imperialist. clU1dallti capitalist struggle. 

they are making. without compromising 
ourselves or submitting ourselves to their;'; ~~";'_"''';'';' ___ ';'''. ___ ''' ___ ''''' ______ '''_''.'f't __ II!!,;·. 
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to abandon Vietnar.a, they do at. Chou en 
Lai came out to deny this, which showed 
llha;t basically it was not a lie. There is a 
sector in China .disposed to leave Vietnam. 

In 1951 there was another tendency, in 
Ohina which stimulated the workers state to 
defend Korea. They are two distinct situa
tions. Then the future of China' was at 
stake and their security depended on this. 

Oiil. ilhe other hand today China feels secure 
.a:ttd uses the world process, the Soviet
Yankee conflict, ·the weakening of capitalism 
and the advance of the Workers States to 
make Ia policy of greater compenetrative 
demands. Not extending the revolqtionary 
methods but the methods of alliance or 
agreement or of peaceful C()oexistence with 
the capitalist system. 

WE INTERVENE AS THE FOURTH INTERNATIONAL TO IMPEL THE OBJECflVE 
PROGRESS OF THE REVOLUfION 

Facts such as this proposal of tke Spanish 
oomnwnist 'party or other' different events 
but which respond to the same necessity of 
unifying the world communist movement 
against imperialism are going to be repeated 
oonstantly. And we 'are going to intervene. 
OUr greater taJpacity for influence ~s to 
understand the process, its historic roots 
and where it is going, independantly of who 
impels, . whioh does not have consCiousness. 
And when the Spanish communist party 
speaks thus, it is because it is already paying 
attention and hearing what we are saying. 
This influences them. 

EDITORIAL 

There is no change in the historic nature 
and behaviour of the Soviet bureaucracy. 
The essential base for understanding it, is 
that the bureaucracy is not necessary in his
tory. Hence its behaviour. Also its function
ing, which without being a class works as a 
class. Without being a class means that it is 
not a ruling class, cannot project its repro
.duction on the base of the state apparatus, 
the financial functioning and economic re
production financial and social. But function
ing as a class means to say that it thinks for 
itself. Stalin corresponded to this. But now 
already it has to project also thinking of 

CONTINUED FROM PAGB 1 

Intensify the struggle against the 
pro-capitalist sector in the Labour 
Party on the basis of mass struggles 
and strikes and the application of 
the anti-capitalist programme and 

methods 
with such :atlaccommodation. Foc example 
the enormous cost of the war in N. Ireland 
aops further to :the ~eneral military budget 
of imperialism. The policy of ooncentration 
of the big monopolies,the lack of interest in 
inv~ment shown by. cllpitalislll,. the policy 
of' stimulatiiigunemploymeniare 'an asPects 
of the fundamentrul crisis of capitalism, the 
preparation .of the war. On an international 
level this has sllown itself in the dollar cms, 
in the decline of :the capitalist economies, all 
ari~ng from the incapacity of capi~lism to 
dev,elop thepr0ductive capacities because 
the. only real production .that interests it is 
that dedicated to the .war machine. 

RAL STRIKE <to liquidate capitalism via the 
imposition of a left labour government with 
a socialist programme sustained by the per
manent and direct intervention of the masses 
in their independant co:mmittees: 

others. If does not stop tbinking for itself 
but it cannot stop taking into account the 
rest of the world. It is fundamental to be 
able to intervene in these discussions which 
are coming and which are going to deepen 
in the communist movement, to understand 
the nature of the workers state, what are its 
roots and what is its degeneration; the be
haviour of the communist party, the united 
frunt which comes inevitably-although it 
may be delayed for some years because it 
does not depend on us, it depends on them 
(but having acquired a certain strength 
nevertheless is going to depend on us). 
Then at the same time that we intervene, 
we have to study, to 'learn to draw conclu
sions, to elevate our theoretical opacity 
and organisational capacity to be able to 
dominate these problems. 

In this discussion we work as an organism, 
as the 'IV International. Our interest is not 
to lead everything for our organic growth, 
as this is not possible, but within the course 
favourable to history, we impel those move
ments which they can make advance now 
and lead now. This is .the correct thought. 
This proposal comes from Spain because 

'.{ ;; 
1IIiI' ••• 

through the circumstances of this country 
where no one is directly involved, where 
problems are raised in a distant way with the 
other communist parties, where the Spanish 
communist party has no interior competi
tors-whilst in England on the other hand 
there is the Labour party-they can support 
themselves on the Rumanians, on the 
Chinese to draw advantage from the com
petition between them and the soviets and 
this gives them a certain relative independ
ance. It is evident how they are moving. It 
does not mean that it is an advantage for 
them. No. It means that this allows them 
to play this function now. 

We sopport this proposal to discuss and at 
the same time we intervene with our pro
posal on how it is necessary to discuss. And 
in the discussion is included aiso the poliCY 
of the Spanish communist party for Spain 
which changes constantly. Also we are go
ing to discnssthis. We support this pro. 
posal and we impel it to push it forward 
because it is the way to advance in all the 
problems which the world communist move-
ment has posed. . 

1/9/71 J. Posada:" 

Viva the 2,645 votes for the 
• In Belgian Section Charleroi 

We salute the 2,645. votes for the P.O.R.(T) Belgian Section of the IV Inter. 

national in the elections of the 7th November in Charleroi. It is an important 

expression of the will and preoccupation of the communist vanguard in Belgium, 

to form a united front of the Communist Party, Socialist Party and Trotskyists, 

to unify all the forces' of the proletarian vanguard, in order to impel the formation 

of a popo1ar left government in Belgium. 

The 2,645 votes' came in particular from th~ Communist vanguard that, whilst 

it remains centralised in the Communist Party, sees that the way forward is through 

Trotskyism, and Posadism. This victory is an expression of a process that i~ taking" 
". 

placcin aU the. working class vanguard of Europe, that feels confidence in the process 

of the world revolution, with the profound disintegration of capitalism and imPerial~ , 

ism, and seeks the way to unify alii the forces of the revolution. This is a victory 'j I· 

for the IV International, a victory for the Communist Vanguard, which is seeking the I,· 

programme of Trotskyism, and it is a concrete proof that the Communist Vanguard' , 

regards the IV International as a part of the world communist movement. The masses in Britain have not been in 
any way dismayed by the policies qf capital
ism, on the. contrary. ·they have sboWn their 
win to take power. The imposition of wor
kerS control in ues, the take over .at Ples
sey. the preparation for such control in the 
Don valley Steel w.orksaJtSheffield, and on 
the' other hand, the eorresponding develop
ment of popular organisms in N. In~land as 
part of the waging of .the civil war against 
imperialism, are all demanding· a NEW 
FI~M LEADERSHIP IN THE .iNSTRU
MENTS THAT MATTER, THE LABOUR 
PARTY AND THE TRADE UNIONS. 
Th¢ changes in the Shadow cabinet show 
the direction of the Changes in the .J.,P but of 
themselves they are quite insufficient. We 
a(l'p,eal to the forees of the left. in the LP 
to organise themselves in a far superior way. 
than. hitherto and this applies to the level of 
the . trade union intervention in the LP. 
Certainly there are, all the time, signs of a . 
better intervention in the Labour party. 
Col1stituency parties as at Lincoln summon 
MPs to explain therselves in voting for the 
common market.. And trade union leaders 
like lones and Daly speak opeuly of the 
need for strike actions against unemploy
ment and even .a general strike to throw the 
Tories out. But it is not sufficient to make 
a correct statement and then leave it there 
without taking measUI'\:!S to organise the 
fight. And it is not enou~ to wage a purely 
parliamentary struggle in the Labour party. 
The left in the LP mUISt pose as the ORGA
NISED ALTERNATIVE to the Wilson 
olique ohallenging his "leadership" and in no 
way fearing a split-the right can be thrown 
out but the masses will remain with the LP 
because the right wing do not represent any 
current of support in the LP. It is necessary. 
starting now to call mass meetings and mass 
assemblies where the anti capitalist pro
gramme is explained and the methods adop
ted i.e. the organisation of permanent 
factory committees and ma.'>S· assemblies, 
workers area committees. This will give 
added confidence.to the masses and redouble 
the pressures 011 the founctioning in the 
Labour party to transform it into a party 
witlt real roots in the masses. And it is 
ne:cesg,a.ry to extend iIlhe struggles of ues 
and Plessey so that these advanced examples 
of dual power become the Qases for the 
orgariisatiofi"of 'an UNLIMfI'ml GENE:' 

Inst. as war conditions envelope a whole 
sub continent as . in India-Pakistan" so pre
parations for major events develop in 
Britain. The November 24 demonstration 
:against unemployment led to a violent col
lision with the police and many slogans 
caliling for tbe general strike were displayed. 
The left in the LP has to feel this force and 
organise it. \ it has to realise the signifi. 
eanoo of the revolutionary current which" 
made itself felt in the CP (;ongress demand
ing a more political .. Morning Star," more ,. 
emphasis OIl factory cell committees, closer , .. ------------------------________ ''"*'' 
links with the Soviet Union. It bas to feel.. . . 
the weight and significance of the reorienta
tion of the world communist movement, th.e 
greater intervention of. the Soviet Union 
against imperialism, its emphasis on the 
world anti imperialist united front, the re
cently produced programme of the French 
communist party posing the socialistaltema
tive to French capitalism despite the absenCe 
of appeals to the masses and the posing of 
revolutionary methods. And it has to feel 
much more than in the past that the British 
proletariat is linked to aU the proletariats' 
of Europe, linked to the recent actions of 
the Spanish workers in Barcelona and the 
Asturias and the engineering strike of the 
German workers linked in a common desire 
for A SINGLE WORl<ERS CENTRE IN 
EUROPE FOR A SOVIET SOCIALIST 
UNITED STATES OF EUROPE. 

It is necessary. that the left in the LP links 
itself much more directly with the strikes 
and occupations of the masses, preparing 
to intervene in an elevated way. with the coal 
miners strike, giving it a political perspec
tive, .alPpealing for the support {)f the masses 
in their comlJlittecs. preparing for its ex:ten~ 
snon into a general strike. They have to give 
programmatic leads on aU issues. An end to 
unemployment by occupying factories, ap· 
pealing to the workers states for markets, 
imposing workers control. In the face of 
automation, all the profits of automation to 
the workers. An immediate 100 per cent 
increase in pensions and to rise with the 
cost of living. Expropriation of unoccupied 
houses, linked to a plan of production to 
utHse all the resources of the c·ountry to 
satisfythe needs of the masses. OUT WITH 
THE MONARCHY. OOT WITH BRITISH 
TROOPS PROM IRELAND NOW. AN 
END TO INTERNMENT. FOR A UN1-
TED SOCIALIST IRELAND. OUT OF 
NATO. And all this has to be linked with 
aweals for the independant activity of the 
masses, proletarian democracy. in the trade 
unions, the right of the commooist party 
and the N''International to work as open 
revolutionary tendencies in the Labour party 
to extend marxist unde;rstanding and appli
cation with the texts of Marx, Engels, Lenin, 
TrotskY,Posadas.' ',' i" 

OUR PROGRAMME .. ~ 
1. A 35 bourwe.ek In all Industri ••• · 
I, Tbree weeki paid holiday in an ID. 
dastries, . leading to 4 weeks paid holida,.. 
,. An all-round 30% Increase in, wal~l. 
Establlsbment of a basic minimum IIviDI 
wage. All wages ,to rise with tbe eost of 
living. Commissions of workers and 
bous.wlves to decide the contents of tht 
CO" of living index. 
~. Equal pay for men and women. 
Apprentices doing the work of ,an adult 
worker to be paid as sucb. 
5. Profit, of automation to go to the 
.. orker. In the form of higller wages an. 
mort.r bours. 
6. Pensions to equal the average wage; and 
,. rise wltb tbe cost of living. Lowerinl 
., tbe age of retirement to 60 for men 
and 55 for women. 
1. Compulsory day r~ea5e for all 'Work. 
.rs for Industrial training and furtber 
education. 
I. Students to be maintained on the wal' 
of the anrage 'Worker, which will Increase 
with the cost. of living. 
,. Expropriation of royal palaces, luxury 

propert:.. and unoccupied dwellings to 
meet the bousing sbortage. E.'ltablishment 
of defence committees to protect alainst 
landlorda' thugs, eviction by bailiffs and 
barrassment by police. Organisations of 
tenants committees to have the right to 
assess and fix rates and rents. ' 
to. Factories about to be closed to h. 
placed under workers management, lea dine 
Con.ationalisationunder workers m1inag.
menlo A sliding. scale of hours anel 
red.udion. in 'Work . time ~Ithout los, of 
,ay ta absorb 'Worker. whose . fobs ar. 
Ibreatened byautomat~on. Workers DO'" 
Dllemployed to be found work or, liven 
fuUt 'malntemmce. 

II. Nationalisation of all key' industrJ.t 
without. coinpensation including bank .. ; 
lnsurancie. steel, . enline~ringt sbipbuUdinl. . 
chemicals, . motor manufacturer, and roa •. · 

. traasport lIIervie,es, arms, and tb. bulldln.: 
.ndbuilding supply indUstries. Nationalise. 
lndustriu '0 be placed under work.r .. _ 
controL 
12. State monopoly of foreian trad ••. 
Nationalisation of. big wholOlale anj; . 
retail enterprises. 
13. Workers control of all Industries. N. 
commercial secrets. Workers commlfle .. 
to examine the accounts of all lndultriesi 
14. Expropriation of tbe wealthy farmen. 
Large farms must be brtlught into stat. 
ownership, and small farms federated anel 
ron on .collective lines by committees of 
farmers and agricultural 'Worker. who' 
'Would organise direct marketing of produc. 
and cut out middle men. 
15. Formation of factory committees' OD 

each job and workers coundls In eaclt 
locality on an anti-capitalist programme. 
16. For a single European Trade Unlo.: 
centre on anan,i-Imperialist programme. 
17. Struggle against Imperialisml Defence 
of the colonial revolution by every me~n. 
Includin: strikes, boycott and sabolag", 
and tbe despatch of arms to colonial 
'Workers. 
IS. Withdrawal from all Imperialist ..... 
Ilances, such as NATO, CENTO, SEATO~ 
etc., directed against 'he Workers Statet. 
and the colonial revolution. Alliance an' 
solidarity 'With the Workers States andth. 
colonial revolution.against Imp.eriallsm. 
Liquidation of the Polaris and rocket 
bases and their means. of supply. 
19. For the United Soviet Socialist Sta_ 
of Europe as partot a .orld· front., 
,ocl.list 'statfS. 
10. For II' worker. JOveromenf: 



4 RED FLAG 

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1 
'TevolUttion, in arms and in war industry, 
~ Gtpi.falism is obliged to compete, and in 
'.order to compete it must transfer faotories 
'llrom one part to another, or else face 
closure. In this way its necessary to insist 
'~hrut 11:0 factory cl'Oses l Natio..nalisation with .. 
'out compensation under workers control of 
'aU factories closed or threatened witlh 
closure. . 

To discuss with a concrete programme that 
. factories mustn't close. In .the cases where 
they do close they must be nationalised. 
Wbrkern tn the factories due for closure 
i1ave theili' lives organised around their fac
tory. Capitalism must compensate them and 
tlhe compensation must be thrut ,the factory 
oontinuesto function, that iIt must dmprove 
4ts production .lQ tiuit the needs of tlhe mas
ses, Iowermg ·the selling price of his prQducts 

"diminishing tlhe working hours, guarantecing 
,.prod'UlC'tion for eVeryone;. By eliminating 
profits -prices go down a minimum of 40 per 

; cent. Any price has &t least a 40 per cent 
.:arbitrary &norease on i~. 

The transfe<r of a factory isn't alwa;ys done 
in order to increase profits at times capital
t&nl does it to 'prevenJt itself from book
fUptcy. In Belgium, capitaIistshave closed 

som~ing !.ike 30 per cent iOf the mines 
and have roncentrolted their eX'Plo1tation ~n 
areas vv'b.erethey can eliminate aU the trans
portl\Jtion costs, and move industries close :to 
the mines being worked. They have sacked 
thousands of workers. Capitalisms objective 
was to increase the unemployment and in 
so doing increase capitalist power in order 
to weigh on ,uhe masses. It ·had the oontrary 
effect, IStrikes developed more than eve<r and 
there was ia formidable revolultionary de
vcio,pment in Belgium. The same thing 
haP'PCned in England. The Con&ervatives 
proposed a year ago tlheir anti' strike laws. 
l1hey were to have been put into operation 
six months ago, but they still haven't ap
proved ~he law. Their objective was to 
intimidate the masses to split the .workers 
movement, by introduoing In ·it tlhe indi
vidual interest of every worker, in o.der 
to save ca-pitalism. In England, instead, are 
developing strikes as never before, and 
what's more tlhere has been the largest la
bour victory since 1945 which was a land
slide. Which shows that the.anti strike laws 
ibJaven't <intimidated the workers in the 
slighite.'lt. This i>s an 'indication of the spirit 
of the masses, W1hercin they see the problems 
posed by Capitalism, and .they respond, not 

it list st 
ina desperate way or by resorting to indi
vidual' actions, but looking for a collective 
class ,answer. The same must be done eve<ry
where. If the Factory owner wants to move 
his faotory hetnust compensa.te the w'Orke<rs 
so that they :have at their disposition mo.e 
·time and ,more resources with which to live. 
If the owner hasn't any mMey, tha.t'shis 
affair, but before he's allowed to move the 
factory or close it we must dmpose national.. 
isation without compensation under workers 
c0111:rol,a planned .production and for the 
workers .to give a programme of what it's 
necessary to do. If fo'r example the fadory 
produces l-u,xury ·articles, to demand that iot 
produces articles ·tlhe people are in need of. 
Certainly crupitaHsm and a sector·.of the 
petit bourgerusie will be against thiS. It's 
logical thl\Jt you can't" satisfy everybody" 
and these measures go against the ca.pitalists. 
One can't find a solUltion' WithIin the Capi
Wist system to every problem; .aecocding to 
the needs of the masses and of the Slame 
sector 'Of the inasses moot directly hit by the 
crisis ereated by capitalism. The solution 
for Itlhis sector must be linked <to the generaJ 
interests of :llbe class. The way is; national
isation wJthout oompensati'On, planning ·the 
eoonomy 'On the basis of the need to over· 

throw capitalism. .If the factory indroduces 
automation, the struggle f<!:>r the overt!hrowai 
of cap~taldsm! All the profits of automa
tion to the workern. If 1IIle 'Owne<r won't 
tolerrute this and doses or threatens to dose 
then demand nationa·1isations. 'to demon
strate that it's possible to produce, th;ll it's 
necessary tp pmduCe, that :it's.the interests 
ofcapitaHsm thalt impedes production; 
thererore we must throw out calPitaJism. 

Tbere arre two solutions. Either the wor
kers lltUSt starve or eliminate . capitalism. 
Wle mast eliminate capitalism. Capitlalism 
has all the arms, . but Alleude, the president 
of Chile said sometbing very important seen 
in the context of the. policy nels catrying 
oot, . whiCh cootains a certain coodliatitm 
with capitalist mellSn:res (not in supporting 
mpitalism but of co-existing. with it) 
Allende said "we dtm't have any arms but 
we 'have the power to paralyse the country." 
This is a . direct aPpeal to procure .arms. 
Whicli indicates that -even Ii patty based on 
Ii reformist policy must re,sorl to methods· 
which stimulate revolutionary organisation 
in the factories. 

J. POSADAS 

20-6-71 

Extracts of a letter from Cde. Posada,S toCde . 
. , 

,1. recently liberated from prison in Mexico 
," , 

, . :.We'believe that your release is iatriumph 
for. the wodd proletarian vanguard and for 
l'f'otskyism, because it signifies that we have 
'1Ilo.cceeded in interesting the world prole
tarian . and . intellectual vanguard in concern· 
ing itself with the communist revolution and 
txJmmunism. We have interested it in de
voting its preoccupation, its activity, its 
solidarity and econolllic, social and poHtical 
sapport, for the liberty of our imprisoned 
trotskyist comrades. This liberation means 
It'tn.umph of the pressure of the world trade 
union, worker and intellectual movement, 
against tlhe re:aotionary governn1et)Jt 'Of 
Mexico;. It sigBlifies one of tlhe ba~ of 
the uni'ted front in which one of the essential 
bases is our activity. . 

The influence of the world revolution im
posed· your liberation as it is going to im
pose that Qf other comrades. The intention 
Of >the government was to keep you in 
prison, fora wing withilllthem sought to im
I?ose a new sentence, nO' matte<r how. It was 
tmly looking for an excuse to' de it. The 
\>.rorM pr~sure and tOOt of the Mexican TUs, 
of -the student movement, the mobilisations, 
the 'reSolutions, ha.ve forced the government 
to liberate you. . 

You must feel all the joy, as yon have 
shOWn, to' form. a part of <the mexican revelinr 
tli,'olliail'Y, and workers movement, with 
which Y<:lU have collaborated and of which 
yoo are an integral part. Yow: freedom is 
1ihe prolonogation of the struggle of the Mexi
cart masses. 

We salute your development, your irre
proaohable conduct· in the prison. Wff( 
salute your decision 11.0 progress, to function 
as a revolutionary leader of the International 
and carry forward the task of education, even 
in 800h difficult conditions, in spite of the 

lack of mea:ns, of conditions, of possiblities 
for a political life. The confidence, the 
security, tlhe'life with the International has 
given you the bases to !'arry forward such 
an activity, to maintain yourself fused with 
the sentiment, the consciousness, and the 
policy of the International. In your letters, 
which improved one after the other, you 
expressed the elevation O'f your poHtical life 
and preoccupation. 
. . . There is a very great progress in your 
a,,'tiV!ity. A progress which all the comrades 
have stated, your communist will to .progress 
politically, theoretically and organistation
ally. 

n is necessary to take up again all the 
experiences whiClh you have made to apply 
the conclusions to continue in conditions 
which, if they are better than those in the 
prison, without those obstacles, are not fun~ 
damentally different, in which the objective 
remains the s·arne. Once out of prison, it is 
possible to act more freely, with more depth, 
continuity; the work can have a greater 
scope. It is on these conditions ,that it is 
necessary to b&Se oneself to continue the 
activity. 

We congratulate you and embrace y.oU; 
as. we do with the comrades who remaIn in 
prison. Fernando Bruno,' Gilly, Luna and 
Colmenarres, because, all together yO'U have 
maintained the auth<:lrity of the International 
in prison. All of y.oU have tnaintained the 
assurance, the living f.orce of the Interna
tional you have given. the living example .of 
the theoretical and polititalcapacity by yoitr 
theoretical and political and practical inter
vention, demonstrating in this way tlhat we 
are a " public good" of hi>story, that we are 
concerned witlh the objective progress of the 
revolution. 

Manchester 
PARTY CENl'RE 

WE INVITE SYMPATHISERS, LABOUR AND COMMUNIST 
PARTY MILITANTS, TRADE UNIONISTS AND STUDENTS, 
TO CALL THERE BETWEEN TIlE TIMES I"ISTED BELOW, 

FOR DISCUSSION AND TO OBTAIN OUR DOCUMENTS. 

THE CENTRE WILL BE OPEN 

Monday 4 pm to 9 pm, Wednesday 2 pm to S pm, Friday S pm to 8 pm 
THE ADDRESS IS: 

ROOM 6, 39 LONG MILLGA 'fE, MANCHESTER. 3. 
Nenr Victoria Station 

You have demonstrated how one must 
fight to incoTpo:rate militants to the party, 
and to impel the ,revolution, even if we do 
not recruit militants. We devote ourselves to 
impelling the revolution; this is the beSt 
way of making our movement bigger, for it 
is the necessary form for the progress of 
the revolution. Neither in cur comrades, 
no~' in QUI' militants, nor in our movement 
in its entirety does there exist an egoistic 
aWtooe, Onllne contrary everyone ,bias the 
objective intention of impelling the re¥o!u
tion, the revolutionary movements, of the 
entire world, whatever be the cotlditions 
in which we find .ourself, the means which 
we. dispose of, the possibilities which we 
have. . . . 
... Your imprisonment, your behavour as a 
trotskyist is irreproachable, your iiberation 
due 00 the world pressure of the cemmunist 
vting;uard, indicating that we ate already 
wit!hln ·the world communist movement, that 
We make up i part of the revolutiOnary cUr
rent in tbe' world communist movement. We 
nave already boon inOOir.porated Cde T. your 
liberation confirms lliis. It also expresses 
the weaKness of capitalism which has not 
beenable to eriminate you when the condi
tions CoUld not have been: . mOre favourable 
for it. The fear of' the rea.ctil()n of world 
public opinion, and mote particularfy of 
Mexican pubfic opinion have prevented 
capitalism . from killing you. WithOut this 
they would have d?-Oe it. 

. .. Your liberation cdc T. i>s, at the same 
time a homage. ,which we render to the 
proletarian and revolutionary vtingnard of 
the world, to Trotsky,to the commnnist 
sentiments of the masses of the workers 
states who in' one way or another have ex
erted an influence; through their leaderships, 
on the world workers movement, on the TUs 
and on the intellectual leaderships, inclining 
them to accept the campaign for the liberat
tio'll of the imprisoned trotskyist comrades 
in Mexico. This intervention ·of the masses' 
of the WO'rkers States is put in evidence 
by the fact that twice in the Soviet Union 
there have been published resolutions in 
favour of all the poUticaI' prisoners, in 
whioh they have quoted the names, even if 
they d~d not say that you were trotskyists. 
Suoh a fact, repeated twice, indicates that it 
is the expression of this objective world 
unHed front which mobilised in defense of 
the trotskyists. 

. In the name of all the International, of 
ahl ,the imprisoned cQmrades and all the 
revolutionaries imprisoned in the world, we . 
embrace you. 

Viva the liberation of all the revolutionary 
prisoners who, like us are fighting 'for so
cialism! 

Viva the world socialist revolution and the 
dght of an the workers states to impose the 
.world socialist revolution! 

With all Oll!l' fm.te<rnal and revoIutionary 
salutes. 

1. Posadas 

.... 

BOLIVIA 
We salute with immense revolutroMrY 

happiness the reappearance of .. Lucha 
Obrei'"a," organ O'f the Bolivian. Section of 
the IV, International, which publish:ed in 
November the resolution of the Interna
tional Secretaf'ialt. "The defeat of revolu
tionary notiom;ilism in Bolivia; an aspect of 
the process from nationalism to the work:e<rs 
strute and, of the. permanent. reVoluti()ll in 
Latin Aml:itica"The reappeatatl1ce of "Lucha 
Ohern" has a very great importance coming 
ont as it dOeS with the political conclusions 
on the cOup' in Bolivia POSill$ the tasks· to 
pllSh forward the "intmuPted'~ progress of 
of the .reyolution. .. Lucha. Obtera ,. poses 
ingrelat dq,ththe necessatyconcIllSioo,s that 
the revoluti'onary vMguard haS to d!taw to 
regain the level and dynamism to progress 
from the Revoiutiortary State to the Workers 
Sta.t~ The IS res~l'utipn is ,file key that en,., 
a&les the achievement .of· the tasks' of this 
stage-reorganiSlatiO'n Of the revohitibnary 
forces, of the revolutionary . leadership oj' 
the COB, of .the Anti Imperialist United 
F!i:Q-nt. ,We salute the R<bUvianmasSes, tlhe 
proletarian and miner' vanguard which is 
preparing and organising itself ih its Trade 
Unions. We SlaJute the P.O.R.(T); Bolivian 
Section of the IV international which applies 
the conclusioos and orientations of .Cd. J. 
Posadas to organise ·the new leaps that are 
being prepa.red in Bolivia. We salute 
comrade Posadas,. who with his documents, 
analyses and orientations prepares new ad
vances o·f the sOclalist revolution. 

Viva the reappearance of Lucha Obrera 
in BoIivi:a, drawing th'e political conclusions 
affertlhe fall of Torres to permit the further 
advance of the BQlivian revolution! 
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Mobilise to secure the release and, guarantee· the 
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,safety I. of the, imprisonedMexic,~nrrotskyists 
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Workers of the World, Unitel 
Stop the murders in Lecumberri. 

ThE! sUbStitution of 
the bourgeois state 
by the proletarian .. 

state Is not poss
ible without violent 
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The miners strike, which will take place cause the simple winning of an economic. 

in two weeks time, if the Coal Board does demand is not going to solve any of the 
not increase its offer, is an action from problems of the working class. Inflation and 
which the whole of the working class and the rise in unemployment are going to con
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rrl cum 
to safeguard the lives 
political • prls ers 

exploited masses will benefit, and which has tinue; ·the capitalist class and its government We have recently received news from our comrades in Mexico, that makes it clear 
to be given every type of support. It has a has no ability nor interest to solve them. If that the lives of aU the political prisoners there are in dooger, among them the Trotskyists, 
fundemental importanoe, both because of it had any interest in solving the problem of Commooists, Revolutionary Nationalists ood the trade unionists. 
the power of the miners in the economy and N. Ireland il!: would spend a fraction of what . We have heard from comrades in the jail that a provocation has been made by the 
because of tho whole situation in the it spends on repression, to make houses, jobs police against the political prisoners in the last weeks. 80 police invaded Lecumberri jail, 
country, the. aocumuIation of' anti-capitalist etc, but it doesn't, its only plan for Ireland they forced the political prisooers to come out of their cells, they took their finger 
feeling.. which seeks a vehicle to express it- is to extend the internment camp at Long • • 40 
self. The breakdown of the engineers pay Kesh in preparation for new intenlments of prints, ood from some of the cells, they stole ohjects of value. Smce tillS, some 
talks, of the power workers pay talks whose Trade Unionists, the CP, the Civil Rights .. falcons" (right wing thugs used in the last armed attack on the students demonstration) 
unofficial leadership proposes to make a Association and the left in general. Thus have moved into the jail living with the politicail prisoners waiting for a moment when. 
strike starting on the same day as the this government has no perspectives, because they can take advantage of a provocation which they themselves will instigate in order to 
miners ,the persistence of ·the occupations the capitalist class has none, has little social assassinate the leading political prisooers. The pOilitical pri.sooem state that they are 
at Plessey and ues, the threat of new occu- support and continues to exist only because completely unprotected in face of any offensive which these "falcons" may take. 
pations, the open civil wad' in Ireland, are the leader.s:hips of the workers movem~nt. . In appealing for the safety of tbe prispners it is importantto see that t,her.e is a deep 
differej)t~expre&sio,n~,Qt the~JJle hasiocon- .... have nofbrganised.. a~ str:uggletobijng..,it· .. ' criSiS~the Mexican gQvemjijent inWhiCb the political prisooel.'S are the focal.point of aU 
tent; the desil'e ,or the working c1assto get . down. This is what the objective of the thest~gles of tendencies, a struggle which is furious and public. It is necessary to 
rid of .vhk government and the regime of goocwal strike must be; to overthrow the "" .. , L.A • f .... A .. ...,_ .... ' •• k d th .... e CIA .. .. .. e . d .... eren .. ate m:tweenooe wmg 0 ....: govemmen~ W .. .ruu IS .m e ...... .. 00 ..... private property which it represents. Tory government and replace it with a. left 

LabOiUJl' govermnent on an anti-capitalist right in the army, which wants to make It coup, to stop the advance of the other tendency, 
The miners strike can be used as a bridge programme. Such a govermnent swept into that of iEchev~, which woots to link itself mQre with the Wltionalists, and poses a pro

towards this objective. The struggle to over- power by the mass movemoot would be gramme to be carried forward against imperialism. Not alii the, government is involved 
throw capitalism at this stage is the struggle forced to ·take measures weakening the in this repressioo agamst the political prisoners, it is ins~igated by the weaili right wing 
to create ,the ·organisms, and leadership, and structure of capitalism and would open the linked to iJllperialism which wants to repress to murder, to make an ambience of terror. 
formulate a programme, so that the non way to a superior stage of the class struggle. At the same time that there is this inner weakness in the government, where the sector 
proletarian masses see the working class The LP must come out with a declaration of lEc!heverria seeks IIJnks with the natioQalists, while the right wing adwmces to try 
as a capable leaderslllp, can have confidence in full support for the miners strike and k' 'A__ d ts d I . 'ted fr ts 
that this class can solve all the problems must mobilise all its forces to ensure that it to impel a coup, the wor mg c_ and stu eut .movemen eve Gp open IU!I11 on 
which rise from the existence of capitalism. triumphs. The right wing sector of the LP between the Commnnists, the Trotskyists the Natiooalists and the tradeunious. We do 
ror this reason the miners strike must be will be against the strike because they feel it not support the EChevarria tendency politicaJ1ybut it is possible to Gbtainconeessi0D8 
made into the most advanced strike yet seen is against them as well, that it is against from it to the advantage of the pGliticail prlsooers as the partial amnesty granted when 
in Britain, with the fooctioning of miners conciil.iation with the capitalist class, but Echewnia took office Shows, when a world campaign was organised to pUC pressure On 
committees in the mines,occnpying the it is a support for the left wing. The left him with this aim. 
manes; making them worJc. in some selected must declare that they are not 'Only in sup- An indication of· the weakness of the present government is the fact that they have 
areas a.s an example of the teohnical capacity port of ·the strike,but must also appeal for had to allow the publication in Mexico of the book of Adolpho GiUy, (a comrade of the 
·of the miners, and distributing the produce its extension into a political gooeral strike. IV InternatioWlI who has been in jan since 1964) called "The Interrupted Revolution." 
chea.ply to workers families, to old age The CP also must use aU its industrial 
poosioners etc. It ds necessary to appeal authority to impel the strike as must the This is a complete histOl'y of the Mexican revolution from 1910 to 1920, and from its very 
directly to the Wiorkers States to intervooe, LPYS. title shows that the process is not finished. 
as they have done through the TUs in Ire- Th,is strike is going to !lake place in oon- We make an appeailto the Labour, iCommrunist, TU vanguard, to th(I Young SoeWists 
land and 'DeS, to give financial and other ditions of acute crisis for imperialism. The and Young Communist League, to the student movement and intellectuals to protest to 
types of support, and to buy the fcoal directly Indo-Pakistan war has led to disastrous oon- the Mexican govemment again.. this latest provocation, to denounce what is happening in 
from the occnpiedpits. The miners must sequences for. imperialism. Bhutto takes Leeumberrijail, demanding the safety and release of. the political prisoners, among them 
not be seoo by the rest of the masses as powerm West Pakistan saluted by a de- Adolpho Gilly, Oscar Fernandez BrUno, Cesar Colmenares, Roberto Iriarte and 
fighting solely for the miners interests but monstration shouting "Down with cap.i!lal- Francisco Luna of the IV International, together ·with. all the Communist, National
f<:Jll' the interests of all the exploited. The ism. up with socialism" while in Bangla Desh ist, T.U. and student political prisoners. It is necessary to state that a sector of the 
masses must see the mines functioning like 'a revolutionary nationalist process develops 
soviets, with mass assemblies taking aU the outside the control of the Indian bourgeoisie. government is preparing another Tla'teioco,' and appeal to the nationalist sector in the 
important decisions, discussing aU the . As aD. expression' of its social crisis US government· to leau more on the forces and· strength of the working class in order to 
problems 'of England and the world and imperialism suffers a financial crisis a.nd has confront this sector. 
taking resolutions and appefLling for support to devalue the dollar in a desperate effort to We have just heard that one political and two common law prisoner have been 
from workers and student organisations stabilise the world capitalist monetary murdered in tIle last days hJ Lecmnberri. These murders aunounce new and worse 
The miners, .through committees elected system. US and British Imperialism take actions, jf the world workers movement does not mobilise to prevent them. 
from mass meetings, and with all the dele- different positions over the Indo<-~akistan 
gates subject to instant recall, must co- war and US Senators like Koonedy and 
ordinate nationally and work out a workers Humphrey denounce British repression in 
Plan of Production, a plan of house building, N. Ireland. The advance of the revoluution 
of providing schOOlS, hospitals, of fillI em.. is internally disintegrating the capitalist 
ployment, of increased pensions etc, based class, and Lts alliances. Even the absurdity 
on the expropriation of the banks and key of the confronta:tion of the Soviet and 
industries without compensation and under Chinese Workers State cannot be profited 
workers control. We make all these pro- from by imperialism to any important de-
posals not only to the base but to the leader- gree. , 
ship of the NUM; our objectiVe is to This is the world situation in which the 
Sltrengthen the forces of the left in the NUM miners strike will o()CUr, if the oapita1i&t 
leadership, to give confidence to lihem so class and the conservative sectors of the 
that 'they advance basing themselves on the NUM bureaucracy do not manage to make 
actions of the miners, The committees we an agreement to avoid it. It is most probable 
propose are. not in competition with the that it will take place because now the mar
union branches; they are an extoosion and gin of man ouvre of :the TV bureaucracy is 
deepooing of the function of thebranohes, very small and the pressure on them very 
inside the occupied pits. great. The miners must not be .allowed to 

All the working class must support the fight Mone; this &tmggle milst be linked to 
action of ,the aniners, by demonstrations, UCS, to Plessey, to Ire:1and to all the stmg
taking resolutions, sending money and above gIes of the exploited masses, must fact as the 
aU orl?Ja;nising strikes in solidarity with the unifying centre of all these, raising the level 
miners. In >this way the miners strike can . of demands so that it is not just the divis-ion 
become the centre around which a general of the surplus value which is put into 
strike can be organised. But a gooera1 question but 1ihe expropriation of the whole 
strike has to have political objectives, be- capitalist class. 

Telegrams to Echevarria have been sent in the last days 

from our Party and the following 

The Young Liberals 

The Young Chartists 

Mike Walsh Journalist of "Tribune" 

Maurice Cornforth for the 

Progressive Publishers Lawrence & Wishart. 

Lawrence Daly secretary of the National Union 
of Mineworkers sent the following telegram. "Denounce 
intention to murder Communist, Trotskyist, Nationalist, 
Political Prisoners Lecumberti demand guarantee their 
physical safety". 



2 RED FLAG 
Appeal of the I.Se of the IV Internationel 

,#. 

ransform ar etwe n India and 

akistan If Into the Socialist evolution 

'The Intemationail Secretariat of the IV International appeals to the communist parties of 
die Wor~ers States, of the capitalist states, to the socialist parties and the left Christian 
democrats, the nationalists, and aU the world workers and revolutionary movement to 
pronounce against this war which does not have any objective or interest in the progress 
of humanity. 

This frontier dispute responds to the in
terest of groups, of layers and sectors of 
govermnents linked, submitted to and de
pendent on the capitalist. system. This capi
talist defense does not have any sense and 
does not respond in any way to the inter
ests of the progress of humanity. 

There is on the other hand, as much in 
Pakistan, as in India, a series of revolution
ary movements which are trying to trans
form the capitalist regime in the two coun
tries. Even thoogh it is necessary to take 
account of the existence in the two conntries 
of progress of nation ali sat ions, they remain 
nevertheless ftmdameutally capitalist with 
structures which the masses, as much on one 
side as the other, want and try to surpass. 

lil 'Bengal, as in varions other states of 
India, there has occurred numerons uprisings 
of. Illie and movements have devel-
oped :bave tried to reform the econ-
omy, the regime of property and which have 
been heavily repressed. It is with the ob· 
jective of being able to maintain themselves 
that the governments of these two countries 
have had to yield in a series of m~sures 
which constitute progress within the capi
talist regime; a limited progress, in so far as 
the capitalist system in its fundamental 
structures, still remains in place. The masses 
of Calcutta, of Madras, of Kerala, or· of 
Bengam continue their' strnggle· to put .an end 
to this system. 

In 'EastPaliistan, BangIa Desh bas tried to 
organise a movement which is going partly 
outside tile limits of the capitaliSt system. 
EiVen while it still remains under the control 
of this system, it has been heavily repressed. 

It wishes in this way to be able to develop 
~ movement and to be able in this way to 

. respond at least in part to the wiD of the 
masses. 

The solution of the war between the two 
countries in which the governments are stiD 
in the hands of the capitatlist system, will 
not lead to· anY solution favourable to the 
development of the socialist revolution. It 
is on the contrary a retreat. This way is 00 
the contrary going to permit the capitalist 
countries to intervene and make an alliance 
with certai~ workers states, as is the case of 
China. Yankee Imperialism finds itself 
allied with China on one side and on the 
other the Soviet Workers State is allied to 
EJngland and France. This is how the masses 
of the world feel it. They see that this going 
against the objectives of the sociailist revolu
tion. 

The Sino Soviet Conftict appears to the 
masses of the world as a loss of authority, 
a retreat, an inter Workers State dispute. 
Even if it is not capitalism which gains 
autll:lOrity from this, the hesitation of the 
Workers States before such a confrontation 
is a historic advantage given to cap·italism. 
The latter does not increase it'! social pow
er, but on the other band it does gain time. 
This is why it is a crime which it is 
necessary to condemn. 

The Chinese and Soviet W O1i{ers States 
must present themselves differently before 
Ore eyes of the masses to imperialism, which 
is made difficult becanse of the bureaucratic 
policy of the two, the absence of a revolu
tionary policy. This is what leads them to 
ally with capitalist sectors and to confront 
each other with different policies, wben in 
each of these two countries there are revolu
tionary movements which are trying to 
transform the structure of property and the 
social structures. 

To respond with a correct policy to the 
needs of progr~ss of history it is necessary 
as much on the side of the leadership of the 
Chinese Workers State, as the Soviet, to can 
to the masses of the two countries to take 
power. In Iudia, as m Pakistan, it is neces
sary that the Workers States impel the 
struggle to transform the property regime, 
to expropriate capitalism and the lanijown
ingproprietors, and to install worker states. 

It is quite clear that the problems between 
india and ;Pakistan are engendered by the 
existence of the capitalist regime, by its 
crisis, its incapacity and its lack of social 
MId economic means to resolve Orem. This 

is w~. it has recourse to reactionary solu
tions or to the war, and it is because of this 
that we propose neither war nor a reaction
ary SOIllition, but a revolutionary solution. 
For' this the workers states must present 
themselves UJ}ited before the masses of the 
world, with a common policy against the 
capitaist regime. Never must two workers 
states present themselves divided, with a 
different policy, faced with capitalism. In 
the present situation there is not a direct 
confrontation, but a support to different 
positions of the capitalist system in crisis, 
signifying by itself a containing and diminu
tion of the authority of the workers States 
before the masses of the world. 

It is necessary to demand of the world 
workers and communist movement that the 
Chinese and Soviet Workers States put 
themselves in agreement, stop confronting 
each other with different policies, in a pro
cess which can only give the bases for an 
atomic war. It is necessary to appeal to 
them, on the other hand to co-ordinate their 
policy to stimulate on one side and tbe other 
a discussion between the nationalist move
ment and the workers movement, with 01"

ment and the workers movement, with orga. 
nisations representative of the masses with 
the objective of organising the strnggle for 
power. It is necessary to appeal for an' end 
to the war and that the masses of each 
country starting from the. present situation 
make a war to transform the economy. This 
is the policy that tbe workers states fu the 
workers centres must carry out, the mass 
trade unions, the nationalist movements, the 
left catholic movement, the socialists must 
carry out. The confrontations between the 
USSR and China must end and these two 
Workers. States must, on the contrary, put 
themselves in agreement to confront the. 
capitalist system. Their confrontation' is a 

'momtrosity agaiust tbe progress of history. 
It is not a product of insoluble opposition 
of interests, of contradictions between the 
USSR and China. It is the product of an 
incorrect policy which responds to bureau
cratic and not revolutionary interests. This 
conflict can be transformed into a war of 
lie Vietnam type; imperialism profiting 
from it to maintain a Vietnam situation. Its 
interest is to· maintain constant foci of 
war, as much in the Middle East, as in 
Vietnam and today in India. In this 
sense tbe' position. adopted by tbe Soviets 
cannot be put on the same level as 
that of the Chinese. Even though 
they have an important part of the political 
r(!Sponsibility, . their position is less damag
ing, less harmful in the measure that they 
are calling for an agreement. Without tak
ing poshious one hwdred per. cent for 
Bangia Desh, they give a general support to 
India which in this case has a position whiCh 
is morEl progressive than that ·of Pakistan. 

India sees itself forced in every way to 
support Bangia Desh which is a progress 
compared with the situation with Yabia 
Khan. India finds itself forced to support 
anatioualist process which since its begin
mg has aiready advanced not badly along 
the i"oad of the i'evolution. Even if Sheik 
MujiburRahman can return to East Paki
stan he will not find the same situation as 
before. In his movement a natioualist ten
dency quite left and quite advanced which 
has published an anti-capitalist programme 
has developed, in the framework of the 
present revolutionary policy. 

Even if the war is stopped now, it none 
the less demonstrates that imperialism has 
opened a process wlIi.ch it has to support, 
and if it cannot do it, it will only demon
strate its weakness. This is aiready demon
strated in the fact that it cannot bomb India 
as it !bas bombed Vietnam, because this 
would' crcate . a state of affairs in which the 
Soviets would intervene openly or negotiate. 
The Sovi~ts intervened openly before to pre
vent suchan action by the Yanks. This is 
the reason wby the responsibility of the 
Soviets is less. The Yanks are preparillg 
for a new Vietnam. 'I'hey have the means 
there to maintain, foci of war which permit 
them to tnaintain themselves in Indo China, 
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in Israel. They have wanted to do the same 
thing in Latin America. but they have failed. 
From this comes the importance of the 
Soviet Union setting itself up in several 
countries. In this way they stop any possi
bility of the Yanks doing again what they 
did in Santo Domingo; make a bridge head 
to intaU the Yankee armies in all Latin 
America. They wanted to do the same thing 
in Pakistan, but the intervention of the 
Soviet Union prevented them. 

The intervention of imperialism has the 
objective of containing the development of 
fbe revolution, as much in India ns in Paki
stan and in the rest of the Middle East, to 
pass from there to the south of the med
iterannean. The Soviet intervention has cut 
short all this and their policy with mdira 
Ghandi and the agreement concluded with 
her is now more·' clear. In the framework 
of their policy of • penetration,' they have 
in this way blocked the advance of the 
Yank~ and ,partly. stopped the war. 

'This poaicy presents some correct aspects 
and some incorrect. Incorrect in as much 
as it believes it can succeed in preventing , 
war; correct in' the measure where it re
duces the margin of. manoeuvre and the 
geographical progress of the Yankees. This 
is why ooe cannot put on the same plane, 
the policy of the Soviets and those of the 
Chinese. It is not excluded that the Soviet 
had pushed the intervention and offensive 
of the Indians, profiting from the weakness 
of imperialism· to unleash a process of ex
pulsion of imperialism. The USSR seeks 
to reinforce the positions of fbe Workers 

State taking a certain military intiative, 
alwayS in alliance with :!sector ofthebour
geoisie but in the Ime of a world interven
tion with 'the objective of replacilUg im
perialism. 

The aspiration of the Chinese in wanting 
to prevent the progress of the Chinese in 
India is absurd. One bas to be really stupid 
to belie.ve that the presence of the Soviet 
Union in mdia is a danger for China. It 
is absurd! All this comes from the bureall-
cratic policy of the Chinese. . 

Capitalism must bear all the responSlullity 
for the existence of such problems. We do 

. not want war, but when it is necessary, it 
is necessary to wage it against the eapitalist 
system. If it were . possible. to advance 
withont problems, without war, we would do 
it, but everything shows that it is necessary 
to make war on (!apitalism; the revolution
ary war, expropriating it. Thus the progress 
61' history is made as much on a world 
scale as regionallly; in this way the forces· 
of the revolntion progress and the forces 
and the military (!apacity of· imperialism 
di~inlshes. 

British linperialism lias not been able any 
more to maintain its domination over Asia. 
It was shown the door after the second 
world war arriving at agreements with the 
nascent bourgeoisie, with the fendalists with 
a view to maintaining private property and 
the capitalist system. This is why up tiD a 
little while ago, the princes still: received 
enormous subsidies from the State. And to 
progress economicaJfly to maintain a social 
support in the masses and tbe petit bour
geoisie, they recentiy had to expropriate the 
princes. This indicates tbe ascent of the re
volution in India. The subsidy to the princes 
bas just been eliminated. Why didn't they 

do it before. if the same ConditiODS existed r 
They have maintained these parasites, this 

eharge on the economy for as long as they 
conld in the fear· that a conflict with them 
would only be benefitted from by the masses 
who would find in this conflict a means of 
making themselves independent of the buur
geoisie. The bourgeoisie were frightened 
of losing control over them. ;futting an end 
to the subsidies to the princes indicates what 
the for~e of the revolution is ~d explains' 
the wiD of imperialism to contain it. 

'I'he masses of the world are watching 
stunned, the seusele&'l bureaucratic policy of 
the Chinese Workers State and in part of 
the Soviet burcaucracy. In spite of the re
sistance and refusal of the Chinese cp. the 
Soviet CP must lamtch appeals to stop the 
fighting, putting themselves in agreement to 
help the masses of Bangla-Desh, to carry 
forward the programme of expropriation in 
all the zones, for the self-determination of 
aU populations, but also for the unification 
of Bangla-Desh, 'Pakistan, and India in a 
single Workers State, ns in its time tile 
Soviet Union ()rgauised itself. It found in 
this way, the means of unifying rf;jgions and 
countries of different religions, and cul~ures 
and ~anguages through a reginte of superior 
property and economy. 

It is. not by dispersing the economies that 
one can resolve the problems of national
ities, of language and culture. All these 
problems remain secondary in relation to the 
need of centralising of the economy. It 
.is this whch is going to permit the resolving 
of all the other problems, by imposing the 
monopoly of foreign trade ~d centralised 
plamtmg. . . 

It is absurd and criminal that two workers 
states confront each other. The masses of 
the United States in particular see this ab
surdity. They see that China and the USSR 
are putting themselves on. the same plane 
as Yankee imperialism. No strategic prob
lem nor the interests of one or anoOrer 
Workers State can justify this, but only by 
counting on the general and world interest 
of the socialist revolution. This is why the 
masses regard such 'a political behaviour 
with fright. In effect, this is a blow made 
against the struggle agallL~t the capitalist 
'System. The two workers states must jointly 
appeal to the masses of India and Pakistan 
to struggle to overthrow the capitalist sys
tem, to plan the production and on this basis 
to resolve the problems of nationalities and 
eulture as it. was done in the Soviet U:Uon. 

The. future of immanityis not in Ore 
separation of lnationalities but on the con
trary in centralisation in relation to nation
alised property, the elimination of the cap
italist system, and the instaUation of soviets. 

Such is the appeal that the mtemational 
Secretariat of the IV International launches 
to the world workers and revoilutionary 
movement. 
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anchester 
PARTY CEN'lRE 

WE INVITE SYMP ATHISERS, LABOUR 4\ND COMMUNIST 
PARTY MILITANTS, TRADE UNIONISTS AND STUDENTS, 
TO CALL THERE BETWEEN TIm TIMES lISTED BELOW 

FOR DISCUSSION AND TO OBTAIN OUR DOCUMENTS. ' 

THE CENTRE WILL BE OPEN 

Monday 4 pm .to 9 pm, Wednesday Z pm to 5 pm, Friday 5 pm to 8 pm 
THE ADDRESS IS: 

ROOM 6, 39 LONG MILLGATE, MANCHESTER, 
Near Victoria Station 
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